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LAUNCH INTO LISTENING
Discovering Radio

Broadcasting By Satellite
Build
The Rugby 7MHz SSB & CW Transmitter
Part 2

A Superbeam Antenna For 24MHz
Reviewed

The Chekom 3 -Band Windom Antenna
The Alinco DR -605
Dual -Band VHF/UHF Mobile

Plus All Your Regular Favourites

Dual Band Mobile
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"Each of the mics function the
same, and the radio is PC
programmable with ADMS-2!"

FT -8500
"I like the Spectra -Analyzer. It
keeps track of my favorite
repeaters, and checks UHF and
VHF channel activity."

"Look, the digital voltage display
monitors my car battery voltage,
too!"

Features
Frequency Coverage:
RX: 110-174 MHz
TX: 144-146 MHz
70 cm RX: 410-500 MHz
TX: 430-440 MHz
Spectra -Analyzer" w/adjustable
signal width, spacing & span
markers
6 -Character Alphanumeric
Display
2m

110 Memories (in 5 memory
banks)
Omni-Gov/TM Display

Digital voltage display
Selectable 1200/9600 baud
3 -Level Auto -Mute wlMute Timer
V+V, U+U, V+U Dual Receive
3 Power Output Levels
2m
50/10/5 Watt
70 cm 35/10/5 Watt
Built-in Auto Power Off (APO)

The only alphanumeric dual band
mobile now comes with a choice
of two unique microphones.
FS -10

Smart ControlleriM
Microphone
Use unique Joystick -type
lever to command functions.

MH-39
DTMF Microphone
All functions conveniently at your
fingertips including two user programmable buttons

and Time-out Timer (TOT)
MIL -STD 810
9 Memory DTMF Autodialer
PC Programmable w/ADMS-2
3 Scanning Modes w/ Clear Scan
Adjustable LCD Contrast/
Brightness Control

Accessories:
Consult your local Yaesu dealer.

Rotary Dial Selector Knob
Select memories and other
settings according to the current
mode functions.

Rear -panel data jack for

Packet with 6 -pin connections
for Data Input, P11-, 9600 bps
and 1200 bps Receive Data,
Squelch Status, Ground.
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ACTUAL SIZE

5.6x1.6x6.4in.(140x40x160mm)

Fr the first time ever, the only dual
band mobile with alphanumeric capability is
available with two microphones. Customize
your mobile radio use by choosing the hightech FS -10 Smart Controlleel Microphone
with its unique Joystick -type lever, or the

battery voltage big and bold in the OmniGlowmdisplay. View frequencies and custom
VHF&VHF, UHF& UHF, VHF&UHF Select
three dual band configurations. Shown with
custom 6 -character alphanumeric code.

new MI -I-39 DTMF Microphone which

includes convenient handheld programmability.The F1'-8500 has a built-in function
menu, so you can program the radio from
the microphone, or use the exclusive,
optional new ADMS-2 Windowsm Software

Kit. An unbeatable combination-userfriendly Yaesu engineering, and state -of -the-

art performance.
The FT -8500 offers more than a choice
of microphones. Watch the exclusive SpectraAnalyzerTm exhibit station activity above and

below your current operating channel. See
the digital voltage readout monitor your car

SPECTRA -ANALYZER"" Display station
activity above and below current operating
channel. Exhibit programmed channel signal
strength in Memory Recall.
;
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alphanumeric messages at the same time in
V+V, U+U or V+U. What's more, the FT -8500

features handy cloning, selectable 1200/9600
baud, and a rear -panel data jack for packet!
The company who defined dual band for
amateur radio has now made it better. The
FT -8500, with two microphones to choose
from, and a host of terrific features for
exciting operation, and extraordinary
performance. We give you a choice, the
FT-8500/FS-10 or the FT-8500/MH-39.
Make it today!

D-612-731

DIGITAL VOLTAGE DISPLAY Monitor auto-

mobile battery voltage Choose 1200 or 9600
bps from Menu Selectable Packet Baud Rate

Performance without compromise.w
1935 Yaesu USA, 17210 Edwards Road
Cemtos, CA 90703 (310) 404-2700

Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands Some accessories andlor Options are standard in certain areas. Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details.

YAESU UK LTD. Unit 2, Maple Grove Business Centre, Lawrence Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6DR, U.K.
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Dick Pascoe GOBPS joins the 'team' and asks

the question - s.w.r. fact or fiction?
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Read this to find out how you can get PW
free for a year
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Simon spansvuicx explains how satellite
broadcasting can bring more than Just
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605 VHF/UHF FM
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A SUPERBEAM EXPERIENCE

ON 24MHz

Vic Westmoreland G3HN0 shares his
experience of building a SUpergain wire
beam antenna for use on 24MHz.
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some good news for amateur television on

Five new book titles are 'profiled' here.
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rig from the Alinco stables.
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Gerorge Dobbs G3RJV describes a fun'

Leighton smart GWOLI31 tests a new mobile
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FOCAL POINT
Graham Hankins GREMX says there may be

TRANSCEIVER

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

:

Peter Shore updates you on his broadcast
band discoveries of the month.

The 'bargain basement just steeps on

Advert Sales and Production
atroadstone Office)
Lynn Smilh (SaEf'S1.
Carol Trevatton sProductiun
Paul Orchard rAdmimsnationi
10/202r 65'1920 9.30am - 5-30pm
FAX if 1)202) kfigcroi
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BROADCAST ROUND -UP

CARRYING ON THE
PRACTICAL WAY
transmitter, built in a tin that can be
constructed in an evening

Mobile i058.5111!11 38-1
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REVIEW - THE CHELCOM 3 -

BAND WINDOM ANTENNA

HF FAR & WIDE
Leighton Smart GWOLSI reports on your h.f.
activities.

John Heys G3i3D0 tries out an Interesting
version of the long established Windom
antenna.

Page Layouts Jon Ta I hot & Paul Blachfori
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construction stages of the project.

Donna Vint ent G7T711
Editorial Assistant

I-ront

THE PW RUGBY 7MHz SSB &
CW TRANSMITTER - PART 2
Dave Howes G4KOH presents the

Production/News

SCENE USA
Ed Taylor ifinlo explains how you can get a
US reciprocal licence, as well as snaring
some readers' experiences of visiting
stateside.

television into your living room.

Rob Marinti:
Technical Projects Sitb-Editor
NG 1,"Te:::n nvann Cl] E

VHF REPORT
David Butler G4ASR looks back at this years
summer Sporadic -E season so far.

SATELLITE RADIO -

AN INTRODUCTION

ame at the beginning of the address,.
e
rnb@pwpub.demon.co.uk

BITS & BYTES
Mike Richards G4WNC has this month's

PINS Internet address is:

:]pwpuh.rlemon.co.uk You can se.
ail to anyone at PW, just insert t

VALVE & VINTAGE
Charles Miller continues his fascinating look
back at the early days of the radio valve.

RADIO DIARY
Radio rally calender

Dorset t3H 18 BIAA:

ANTENNA WORKSHOP

Rob C3XFO looks back at the PW trip to

what's claimed to be the largest Amateur
Radio rally in the world!
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THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFERS
YAESU FT -736R
Multimode VHF/UHF transceiver.
6m*, 2m, 70cm, 23cm* + Yaesu special

offer 6m module only £199.00

*optional modules

Daiwa LA -2080H
2m linear amp. 1.5-5W input.
30-80W output

HF TRAASCEIVEriS
KENWOOD
TS-950SDX
TS -450S

list £3995
list £2399
list £1499

our price £3495
our price £2199
our price £1299

TS-450SAT

list £1649

our price £1439

TS -50S

list £1059

our price £929

TS -870S

VHF/UHF HANDIS &
PORTABLES

YAE SU
FT -50R

list £339

our price £299

FT -10R A06

list £249

our price £219

FT -40R

list £289

our price £249

FT -51R

list £489

our price £419

FT -11R

list £299

our price £259

FT -41R

FT -290R2

TS -60S

list £999.95

our price £899

YAE SU

our price £319

list £599

our price £519

FT -690R2

list £649

our price £559

FT -790R2

list £749

our price £649

FT -416G

list £329

Our price £229

C

ICOM

FT -1000

list £3799

our price £2899

FT-1000MP
FT -990

list £2849
list £2199

our price £2499
our price £1899

FT-990/DC

list £1999

FT -900C

list £1199

our price £1749
our price £1049

FT-900AT

list £1399

FT -900

list £1199

our price £1119
our price £999

list £959

our price £839

FT -840

list £369

IC-T7E
IC -21E

list £329

our price £299

list £529

our price £459

IC-2GXE

list £255

our price £225

IC-T22E

list £259

our price £229

IC-T42E

list £269

our price £269

I C -W31E

list £469

our price £419

FT-10OGO upgrade krt £.339 corrsists of optional filers BPF 1 and TCX0-1

KENWOOD

ICOM

VHF TRANSCEIVERF
0
ICOM
IC -820H

list £1795

our price £1569

iC-281H

list £449

our price £399

IC -2000H

list £369

our price £329

IC -2710H

list £675

our price £599

IC -2350H

list £495

our price £429

KENWOOD
TS -790E

list £1959

TM -255E

list £949

our price £829

TM -455E

list 21059

our price 2925

TM -733E

list £739

our price £645

TM -251E

list £419

our price £359

TM -702E

list £579

our price £519

our price £1699

YAE SU
FT -736R

list 21699

our price £1499

FT -8500

list £749

our price £649

FT -5200

list £729

our price £629

FT -5100

list £679

our price 2589

FT -2500M

list £399

our price £339

FT -3000M

list £479

our price £429
our price £359

TH-79E

list £479

our price £419

TH-22E

list £254

our price £219

TH-42E

list £289

our price £249

FT -2200

list 2419
list £559

IC-775DSP

list £3699

our price £3239

IC -736

list £1969

our price £1719

IC -706

list £1195

our price £1059

TH-28E

list £319

our price £279

FT -7200

IC -728

fist £1089

our price £949

TH-48E

fist £369

our price £319

FT 8000

our price £489

Tel for latest price

All discounts are based on recommended retail prices- CARR

Showroom/Mail Order 9.30-5pm. 9-1pm Sat Tel: all 7031 251549 Service Dept Tel: U11703} 255111 9-5 Mon -Fri SMC Sisk
SMC Ltd HQ Southampton: S M House, School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Estate, East
ARE Communications: Ii Royal Parade Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5A JET. Tel. 0181-997 4476 9.30am - .5.30pm Monday -Friday 9.30am - 1
SMC (Northern): Nowell Lane Ind. Estate, Nowell Lane Leeds. Tel. (01.1

*_
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SPECIAL
OFFER LIST
'while stocks last)

TOKYO HY-POWER

9523

AR303

Light duty

f99 95

D

G-450XL

New medium duty model

£269.00

D

G -650X1

New H/U version of 0-450XL

£369.00

D

NVA319
CHB186
TNC24
144/726
1441V
430/767
NI1H5111

FC767

Carr
£210

C

HL 100B/20 14MHz 100w out

£210

C

HL 100B/80 7MHz 100w out

£210

FS711C
FS711H

C

FSNIV

450° deluxe model

£42100

G-1000SDX

1-1/E1 version of G-800SOX

£499.00

HL 66V

50MHz 1ChN in 60w out

£169

C

0-2700080X

H/D rotator 451r

£959.00

HL 37VSX

2m 5w in 35w out

£119

B

0-500A

Elevation rotator....... .......

uss. ou

HL MR 2m 5-25w in 50w out

£235

C

G-54008

AZ/EL rotator

£529.00

G-560013

AZ/EL rotator Hit)

£629.00

RC5-1

Medium duty create

RC5-3

RC5A-3

2m 5-25w in 170w out

£389

C

£329.00

HL 36U

70cm 5-10w in 30w out

£155

B

Medium duty + preset

1439.00

HL 63U

70cm 10-25w in 50w out

£259

C

H/0 v/speed + preset

£659.00

HL 130U

10cm 3-25w in 120w out

£485

C

RC5B-3

V 1-1/D v/speed + preset

£989.00

GC0384

Lower clamp 0-400, 800, 1000....£25.00

GC0,300

Lower clamp 0-600

£25.00

8/101

Lower clamp create

£49.95

65-056

Rotary bearing up to 1% mast

£29.00

GS -665

Rotary bearing 2" mast

£45.00

0046

Create rotary bearing 2" mast

£57.00

CD -45

Telex meter controller

£315

HAM IV

Medium duty meter controller

£449

T2X1:1

DCT90
SETONE
FMUT901
F7OLLI

HL 180V

HAM

FS200
FS209L

HI. 100B/10 21-28MHz 100w out

G-800SDX

HAM V

FF5

PL42PL
PL57PL
XF8.9GA
XF10.70C
XF455C
XF4550N
XF455M6111

XFB.2HSN

XFu 26A
XF8.2HC

03000253
HRA4813

FMP1

tiohcraft Antennas are anent' the hest range
euerent1 aiailahle. They alter duperhperformance. innovative
design, excelkni build quality and outstanding talus for money.

FRVWFM
DCRG8800
SB1

564

HF Antennas

YM48
AN3
SMCSP4
YM39

£12.50
JFIC speaker NR05251535.... ............ _19500
Universal Handl Belt Clip
£7.50
Multimode TNC
£189.00
17500
2m Module FT726R
2m Module FTV
(39.00
70cm Module FT726R
£99.00

159.00
JAC Mern Unit NRD515
FT767 auto ATU
£99.00
£2.50
RX low pass filter
HE/VHF power meter..... ................. 125.00
FIFNHF power meter
£25.00
£15.00
10m SWR meter
HE power SWR meter
£25.00
moo
VHF power/SWR meter__ .......
£1060
DC inverter F1101/502
FTONE service kit
£25.00
FM unit FT901/902
£10.00
119.00
4m filter
Patch lead
£1.00
£1.00
Patch lead
AM filter FT9011/07/1012........ ............... f5.00
CW filter FTONE
£10.00
£10.00
CW filter FT102
£10110
CWIN) filter FT102
.U9.00
CW filter FT650
£10.00
SSB(NI filter FT102
£10.00
AM filter FT102
CW filter FT102
£10.00
£1.00
NB mod kit FTONE
Headset/mic
£10.00
Message processor FT736R
£25.00
£1.00
Wide FM mod FRG8800
DC kit FRG13800

£1.50

Switch box FT208/708
Yaesu switch box
Yaesu DTMF mic 8 pin
Coaxial switch FIX

£5.00
£2.50

10/12115/17/20 vertical

£295.00

87000

10 thru to 40m vertical

£309.00

AV -3

14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3m long

YR425DOL

Mic CPU2500

AV -5

3-5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long

£169.00

MM61

Mobile mount FT101 etc.

APIA

8 Band Vertical

£229.00

AMT77

AM and FM'

APR18A

Radial Kit

40-200

2-ele 40m Yogi

£499.00

A33

14-21-28MHz Yogi

£389.00

A3WS

12/17m3-ele Yagi

£299.00

MH2608

PS400X slimline 40A PSU 1-15V

A143

30w Extension A3VV5

£119.00

CD160H

32140Amax

00120
YM22

with digital controller

£749

T2X with digital controller

£795

D pAl,WA

£99.00

Speech processor
°IMF mic 6 pin mini

204CD

4 ele 20m Yagi

1499.00

13:0

154CD

4 ele 15m Yagi

1289.00

CM -100 H/0 magrenunt CN1/

04

Dipole 10/15/20/40m

[259.00

03W

Dipole 12/17/30m

£1 99.00

12140A

A4S

3-4 ele Yagi 10/15/20m

£449.00

HT180
H5620
FC700

Voice mem unit FT212/712
Remote kit FT5200
8 pin mic Yaesu mobiles
Yaesu charger 7.2V
Hand mic FT510015200
HF-6m SWR/power meter
HFNHF SWR power meter
DTMF mic
6m amp 50W
BNOS 6 amp PSU
GNUS 40 amp PSU
Tokyo Barn mobile
2m/6m duplexer
Yaesu ATU

4m cable

Carr

1169.00

£25.00

PS120MIIA Pal 3-15V 9/12A

£69.00

PS140MIIA PSU 13.8V 12/14A

£72.00

P5304114

PSU i-15V 24/30A

£129.011

9540X11

PSU 1-15V 32/40A

£169.00

CN1011

1 8-150MHZ 151150/1500W

£59.50

AR6

CNIO3LN

150-525M H2 20/200W 'N'

£58.00

A148-105 2m 10-ele Yagi 13.2 dBd

05201

2 Way Switch 50239 1KW

f17.50

05201611

2 Way Switch 'N' 1KW PEP

£23.50

LA2080H

2M LAMP 1.5-5W IN 30-80W CUT 1136.00

HAM

2M/70CM Dual Band Amp 0.5-25W IN

A50-55

80-80W Out Pre Amps
DX1ON

2m170cm Duplexer UHF/N

CP10Yfi

Cigar plug lead for FT530,etc

AGE: BASE ANTENNAS £9.50

045.00
125.00

16.50

£54.00

VHF Antennas

VS1

YSK1

MR14A8
NC27C

1P501050

12I6A

AR -270

2/70 Dual Band Vertical 1.13m long

£59.00

CSC6

FT203 + FN B3

AR -27013

2/70 Dual Band Vertical 2.3m long

£95.00

CSC7

AR2

2m Vertical 1.2m long
fim Vertical 3.1m long

£39.00

CSCi

FT203 + FNB4
FT209 + FhlB3

£59.00

CSC17

172.00

CSC22
CSC29

A144-201-

2m 10-ele Cross Yagi 12.2 d8d

£105.00

CS035

1392

13-ele 2m Yagi

£119.00

CSC37

1792

17-ele 2m Yagi

£199.00

CS043

A50-35

3-ele 8m Yagi

589.00

C 5 044

5-ele fim Yagi

1149.00

A50-65

6-ele 6m Yagi

£249.95

424B

24-ele 70cms Yagi

E119.00

22X9

2m 22-ele Yagi clw polarization switching.£229.00

738XB

70cms 38-eleYagi ciw polarization svvitching....£219.00

MOBILE ANTENNAS £5.00

CSC45

05046

0

xi

Channel Master bearing

R5

1V

31.

FT727 + FNB
FT23 + FNB17
FT23 + FNB11
FT411 + FNB17
FT411 + FNB12, 14
FT470 + FNB17
FT470 + FNB10
FT470 FNB12, 14

C5050

FT4713+ FNB11
FT415 # FNB25

CSCS55

FT4I5 + FNB26

FVC5

FT2D8/708

m

2
O

0

*
o
0
3

Oft

OA

119.00
£3.50
£10.00
T12.00
£10.00
£5.00
£3.50
£19.00
£25.00
£15.00
£2.50
£25.00
£89.00
£59.00

m

*

[12.00
(129.00

C

£39.00
£199.00
£199.00
£15.00
£139.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£3.00

*

02

C
OA

*

f5.00
£7.00
£7.00
£5.00

17.00
£560

HAD
£7.00
£7.00
£7.00

cn

m

xi

2
m

*

POSTAGE FROM £2.75

STATION ACCESSORIES £5.00
n (SMC HQ/ Data Communications Hotline Tel: (01703) 254247 9.30am - 5pm for personal callers 9.00 - 9pm for telephone queries.
gtgh, Hants S05 3BY Tel: (01703) 255111 Fax: (01703) 263507 Email: smc@tcp.co.uk
90pm Saturday Reg Ward & Co: 1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Detion EX13 5NY. Tel. (01297) 34918 9.00am - 5.15pm Tues-Scut
1) 235 0606 9.30am - 5.00pm Monday -Friday 9.00am - 1.00pm Saturday

C
OA

5
0

3

* YAESU * STRUMECH VERSATOWER * LAFAYETTE * HY-MOUND * CUSHCRAFT * TAIWAN SERENE * HOKUSHIN * ICOM * JRC *
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01702
The Amazing Micro-Mag
WRON Mobile Aerials

ALINCO DR -605 Dual -Band Mobile

The Smallest
70cm Hand'

WSM-270 Dual Bander 2m170cm £24.95
WSM-1900 25-1900MHz scanning £29.95

DJ -S41

Each comprises latest Japenese "super"

From Alinco a
complete 350mW
70cms handheld.
Look at the price!
Includes CTCSS.
20 memories and
repeater shift!!

29mm diameter magnet, black element and
2.75m of coax cable terminated in BNC.
WSM-270 460mm, WSM-1900 400mm

2m & 70cms 50 / 35W CTCSS & DTMF
Felt Duplex - Great Value - In stock now'

WHX-7000 Dual -Band Helical

WATsON

2rn70cms optimised - 205mm with B
The ideal replacement antenna for those poor factory jobs,

FT -1000M

Deals!

WRIsON

WDB-30 Dual Band

2m/70cms
30 Watts Out
Auto switching
1-6Watts input

AC Model
£2849 £2249
DC Model
£2599 £2049

£14.95

' Left or Right Mode
" Soft earclip
* Removable Pad
Height adjust

The Ultimate Earpiece!

ADI 2m & 70cms

£ia4

2 Watts
6 x AA dry cell pack.
5 Watts on ext. 12V
Rx 130 - 174MHz
17501-4z one.
OTMF
Programme Scannino
Illuminated Keypad
CTCSS Option

handheld from ALINCO. For
an unbiased opinion, read the
PW Review in the May issue.
It's the ideal rig to keep in the

car. in the brief -case. or to
take on holiday. At our price

70cms
AT -400

you can afford to!

ideal for

* 2 metre Hand held
* CTCSS Encode
* 1750Hz tone
* 40 Memories
* Wideband Receive
* Ni-cads
* AC Charger
p4,191 E - similar to above
but with key -pad £249

NOVICE
£189

SWR Meters

W-220 1.8-2001i/1Hz

W-420 118-530MHz
W-620 1.8 - 530MHz

£09.95
£69.95
£139.95

Each one CDCd by us!

KENWOOD - Oct. Deals *
TS -870

£2399
£1059
£479
£254
£1959
£729
£419

R-5000
TH-79
TH-22
TS -790
TM -733E
TM -251E

WATsON

£1969
£885
£409
£219
£1649
£629
£355

fr(rt: !

fr,

---

t"
bantv)

33,

W-30 2m/70cms 3/5dB 1.15m
W-50 2m70cm 4.5..7,2dB 1.8m
W-300 2m/70cm 6.5/9dB 3.1m
W-2000 6/270cm 2/6/8.5dB 2.5m

,...-Fc

ICOM - Oct. Deals *
£1195
£3699

£995
£3099

ALINCO - Oct. Deal

ADI AR -146 2m

W-2000 6m - 2m - 70cm
The Model Designed for
UK Bands no USA!

IN STOCK NOW

:35.106
..
4.4

Base Aerials

ALINCO DJ -190E
This is the new exciting

The Lowest
Price Ever! AT -200

WATsON

IC-775DSP

As used by US Police

' Right-angle 3.5mm plug
*1.15m lead

RRP
Model
July Price
FT-1000MP-DC
£2599
£2049
FT-1000MP-AC
£2849
£2249
FT-990DC
£1999
£1599
FT -736R
£1999
£1399
FT -50R New
£329
£299
FT -840
£959
£789
FT -2500
£399
£329
£529
FT -51R
£399
FT -290R11
£599
£499
FRG -100
£599
£429

IC -706

Super Earpiece

NEW

Amp *8 Ohms driver

£139.96

YAESU Oct. Deals

.

WEP-400

£39.95
£54.95
£69.95
£89.95

This rig is superb. it leaves the competition for
dead! At our price you can't afford not to have
50W hi
power 2m FM in the car.

DJ -G5 Dual bander

Power Supplies
3 Amps to 30 Amps - Fully Protedted
hove Pos.ried
,MC

Noavv

Law

Pit-i4=c
Includes a host of exciting features. You get

DX -70
DR -130

£995
£329

£895
£289

* THESE DEALS END ON 31st Oct.

3 Amp 12V currentNott protected
5 Amp 12V current/volt protected
vi -10A
10 Amp 12V currenVvolt prote
W-10AM 10 Amp 3 - 15V variable
W-20AM 20 Amp 3-15V variable
W -3A
W -5A

W -30A M 30 Amp 3-15V variab!,-..

£22.95
£29.95
£49.95
£59.95
£89.95
£119.95

CTCSS built -In. 200 memories as stand,
and and a wideband receiver covering 108174 / 420-470 / 800-950MHz. You'll love its
compact size and its electronic vol. /squelch
controls. Send today tor full details of lomorrovi5 handheld

Shop: 22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS Tel: (01702) 206835 Fax: 205843
MAIL ORDER (01702) 206835 / 204965 - 24 Hour Answerphone Fax: 205843
Open Mon. - Sat. 9am - 5.30pm
VISA
ACCESS

Foxtrot Romeo Echo Echo
Golf India Foxtrot Tango

A clear, easily understood message from Kenwood.

Buy a new Kenwood rig worth f700 or more this
Summer and receive a free limited edition shack jacket.
For details of your nearest dealer call 01923 816869,

Offer applies to the official Kenwood recommended retail price only,
and is available while stocks last.

KENWOOD

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
*******NEW PRODUCTS*******
*
*
.14--

*
70cm base antenna 2.15/6.2/8.4dbi gain. *
* 6m/2m
*
* Length 2.43m
*
INTRO PRICE £89 95
*
*
* ; --4 SP -350V In line lightning *
*
*
surge protector.

VHF/UHF MOBILES

** TAIWAN SERENE TSB -3608
..- 7,:

YAESU

INTRO PRICE

£19.99 P&P f1*

**********************

ows

FT -8000
1300MHz. RRP
SeE4gEUR
FT -2200

RRP £419

FT -8500

RRP £749

PRICE

£469.95
Our price E339.95
Our price £599.95

YAESU
FT-290RI I
SERENE BASE ANTENNAS(P3PfB"
0.. PRICE
TSB -3315

GF 144/70, 8.5/11dEl (5.4m)

TSB -3301

GF 144/70,5.5/9dB (3m)

£149.95
£69,95

150-3302

GF

144/70, 4.5/7,2dB (1.7rn)

f54.95

TSB -3303

OF

144/70, 3/6dB

£39.95

TS6.3600

GF 50/144/70, 2.15/5.2/8.4dBi gain

£89.95

V-2000 Diamond 5m/2m/70cm, 2.1/6.2/8.4dB (2.5m)...1134.95
GP15N Comet

month. RRPE4-55.
OUR PRICE
FT -736R

RRP £1999

IC -2350H

RRP £499
RRP £675

IC -271 OH

Duplexer (+Coax) 2170

124.95

TSA-6003

Duplexer ISockets1 2/70

£19.95

HIGH QUALITY NISSEI
MOBILE ANTENNAS P&P £4.50

£549.95
Our price £1399.00
Our price £449.95
Our price £599.95

VHF/UHF HANCOIDS

en the following

TSA-6001N

v/49
4R8-4Aity

2m all mode transceiver.
We're giving away a free FL -2025 25W
matching linear with every 290 sold this

6m12m/70cm 3.6/2.816.1 dBi (2.4m) ..1124.95

ACCESSORIES P&P E2(10

144/70 cms,13/5.5dBI 1m

£24.95

OB-1304

144/70 cms,I2.15 /3,8dEll.41cms

£19.95

DB-EL2E

144MHz, Xths, 4.5dB (1.8m)

(29.95

ICOM IC-T7E RX available

DB-285

144MHz,liths, 3.4dB (1.3m)

£15.95

108-180/400-500/850-950MHz Compact

H/Duty Hatch/Trunk Mnt..

CF-BPF2

2m band pass filter

Coax

Top Quality 124.95
Top Quality 124.95
149.95

HF ANTENNAS P&P E10

2 YEAR

OUR PRICE

AV -3

14.21.28M Hz vertical 4.3m long

AV -5

3.5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long
8 Band Vertical

[169.00

AP8A

£229.06

2M handheld transceiver with
wideband RX including nicads &

A3S

14-21-28MHz Yagi

£389.00

charger. RRP

£295.00
£389.00
£99.00

Carolina Windom '2' 40.10m (66ft)

£88-95

Carolina Windom 80.10m (132ft long)
CBL-30 1.1 balm (1-30MHz)

£84.95

£24.95

2 YEAR

£995.00

WARRANTY

Our price £2889.00
Our price £1579.00

IC -736

TWO NEW PRODUCTS
FOR YOUR IC -706
CA -11X

1.9m. £99.95.

+ NEW CF -706 Duplexer.

The Duplexer everyone's been waiting
for! 1.3-57MHz 75-320MHz £44.95
(P1-259/50-239 fittings)

£259.00

10/12/15/17/20 vertical
10 thru to 40m vertical 180m optional)

IC -706

IC-775DSP

£289.95

97000

115

OUR PRICE

dual band h/held. Incredible,
everything you would possibly want
incl CTCSS fitted as standard along
with high power nicad + charger. RRP1..3ig.
WARRANTY

Our price £1999.95
Our price f749.00

Comet HFNHF quad bander mobile
antenna. 7,14 (option), 21, 28, 50,
144MHz. 0dB (HF)/2.15dBi (50MHz)
3.4dB (144MHz). 120W SSB. Length

OB.770M

MT -3302

£2199.95

HF transceiver with 6M +
2m. Give us a call for the
best part -ex deal or lowest UK price.

76-990MHz (AM, FM, FM -N).
RRP f..3-39.
2 YEAR WARRANTY OUR PRICE

R R P12615.

IL Al

YAESU FT -50R

£49.99

H; Duty Mag Mnt

WARRANTY

FT-1000MP (DC) RRP £2599
FT -840
RRP £959..

INew ultra compact dual band
transceiver with wideband RX.

144/70 cms,15/7.6dB1 1.5m

MT -1301

State of art HF transceiver.
2 YEAR

""

00.7900

ACCESSORIES P&P £250 on the followng

YAESU
FT-1000MP (AC)

Dual band mobile
transceiver with wideband RX: 110-550/750-

-

*
*

HF TRANSCEIVERS

Hr ACCESSOOES

P-2512

IM

25-30 amp power
supply with variable volts (3-15).
Dual meters (VS + amps) and over
CE Approved
voltage protected.
Most of our competitors are selling the 20A

ALINCO DJ -190

versions for the same price. RRP.£.139715-.
OUR

PRICEE169.95

DJ -541 70cm bargain 70cms handy

OUR PRICE

£149.00

£89.95

HUSTLER RANGE NOW IN STOCK
48TV

Four band HE ven 10, 15, 20,40 1.5kW

1169.95

58TV

Five band HF veal°, 15, 20, 40,80 1.5kW
20m mobile {reduced length) 400W
Ball mount assy + plate (Xths fitting)

118195
124.95

RM-20

C32

.n6-95

PRO -AM HF MOBILE ANTENNAS
PHF-20B

20m mobile whip )(thread

£19.95

PHF-40B

40rn mobile whip X thread

£19.95

PHF-80B

80m mobile whip %thread

124.95

A.E.A. PRODUCTS
OSP-232

OUR PRICE f479.95

free p&p

PK-232MBX OUR PRICE f319.95

free p&p

PK-96

OUR PRICE U19.95

free p&p

PK-12

OUR PRICE £129.95

free p&p

Inc! software

VECTRONICS VC-300DLP

.In:.

-

UK's best selling ATU.
300W (PEP), dummy load,
VSWR meter, 3 way ant,

switch & balun for open wire feeders.

RRP £129.95

VC -300M 300W mobile ATU

£89.95

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAURDER:- 0181-95151812 FAX:- 0181-9515182
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-4pm. Close to Edgware underground station /Northern line) close to Ml, M25, 4406.

=

WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681
Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 310
6
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/ SORRY! OUR OPEN DAY ON THE 29th SEPT IS CANCELLED.
we havehad topostpone our open day.
nd our control,dwatch
Due to circumstances beyond
our adverts
to be
New
HF ACCESSORIES

DIGITAL AUDIO FILTHIS

Nissei RS -402
125-525 MHz (200W)
FWD/REV/AVE/PEP PWR +

DSP-599ZX RRP £369 00
CISP-59 PLUS RRP £299 00

DSP9 PLUS RRP £239.00
RRP £25995
MFJ 7848

.

OUR PRICE £349.95
OUR PRICE £249.95
OUR PRICE £179.95
OUR PRICE £249.95

MFJ-259
HF digital SWR analizer + 1.8-170MHz

counter/resistance meter.

Full SWR indicator and meter illumination.

an P & P £4

RRP

RRP kr.i
£69.95
RS-102

1.8-150MHz (200W)

£69.95

RS -502

1.8-525MHz (200W)

f139.95

10MHz-2.8GHz frequency finder.

Supplied with antenna, nicads &
charger. RRP

,4 (60W) pocket PWR/SWR meter

£34.95

P&PE1.001

TSA-6602 VHF/UHF ant matcher

£34.95 !P&P UN)

HANDHELD MOUNTS P&PE2
MA -339 Mobile holder. Fits all

(t."1"1

OPTO EXPLORER

19.99

05-300 Desk top h/held holder

£19.99

Will deliver 50 amps peak.
Charges from AC mains or trickle
charge from car cigar lighter
using lead supplied. Has 12AH sealed cell and
dramatically reduces HF car electronics
noise. RRP £.54-15.
OUR PRICE

RRP

£29.95

SCANNERS

AOR AR -8000

P & P El

The ultimate handheld receiver covers
everything from 500kHz-1900MHz all
mode (AM, NFM, WFM, USB, LSB, CW)

HANDHELD ANTENNAS

2M FM handheld amplifier
1/1.5W input 30W output.

£49.95

SPECIAL OFFER £369.95

T-2602 2m/70cm/23cm (2/3/5.5dB) flexible
f139.95

antenna with wideband receive (14" long BNC).

YUPITERU
MVT-71 00EX

OUR PRICE £22.95 P&P

\\M1F113410NES & EMI PIECES

Nissei EP -300

(0,4#

Deluxe over the ear earpiece. Fits

\ gib all handheld radios.

£9.99

antenna with wideband receive.

New low pricel

OUR PRICE £24 95 P&P fl
TSA-6671 New ultra small BNC

MICROPHONES

MS -107 V miniature hand microphone.
Fits Kenwood, Yaesu,lcorn and AlinC0

1. magmeunt. Allows you to use any existing
BNC antenna from your scanner to
transceiver on your car without having to purchase a

(Please specify brand of radio when ordering)

car antenna. OUR PRICE £22.95 P&P £1

RRP

£16.95

P & P £1

Nissei EP -300T
Over the ear earpiece with lapel mic &
PTT. Fits Kenwood, Alinco,Yaesu or Icom

£22.95

100kHzWideband handheld covers 100kHz1300MHz (all mode).

DB-770H High gain 2m + 70cm telescopic

P& P£1

ill
Le

AOR AR -7030
Brilliant new all mode short
wave receiver with
synchronous AM + remote control. RRPL795.

POLICE STYLE HOLSTER HE/
Matches all handhelds can be worn on the
belt or attached to the quick release

body holster Ei al.aJJc P&P £1

14

P&P£1

-kake

This Ear/Mic comes with an 'over the ear' earpiece as EP -300

OUR PRICE

TS -711E
Immaculate £729.95

As new £999.95

£1199.95

HF-151)

As new
VGC

£949.95
E749.95
£599.95
1949.95

TS -430S
FT-900AT

VGC

TS-530SP

VGC

FT -980

VGC

IC -738
1C-735
IC -725

As new

IC -751

VGC

.£729.95

As new
Immaculate

£649,95

TS -50S

TS -940S

Immaculate

VGC

Immaculate

RRP £219.95 our price £199.95
our price £179.95
RRP £199
our price £259.95
RRP £299
RRP £399
our price £359.95

SW -100E
SW -7600G
SW -55
SW -77

TS -940S

TS -850S Immac coed

1499.95
1799.95
11199.95
1E99.95
1599.95

£999.95

£749.95

EX DEMO BOARD

SECONDHAND
T5-450SAT
TS-440SAT

£46.95

NEXT DAY DELIVERY £8.00

wideband antenna. Receives 30 - 1200
MHz. Transmits 2m/70cm, BNC fitting
only 1.5" long. It's superb for its size,

NB -30W
RRP

OUR PRICE £399.00
OUR PRICE £129.95
OUR PRICE £899.95

NEW DB-32 A miniature

h/held radios. Sticks onto dashboard
OS -200 Air -vent h/held holder .

£139.00

OPTO SCOUT 3.1-Mk2
OPTO LYNX

of car. RRpf9 95

NBD 30 dual band version of the above

PORTABLE 12V
POWER STATION

OPTO CUB

itTSA-6601 144-44MHz

£249.95 P&P £5

DJ -G5

Ex demo

TH-78E
TH-77E
DJ -580

As new
Dualband h/held
As new

Dualband h/held
0J-560
Standard C-520 As new
FT -726
10m, 2m, 70cm base
2m all mode
IC -260
OR -510
Dualband mobile
FT -230R
2m mobile 125W)..,_
FT -730R
70cm mobile
FT -29081
2m all mode
HX-240
VHF-HF transvarter

-----

£329.95
£329.95
£199.95
1329.95
£199.95
1229.95

1699.95
1249.95
1299.95
1199.95
1229.95
1299-95
1199.95

HF-225
R-5000
R-5000
R-1000
IC-R71E
Drake R8E
NRD-535
ICE -20010
Sony PRO -80
Sony AIR -7

MCL-1100

MFJ-249
CWR-670£

+ keypad as new
Immaculate
VGC

+ converter
Communications receiver
Communications receiver
2 pieces from
With ECSS unit
SW portable + airband
SW handheld
Airband handheld
With monitor + metered
upgrades as new
SWR analyzer
Tel e reader

1299.95
J399.95
1699.95
£899.95
£299.95
£599.95
£699.95
11299.95
1219.95
1199.95

1159.95
1299.95
£179.95
£149.95

ALL OF THE ABOVE & MUCH MORE ARE AVAILABLE FROM EDGWARE BRANCH: 0181-951 5781/2
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Suns ew

196 Orkin Catalogue now

in preparation."
The Summer 1996 Catalogue has 280
pages packed with over 4000 products.

On Sale 25th April 1996
°°°°"

"1-

Y.0 .1

"ff

'El

I

New Multimedia CD ROM Titles
New Radio Amateur Equipment

Even Further Additions to our
Computer Section
PIC Microcontroller Projects and
Modules
Hundreds of New Products Including;
Books, Computers, Rigs & receivers.
Semiconductors and Test Equipment
,,---

280 Pages, 25 Sections and Over
4000 Products from some of the
Worlds Finest
Manufactures

711,111....51.1

113 [El

01992 448899

6

`1

Cirk

+ Op_PA P
Acce

Tel: 01992 448899 Fax: 01992 471314
Park Lane
Herts
Broxbourne

Cirkit Distribution Ltd

EN10 7NQ

Listen to Your World!
Subscribe to Monitoring Times
and Satellite Times Maga7ines
Do you own a radio, a
shortwave receiver, a scanning
receiver, or a ham radio? Then

Monitoring Times is your
magazine! Each monthly issue
of MT offers 20 pages of
worldwide, English language,
shortwave broadcast schedules;
departments on aero, military,
government, public safety
communications; broadcast
band, satellite television, long wave coverage; reviews of new
products and radio -related
software; technical articles and
projects for the hobbyist; feature
articles, and much, much more.

If it's on the radio, it's
in Monitoring Times!

Satellite Times is the world's
first and only full -spectrum
satellite monitoring magazine,
exploring all aspects of satellite
communications, including
commercial, military,
broadcasting, scientific,
governmental and personal
communications as well as
private satellite systems. The
satellite industry's most
respected experts contribute to
every bi-monthly issue of
Satellite Times, addressing both
amateurs and experts alike.

If it's in orbit, Satellite
Times covers it!

MAIL THIS SUBSCRIPTION FORM TO: PW PUBLISHING LTD.,
FREEPOST, ARROWSMITH CT. STATION APPROACH,
BROADSTONE, DORSET B1-118 8 PW
SUBSCRIPTION RATES INCLUDE SPEEDY AIR MAIL SERVICE!
! YEAR MONITORING TIMES - £38 (12 ISSUES)
! YEAR SATELLITE TIMES - £32 ( 6 ISSUES)
NAM E

ADDRESS
POSTCODE

TELEPHONE
I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO (PAYAKETo PW PUBUSFIING LTO.) £

OR CHARGE TO MY ACCESS/VISA CARD THE AMOUNT OF £

CARD#
VALID FROM
SIGNATURE

TH RU

TEL

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
_J
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EDI:111)11'S
Rob Mannion's view I I int on the World of Amateur Radio
My 'Keylines' editorial on
the formation of the
United Kingdom Radio
Society i UKRS) in the August issue
of the magazine did what it was
intended to do...it expressed my
opinion and generated a great deal
of feedback from readers. My
opinions - written on the very page

I can express my personal
opinions - were (and still are)
where

sincerely held.
Everyone who wrote to me
personally (whether agreeing or
disagreeing with my opinions) has
by now received a personal reply.
However, by their very nature, I'm
unable to reply to the anonymous
letters, although in many cases the
authors had valid points to make

despite being penned in vitriol. All I
can do is to acknowledge them via
'Keylines' and assure the writers
their letters were read.
The most disturbing aspect of
the 'feedback' from one or two
people, manifested itself in the form
of anonymous telephone calls.
Fortunately these only lasted a week
or so, although they were not
appreciated...especially as they
came during the middle of the night.
I don't suppose the misguided
individuals involved represent any
organisations. They certainly cannot
expect to sway opinion either way!
And finally on this aspect of the
matter. I can assure readers that I'm
not intending to become 'Particulars

Withheld' in the Callbook or 'Ex -

deer

will make my travelling so much
more comfortable. In other words, I
should be even more mobile and
looking forward to seeing you all at

'exhaust' on

your club! (There are several dates

the grass!

available for mid to late 1997).

Directory' om
the telephone

Woburn is
the liberal

in future. I
also intend to
continue to
be very
approachable
at the office,
at rallies and
shows to
everyone
(we're all entitled to our opinions,
so I'm always prepared to listen to
yours!).
To close on this topic. I must
also stress that all incoming news
and information to the PW
'Newsdesk' is treated on its own
merit. If the Editorial team thinks a
possible news item will be of
interest to readers...we'll run it regardless of whether or not it
clashes with our own opinions!

sprinkling of

Helpful friends
During the \ cry enjoy able 39th
Longleat Rally (yes. it's their 40th
anniversary in 1997!) many helpful
friends were concerned to see me on
the various occasions I stumbled
while walking on the grass. I
received many offers of help and
assistance to get up on my (wobbly)
legs.

1 thank everyone involved, and
also for the kind assistance offered
by several radio amateurs who saw
me in difficulty at the Woburn
RSGB rally. The added hazard at

(Fortunately
I managed to
avoid it
every time I

fell!).
One reader jokingly suggested I
needed a breakdown crane!
Unfortunately however, our
cartoonist Worthington must have
been in earshot at Longleat (or had
his spies in action) as he got to hear
of my plans to have my next 'set of
legs' fitted with gyro -stabilised
caterpillar tracks. Hence the cartoon
with Worthington's interpretation of
an 'All -terrain equipped G3XFD' !
My new 'caterpillar tracked feet'
will be available for the next rally
season and I hope to enjoy the 40th
Longleat rally with the many
readers and friends who attend. It's
a superb day out, an extremely
friendly gathering and one which
still has the old fashioned friendly
feeling in abundance. The Bristol
Group must be congratulated for an
excellent regional rally.
I feel that the general trend at
rallies seems to be falling
attendances. and an increase of
computer 'junk' sales. But this is
not so at Longleat as radio
predominates. And (most
importantly) it's a very `social
gathering' where we all have a
chance to chat and see old friends.
Well done everyone!

To round off on the 'mobility'
theme, and in answer to several

enquiries (following my erratic
progress on the grass at Longleat
and Woburn) I'm pleased to report

that my club visiting will soon be
made even easier.

So, if you're waiting for a PW
'Club Talk', don't worry....I'm soon
to be equipped with 'tailor made'
transport (no...it's not a locomotive
or tram...just an adapted car) which
That's the new 'All -terrain' Editorial

model....he's thinking of fitting armour
plating in time for his next 'Keylines'!

Practical Wireless, October 1996

The 934MHz CS Sand
Many radio amateurs operated on
the 934MHz CB band before they

obtained their own 'A' or 'B'
amateur radio licence. And many
still operate on the band, enjoying
its fascinating propagation and
good -mannered operating standards.
Unfortunately, the
Radiocommunications Agency has
confirmed that the (long expected)
withdrawal of the 934MHz will take
place on 31st December 1998. The
frequency allocation is being taken
over by (you've guessed it!) cellular
telephone services.
The 934MHz CB band is
deservedly referred to as being 'The
Gentleman's Band' (apologies to
lady operators!). Its loss will mean
that anyone interested in radio
communications who prefers the
challenge of u.h.f. operating with
the minimum of formalities (let's
face it, getting on air with Amateur
Radio can be a daunting prospect
for some people, despite their keen
enthusiasm and dedication) loses
out.

So, as I know that the various
Government departments read PW
very closely, I ask them to
reconsider. Surely it could be
possible to grant a small part of the
u.h.f, spectrum to replace 934MHz?
I ask the DTI and RA to
consider my request because many
new Radio Amateurs have joined
our hobby via CB radio and not all
of them wished to operate on
27MHz. Please don't abandon a
dedicated group of operators. They
should also be allowed to continue
to play a part in the future of
'amateur' (non-professional) radio
communications.

c1-6 ittaght
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Letters Received
Via The

The Star Letter
will receive a voucher
worth CIO to spend on
items from our Book
or other services
offered by Practical
Wireless. All other
letters will receive a

Many We75
And ahhough

PW's Post hae. II' sour letter is published ou'll win a prill!.

Dear Sir
Re: UKRS ('Keylines' Aug
'96). You say, in effect, that
the RSGB is the longestablished national society,
and so there is no room for
any other organisation. Well,
in the field of motoring we
have the AA and the RAC,
each pursuing similar aims,
with no detriment to the
services provided by either.
In amateur radio in
Britain, the 1SWL has been
around for as long as I can
remember, and the G-QRP
Club has recently celebrated
21 years of very useful
activity. Joining the latter in
1984 gave me a new lease of
amateur radio life and
enabled me to make the
acquaintance of lots of
sympathetic people because
this organisation catered for
an aspect of our hobby with
which the RSGB had not
been particularly concerned.
The RSGB isn't
everyone's cup of tea,
otherwise more licensed
amateurs would belong to it.
You yourself refer to the
'London Radio Society',
(actually I think the original
name was 'Wireless Society
of London'), so you must
realise that this belief is
prevalent.
You state that the RSGB
is getting away from its
former attitudes, but it is
taking a long time about it! In
48 years as a licensed
amateur I have been a
member of the RSGB, but
twice fell out, because I felt
like an outsider, a secondclass member, living as I do
some 200 miles north of the
action,
Another feeling I had.
was and is, that the RSGB

conducted itself like a
professional body, which to
my mind seems out of place
in amateur radio. Let us give
the UKRS a chance, a breath
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of fresh air will be welcome.
If it succeeds in
strengthening our hobby, all
well and good. If it should fail
to get off the ground, the
organisers can say that at least
they tried!

Walter Farrar G3ESP
Pontefract

Dear Sir
I thought I should send you
an E-mail. I enjoy Practical
Wireless every month since I
bought my first copy in April
1967. I read your 'Keylines'
Editorial on the RSGB, which
included your plea that there
should only be one body
representing UK radio
amateurs. I read your article
with amazement.
Up till now we have one
body. I was a member many
years ago. I was disillusioned
at how inept the RSGB is at
handling the public at large.
In my view the RSGB is still
in the same situation.

Today when they
advertise in PW in order to
attract new members, they
publish their address, but no
'phone or FAX numbers. If
you look on the Internet,
traders and radio clubs have
their own world wide web
site. Where's the RSGB
WWW site?
I would have expected a
forward -looking organisation
to at least publish a 'phone
number where 1 could call
and use my credit card to join
instantly. The RSGB already
has a database of all UK
amateurs (via the work for the
Callbook), so it is easy to
verify that the address giveen
is QTHR.
The evidence as seen as
a non member of the RSGB
is that in the days of packet
radio and the Internet, here is
a society which still relies on
the post (which is on strike
today!). This tells me that
they ARE out of (late and out
of touch.

This Month's Star Letter
PW Data Chart
Dear Sir
A few minutes ago my
friendly neighbour
brought in the August
issue of PW and made my
day! However, there's a
small thing that has been
'itching me' from earlier
occasions and which again
comes to my attention.
The poster! The new
Data Chart...it's
something that I
appreciate! Who can keep
all formulas in his head? I
can't! But, dear PW, do
you sincerely think that
the wallspace in a
common hamshack is
inexhaustible?
So, why don't you,
please, edit the data so
that I can cut the poster in

four equal pages to be put
in a file for easier
reference? I'll give you a
star in heaven for that!
But, despite what l' ve
said....please keep sending
the posters whatever way
you decide to publish
them!

G. Robert Wingstedt
SMSGW
Sweden

Editor's comment:
Thanks for the
'feedback' from Sweden
Robert. Everyone on the
PW team would be
pleased to hear from
readers on this subject
(format, and what you'd
like to see} and we hope
you - like Robert - have

found the Data Charts
useful.

SRI

'R

the /Merrier
e"'"ng

there's no problem in
genera! with E -Mad many
correspondents
are forgetting to
provide their postal
address. I have
toremind readers
that although we
wnot publish
a furl postal address
(unless we
are asked to do so),
require it if the fetter
is to be
considered. So, please
don't forgot
to include your full
postal address
and cal fsign along
with your E -Mail
hieroglyphics, Editor

£5 voucher.

Keylines & UKRS

'Internet'

intended f

VOW now arrive
/rye

The RSGB does have
more resources than many of
the radio clubs on the
Internet. so there really is no
excuse. Maybe you are right
that a single organisation
should represent UK radio
amateurs. Maybe it is time for
a new approach from a
different organisation.

Stuart Gebbie GSYQN
Surrey

Dear Sir
The Editor Rob Mannion
G3XFD put his finger on the
real problem with amateur
radio in his August
'Keylines'. The percentage of
the UK population active as
radio amateurs is very low,
compared with other
developed nations. The
reason is simple.
For over 70 years, the
authorities, aided and abetted
by the RSGB, have limited
access to the airwaves by a
combination of restrictive
exams (the dreaded Morse
test) and 'stand-offish'
attitude to anyone interested
in types of radio (like CB).
which were not deemed to be
the 'right stuff'.
Add to that the
unintentional 'put-down' on
new enthusiasts by calling
them 'Novices' and you have
a recipe for institutionalised
stagnation of the sort of
highlighted recently by the
forced changes in Rugby
Football. While the RSGB
has been protecting the purity
of its bit of ether, the world
has moved on.
Now, anyone can legally
get on the air using mobile
'phones, CB or by working
for a firm with radio
controlled vehicles, so the
privilege of radio
transmission is available to
many millions of UK
residents without needing to
be feudally subservient to the
RA or RSGB.
That's why people don't

bother to become licensed
amateurs. Speaking
personally, I have been an
active
and involved in
h.f. propagation research for
nearly 30 years, but have
never wanted to get a 'ticket'
because I didn't see why I
should waste time learning
Morse (which I would never
use), although I was already
well versed in radio
technology.
1 have never been able to
work out why the Morse test
should guarantee operator
technical competence
essential to protect the h.f.
bands from pollution!
Perhaps GW4YKL's
presidency shows a wind of
change is finally blowing
through the RSGB. Let's
hope it hits 59+ and blows
away the QRM from decades
of old "farts'!

Anthony Hopwood
Worcestershire

Dear Sir
I have just finished reading

the Rob Manion G3XFD's
'Keylins' Editorial in the
August edition and I would
like to raise my voice in
support of his views. I have
read many messages about
this new society on the packet
network and have drawn my
own conclusions about the
society and its grievances
with the RSGB.
The only way forward is
to unite under one banner, if
the RSGB is not functioning
correctly then I am sure that
others will support any
attempt to improve it. I hope
you will all re -join the RSGB
and attempt to air your views
and make your suggestions
from inside the society, after
all, if you don't get the
support needed then we can
only assume that your ideas
are not as commonly held as
you seem to feel.
One or two people
should leave their ego's
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Reader's letters intended for publication in
'Receiving You' must be original and not be

Taxi In Reverse
Dear Sir
It was with a degree of pleasurable anticipation that
opened the August edition of PW to 'Club Spotlight'
page 17, and was instantly afflicted with a mixture of
disbelief and hilarity. It was a far cry from my normal
reactions on opening the magazine. What caused this, I
hear you ask?

Well, there was my Vintage Taxi, large as life and
twice as solid, with a delightful and accurate article, but
with the photograph printed in reverse, of all unlikely
things. Comments from colleagues ranged from didn't
know that you had an export model' to the observation
by the XYL that it made us both look thinner!
The expose did have a positive effect, however, it
galvanised me into writing a cheque for a year's
subscription to PW. remembering how, as a child in the
1940s, I would walk a couple of miles to the nearest
Public Library to read it for free (it was published by
Newnes Press then, if my memory serves me right).
Congratulations to Zoe Crabb on her recent nuptials.
it's probably because she was away on honeymoon that
the photograph was printed back to front!

Max Freedman GOWHW
Essex

Editor's reply: Sorry about the 'reversal' Max.
Obviously the Art Department drives on opposite side
of the road to the Editorial Dept! Incidentally, do
other PW Subscribers get a discount when riding in
your vintage Taxi?

is the very essence of living
to me.
A look at the statistics
(ugh!) show important
discrepancies, UK licensed
amateurs in 1995: 68,800
(source 1995 Callbook),
RSGB membership in 1996:
29,805 (source 1996 May

RadCotril.
I do not know how many
of the RSGB members are
s.wl.s, affiliated radio clubs,
etc., so these figures can only
be compared generally and
are not like -for -like.
Obviously there are
countless s.w.l.s and radio
enthusiasts in the UK, figures
can only be guessed at. Ali
are potential society
members, although we know
not all wish to join clubs,
societies or whatever, but

Martin Levan GMOJCN
(@ GB7EDN}
West Lothian

Dear Sir
Many congratulations on
your August 'Keylines'
Editorial. Ail that you say in
perfectly true. this being the
best piece of amateur radio
journalism 1 have seen for
many a year. In all walks of
life, one meets these 'new
brooms' which, after causing
some dust to rise, usually sink
without trace.
I recall that some years
ago a newly -arrived whiz -kid
advertised a new QSL Bureau
at a greatly -reduced annual
fee. After making a few
telephone calls in an attempt
to poach information, he
realised that he had no idea of
what was involved and no
more was heard of him.
My guess is that this new
society's press release is a
thinly -disguised snide
reaction by some of the
moaners one sometimes hears
complaining about the RSGB
without any in-depth

knowledge of the issues
involved, plus of course those
with sufficient application to
leant Morse code.
Surely all facets of our
hobby are catered for by the
RSGB, ISWL and the
monthly magazines and other
periodicals. As these people
speak of an overwhelming
demand and it will be
interesting to see how many
victims are prepared to invest
time and money with them,
They would be well advised
to have a re -think and pledge
their loyalty to our existing
National Society, which has
been held in high esteem on
both the domestic scene and
internationally for many
years.

E. G. Allen G3DRN
London

Dear Sir
RSGB Versus Who? Your
'Keylines' views, August
1996, were 'very interesting'.
I have not had the opportunity
to read the aims of this new
society, your quotes were
from a press release, but
surely we cannot close our
minds to new ventures and I
always welcome enterprise. ii

understanding that they have only been
submitted to Practical Wireless. Please

ensure that your letter is clearly marked

'for publication in Receiving You' and that
it has not been submitted to other
magazines. We reserve the right to edit or
shorten any letter. The views expressed in

letters are not necessarily those of
Practical Wireless.

Amateur Radio In
Nigeria

results, I find 'Antenna
Workshop' quite educating.
In fact, I am building the

Dear Sir
Going through some files I
abandoned since 1988, I
discovered a map tilled with
amateur radio callsign prefix
map. It was published by

dipole antenna and I must say
that the text is as goal as
having the Rev. George

Dobbs G3RJV here with me.
Please give him my thanks.
Lest 1 forget my big

with competition they will

Practical Wireless in heaven

thanks also goes to PW for

have a choice! I cannot quote
the circulation figures for
Practical Wireless, but again
your readers must represent a

knows which year, hut given
to me that year by an elderly
missionary with the Baptist
mission.
That discovery rekindled
my interest in amateur radio
and ] have gone ahead to
apply for a licence. 1 have
also bought all the P issues
I can find, March. April. July
1995, April and May 1996.
Each of them is a gem to me
and an Encyclopaedia of
knowledge. I have also
bought some CQ and one
QST magazine, but they are
not as interesting as PW to

the PW 'Antenna Reference

significant proportion of
amateurs.

So, there is quite a large

population out there of
amateurs, both s.w.i.s and
licensed, who have not, for

behind and get back to
enjoying this hobby. Do I
mean you? If the cap fit:silt!'

duplicated. Letters are accepted on the

whatever reason, joined the

RSGB. However, the fact that
the RSGB can only poll its
members on policy and
regulations does not make in
my view, for a fair
representation of amateurs in
the UK.
The negotiating rights of
the RSGB with the RA as
you said, would not change,
in the foreseeable future
anyway. So, again "you pays
your money and takes your
choice"....or rather you can't!

Chris Smith G3MPF
Lancashire

tutor', note: Z4
rahh and I base tried
1ft create a 'balance' of
iews in the letters
mbiished this month

hid refer to the
August 'Key lines'.
Those published reflect
!he same ratio of 'Fors
Againsts' received in
Ire office, addressed to
Receiving You'. Please

cep writing with your
i:mtments, and see

Keylines' for additional
omments. As for the
[tSGB Website try
http://www.rsgb.org

me.

I thoroughly enjoy
'Novice Natter' as it
simplifies a lot of things for
me. The simple Morse
Sounder is one I'd have
completed building by now,
but I don't have and cannot
find a Morse keyer. I am very
interested in Morse code and
will be happy to receive a key
and/or tutor from an
benevolent would-be mentor.

I won't mind any old
transmitter or receiver too for
that matter.

Another feature I always
read first is 'Packet
Panorama'. This is because I
enjoy using computers a lot
5NOPAG is a great help on
this one. I look forward to
setting up the ultimate
computerised station soon.
Since I enjoy tinkering
around my home and
having good results not
needing outside technical
help for all manner of

Data Chart' in the May 1996
issue. With the rate of
inflation in my QTH. I would
have maybe not afforded it as
easily as you made it.
promptly put it up on the wall
of my QTH.
My father owns a
MARC NR -82F1 RX with
my new found love in
amateur radio. he has also

applied for a licence, even
though he's blind. I find it a
challenge and so I'm trying
everything I can to study
Morse code.
My father and I shall
appreciate a response when
we send out CQ on air soon.

Andrew Gani-lkilama
5N0682
Lagos

Editor's comment: Thanks
for all your comments
Andrew. Everyone on the
PW team wishes you and
your father the best of luck.

Look out for `Keylines' in
the November issue of PW
where I plan to recruit help
for people like
yourself...with the
organised support of other
radio enthusiasts. So watch
my t`Keylines'1 space
carefully!

Send your letters to the PW Offices, marking it clearly for `Receiving You'
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Com 4 fled b Donna Vincent G7TZB

PW News Could Do

Better!
Last month the newsdesk reported
in the story 'May RAE Results Could Do Better?' on the standard
of RAE candidates and informed
readers that if they required a full
report on the multiple choice
question paper 7650-001 for the
May 1996 exam they should contact
Roger Bone at the City & Guilds.
However, this was incorrect as
copies of the report are in fact
obtainable on receipt of an s.a.e.
from Lynette Ranger at the RSGB,

Lambda House, Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE. Tel:
(01707) 659015. Apologies for any
inconvenience caused by this error.

More RAE Course
News
If you're still deciding about
whether to enrol on an RAE
course or not and live in the Kent
area, news of Len Buck GODLR's
course should interest you. The
details are as follows:
An RAE course commencing in

the first week in October will take

Microwave
Catalogue

Triode Tubes
Svetlana Electron Devices Inc. of
California, USA. have recently
announced the development of four
triodes designed for use in high end audio amplifiers. The new
triodes have graphite anodes rated
at 125W dissipation and the
manufacturer's claim that in single ended operation they produce

significant power output with
excellent 'sonic' characteristics.
The four 'tubes' in the series are
heated directly from thoriated
tungsten filaments in the same
traditon as the 845 and 211A but
the size and filament power is
lower. They are aesthetically

place at 21 Willow Walk,

Culverstone, Meopham, Kent
DA13 OQS. Candidates will sit the

The North West Kent
College of Technology, Dartford
exam at

and GODLR is able to make
special arrangements for people
working shifts.
For more details and to enrol
telephone (01732) 823483 or write
to the above address.

pleasing with their cylindrical hard
glass envelopes, white ceramic
bases and softly glowing graphite
anodes.

All four triodes are offered with
four amplification factors designed
to give circuit flexibility together
with a variety of sonic choices as
follows:

SV572-3
SV572-10

SV572-30

Techincal Services Limited,
Unit 15 The Gatwick
Metro Centre, Balcomhe
Road, Horley, Surrey RH6
9GA. Tel: (012931822602.
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For more technical data and further
information contact Svetlana direct

3000 Alpine Road, Portola
valley, CA 94028, USA. Tel: (415)
233-0429, FAX: (415) 233-0439
at

or E-mail:
103243142@compuserve.com

Triode No.
For clean sound
without feedback.
Triode Sound. easy to
drive, high power.

High efficiency, over

40% single ended.
SV572-160 For push-pull Class

Catch Kanga In The

Lucky Winner

Web!

Jim Douglas G4ZXR, pictured

Kanga Products now have a World
Wide Web (WWW) site which
contains information on all the
Kanga kits and it's also the 'official'
site of the G-QRP Club WWW
pages.

It's classed as being the official
site, as although there are others

with QRP information, Kanga's
contains a copy of the club
information directory, etc.
To catch Kanga in your web mail

WWW.kanga.demon. co.uk
Danish company Procom
Antennas A/S are very active in
the Amateur Microwave field.
They produce a range of
products from parabolic
antennas and dishes through to
switches and coupling flanges
covering from 10 to 1456Hz.
Procom have recently
published a catalogue
featuring their microwave
range. This catalogue is
obtainable free of charge
from Communication

AB or Class B
applications over
300W power output.

here with his amateur radio station,
was the lucky winner of the ADI
AR -146 I 44MHz f.m transceiver
competition which featured in the
May issue of Practical Wireless.
Jim reports that he has already made
many contacts with the AR -146 and
is pleased with its performance. As
you can see the AR -146, which was
kindly donated by Waters & Stanton
Electronics. has pride of place in
the centre of Jim's set-up.

than Phil Bridges G6DLJ. and
Dennis Goodwin G4SOT from Icon]
(UK) Ltd. The Practical Wirelessand
Short Wave Magazine stand staffed by
Dick G8VFH and Peggy Ganderton,

Sizzling In The Sun At
SMC open Day
All roads seemed to have led to the

South Midlands Communications

and an information and recruitment
stand operated by representatives
from the newly -formed United

'Open Day' on Saturday August 17.
But despite the holiday season traffic
jams with the nearby M3, M27 and
M271 motorways being choked with
traffic, around 500 people visited the
School Lane, Chandlers Ford site
between Southampton and
Winchester. The SMC staff - keeping
cheerful and helpful despite the
temperature (higher than 30°C at midday) coped very well with them all.
Visitors to the SMC Open Day
found that the event was in fact a very
successful 'mini' rally. Hosted by

Kingdom Radio Society.
The main marquee provided shelter
from the blazing sun and the venue
for the busy food stall which was
being operated to raise funds for
Leukaemia research. Altogether, what
with the many hundreds of bargains
on offer from SMC, and the 'car
booters' many of us left for home
with more than we arrived with!
Rather taken aback from the success
of the event, SMC are now
considering running it again next

Graham Taylor G8HVY and Val,
the open day could not have had
better weather. It came complete with
an Amateur Radio 'Car Boot' sale,
Live Amateur TV demonstrations
from a 'pedestrian operated' state of
the art 'peepie-talkie' station, various
trade stands - including Siskin
Electronics manned by none other

Question: How many people can
you get in, on and around a
'Camel Trophy' LandRover?

Answer...the entire SMC 'Open
Day' team! !Yes, there is a Land
Rover under there somewhere!).

year.

For myself, l know we can't bank
on the weather, but with the 'mini
rally' approach and friendly
'everyone's available' style - if SMC
have a 1997 'Open Day' it's bound to

Graham G8HVY & Val Taylor and

everyone on the team were kept
busy during the SMC 'open day'
where approximately 500 people

be a success,

Rob Mannion G3XFD

Royal Praise

attended in scorching weather
on Saturday 17 August.

Martock Receiver

BUCK INCH AM PALACE.

The weekend of October 1g &
19th marks the 25th Anniversary

The P14; Editorial team
Amateur Radio
of the Leicester
would like to wish the
The Committee
and wann
high
praise
of the Lecicester Amateur Radio
in
Show deserves
Leicester Amateur Radio
annual
exhibition
& Computer Show. Frank
on its 25th
Show Committee all the
Granby
events do not happen
Elliott, one of the ornanisers,
Halls. Annual
of hard
best with their 25th
the Granby
great
deal
recently received a signed message
they require a
exhibition and would
on their own.
much time by
sacrifice
of
from Prince Philip, Patron of the
work and the
like to remind readers
Radio Society of Great Britain,
volunt
that Practical Wireless
of the Radio
all
members
praising the hard work of all the
he
I am sure that
and Short Wave
in
thanking
toe
Britain join me
committee members without whom
Society of Great
Magazine will be in
this long seres
Society
for
the show wouldn't have taken place.
Leicester Radio
attendance.
it many more
and wishing
The message reads:
popular events
in the future.
II
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successful years

Party Success

prepared all the food
and drove through the

Chris Rees G3TUX of the QRP
Component Company had all the
elements for a successful 'Summer
Party' on Saturday August 3. Chris

The Radio

Patron
rtaim
Society of Great B

held the first 'Summer Party' for
QRP enthusiasts at the Our Lady of
Lourdes church haIl in Haslemere.

just south of Guildford on the
Surrey, West Sussex and Hampshire
borders. It proved to be an excellent
venue, and considering the
specialist minority interest, it was
also well supported.
Enthusiasts travelled from all
over the south, with one keen type
from Cornwall and one Dutch

visitor! Mike GOVFK came up
from Penzance and Robert Van der
Zaal PA3BHK made another one
of his very regular appearances in

the UK!
The 'airy' open type of hall,
screened from the sun by the
famous Surrey pine -trees, provided

a very pleasant location for an
interesting event. Supported as it
was by a good selection of kit
manufacturers, Chris told PW he
was expanding the event in 1997.
"Perhaps we'll arrange lecturers and
provide more specialist activities'
he said, threatening to include a

'Sending Morse with your left foot'
competition (with an appropriate
giant -sized Morse key"!).
Chris was well supported by his
wife Elisa and whole family. His
parents drove up from Milford -on Sea in Hampshire to provide
support, but the 'prize for the most

determined 'family effort' must
surely go to sister Ann Bonson.
Ann (an illustrator by profession)
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night from Diss in
Norfolk. The effort

was worth it. because
the food was superb.
it was the best prepared and
presented food I've ever seen at any
Amateur Radio event!
Chris says that with the good
response from the first year, he must
organise another for 1997. "But
f

next time it won't clash with any
other rallies, and I'm aiming at late
July". So. if you're interested in
attending. lecturing or supporting
the event in any way. let Chris know
as soon as possible.
You never know, perhaps
'Haslemere' could become the
south east's own 'Rochdale' in
years to come! For further details

Somerset based kit manufactuers

Watford Electronics have been
busy designing again and as a result
are pleased to unveil their newest

kit, the Martock. The Martock is a
simple direct conversion receiver
designed to suit those wishing to
build their first amateur band
receiver.

The kits for the Martock are
available for any single band
between 1.8 and 14MHz. Features
include double tuned r.f. filters,
sharp switch selectable audio filters
for s.s.b, and c.w together with an
audio gain control and output for
'walkman' type earphones. Power is
suplied from a 9 or 12V battery.
The Martock is supplied as a base
kit plus parts for the chosen band
together with all the hardware and
front panel fur the open style of
construction as shown in the photo.
The current price is £36 plus £1
P&P which is a special launch
price.
For more details on the Martock
Receiver kit please send an s.s.a.e.
to Walford Electronics, Upton

Bridge Farm, Long Sutton.
Langport, Somerset
TA10 9N1 or telephone

Tim Walford on
101458) 241224.

contact Chris Rees G3TUX on
(01428) 641771.

Rob Mannion G3XFD
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Elaine Richards G4Ifttl's news
includes details of a summer

party, seasonal jobs and the
`Rag Chewers Delight' read

tir

on to find out more,

For Radio Beginners Of All Ages
I've recently heard of an
organisation that started with its
roots in amateur radio and has
since helped many people. Back
in 1989 Ken Kirk -Bayley
GJOKKB was talking on the air
to Kirby Palmer 9XSKP in
Rwanda, no that's nothing really
unusual except that 9XSKP had a
tale to tell from the Mugonerio
Hospital.
Aparently, the hospital's only
steriliser had broken down and
no further operations were
possible. It was World War II
surplus and had been repaired
many times, but now had finally
broken beyond repair.

Scottish Group
I don't mention things that happen
North of the border anything like
often enough, so here's news of a
group based in Scotland.
GMORSE is the callsign of the

Morse Enthusiasts Group
Scotland (MEGS), which was
formed in January 1991 to
encourage Morse code working at
all levels of ability.
The MEGS group hold
Practice Morse Nets each Monday
and Thursday evening from 1930
until 2030BST on 3.53MHz.
These Nets are intended to
improve the Morse working
capacity of members and 'CQ
MEGS' calls are made at a speed
of 12w.p.m. and the calling station
is then left to decide on the
working speed.

Jamboree -On -The -Air

At this point Dr Robert
Smithwick W6JZU joined the
conversation and he arranged for
an engineer in Chicago to make a
replacement for the broken
gasket over the weekend from the
dimensions transmitted over the
air. The part was shipped out to
Rwanda and operations were able
to begin again.
Robert Smithwick was a
member of the Medical
Amateur Radio Council
(MARCO) whose aims are to
promote goodwill and fellowship
among amateur radio operators
world-wide who are
professionals in the healing arts,

amateur radio can be when it
swings into action.
If you would like more
information on either of these
groups, then contact: MARCO,

Bush Hospital Foundation was
started in Jersey to raise funds for
specific projects in countries
such as Rwanda.
What I find most amazing is
that these projects started with
one conversation using amateur
radio and the resulting ripples
touch so many people's lives. It
just goes to show how effective

c/o Dr Robert Smithwick,
25215 La Loma Drive, Los
Altos Hills, California, 94022,
USA. Or the Bush Hospital
Foundation, at Rozel Cottage,
Rozel, Trinity, Jersey JF3 5BN.
If there are any other stories
like these as to how useful
amateur radio can be, let me
know. I'm sure others would like
to read about it.

During these times, a listening
watch is also maintained on 28.5
and 144.275MHz with `CQ
MEGS' calls being made at
intervals using A I A and F2A
modes respectively. Tailor-made
skeds are also offered.
Calls are also welcomed from
non-member stations. These are
not intended for the expert
operator, but it's hoped they will
provide an incentive for the
beginner to improve his or her
operating standard.
A number of aids to learning
and using Morse are also offered
to MEGS members, including
their popular Morse tape service.
This service provides C90 cassette
tapes of both plain language and
QSO format practice Morse at the
speed requested by the member.
There is no charge, other than

postage for this and for all other
services provided by MEGS
including faster Morse practice.
There are also GB2CW
Morse transmissions 15 to
30w.p.m. on 3.527MHz every
Thursday from 2045 local time.
Full details from George Allen
GM4HYF, RNARS 3520,

The 39th Jamboree -on -the -Air
(JOTA) will take place this year
on the weekend of October 19/20.
The JOTA is designed
to let members of the
Scouting movement to
talk to other members
using the greetings
message facility

Friday/Saturday to midnight on
the Sunday/Monday, although few
stations work right through
prefering to pick a period during
this time to operate. Having
operated in JOTA many Scouts
and their leaders have decided
they like amateur radio as a hobby
and have gone on to take their
licence and operate in their own
right.
If you have a station running
this year, send me a report and
some photos and I'll see how
many stations I can mention in the
forthcoming issues.
And even if you are not

allowed by amateur
radio. Of course, they
contact lots of other
people not involved in
Scouting too!
It is a world-wide
event running from
midnight on the
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or who have an interest in the
medical, dental or allied fields.
After the conversation a new
aspect to the group was born to
help hospitals in countries that
need it.
Ken Kirk -Bayley didn't sit
back either. Shortly after the

QTHR.
The MEGS is a non-profit
making organisation and exists
solely to promote the teaching and
use of Morse code. Life
membership is available and is
open to anyone anywhere who is a
Morse enthusiast.
Members outside the UK will
be expected to defray the postage
costs on the biannual newsletter.
Membership is now more than
260 strong, 'Who said Morse was
dying out'?

The group have a Special
Event Station birthday party for
their mentor - Samuel Morse
every year on April 27th. This
year it was held at Auchengillan,
courtesy of the West of Scotland
ARS. They also have a stand at
several Scottish rallies as well as
opportunities for members to get
together.
Have you recently graduated
to using a paddle key to send your
Morse and can bear to part with
your pump key?If so, why not
consider donating it to MEGS so
they can loan it out to youngsters
just taking up Morse?
It's great to see a special
interest group thriving. Well done!

involved with a station, keep an
ear out over that weekend as there
will be plenty of new stations on
the air. If you hear a station
looking for a contact so that their
Cubs and Scouts can pass on their
greetings messages, please answer
them.
Some of the young people
taking part are very young and a
contact with a friendly, patient
amateur may be all it takes to get
them interested in the hobby
themselves. It takes very little of
your time, but means a lot to
them, thanks!
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j>iploned *as Brasileiras
Awards
What are awards, who organises
them, who wins them and why?
What a lot of questions. Well, let
me tell you what I found out
about awards recently.
There are a lot of awards
available to both the radio
amateur and the short wave
listener. Sometimes you are
fortunate and can buy a book
listing various awards on offer
with their rules.
The Radio Society of Great
Britain stock two, more details
later. Otherwise you seem to
have to be in the right place at
the right time to hear about
them.

I thought I would wander
around the Internet (fount of all
knowledge!) and see what 1

could find. An hour and a half
later I gave up in disgust.
I used every search option I
could and every combinations of
the words 'amateur radio'
'awards' club society' and even
a few groups that 1 know do
awards but not much luck. So, if
there's anyone out there who
knows of a source of
information of lots of awards
then let me know.
Awards are run by national
groups, local clubs and even
individuals. They are often
created to coincide with a
specific event or year of
commemoration but sometimes
you can look back over several
years in your log book to see if
you qualify.

The 7MHz Band
This month I want to look at the
7MHz band or '40 metres'. The
7MHz allocation is a very special
band with very distinctive
characteristics that change with
the time of day.
One of the key differences
between this band and the others

is the way it's 'shared' with
commercial broadcasting
stations. This is not too much of
a problem during the day, but at
night the broadcasters have a
major impact.
The band extends from 7.0 to

7.1MHz with c.w. only below
7.040 and 'phone above
7.040MHz. For those with
interests in the data modes these
are to be found between 7.035

and 7.045MHz.
Although it's an exclusive
allocation we do end -up

5: Contacts don't need
QSLs, send a list showing
all QSO details like station
worked, date worked, time,
band, mode and report.
6: The first award issued to

too from only a few IRCs or
American dollars to a lot of
IRCs or American dollars!
Actually, the cost of the award is
often related to how ornate or

9: Apply to: IRA Awards
Manager, Brynjolful
Jonsson TF5BW, PO Box 121,
15-602 Akureyri, Iceland.

usual the award is.
Let me give a couple of
examples: Firstly there is The
Icelandic Radio Association 50
Years Award. As you can
probably guess. this award
celebrated the 50th anniversary
of the Icelandic Radio
Association and your contacts
must be made in the year of
1996. Here are the rules:

Awards vary in difficulty too.

1: It is available to licensed
amateurs and s.w.l.s.
2: Contacts must be between
0000Z 1 January 1996 and
2359Z 31 December 1996.

3: All bands and modes may be
used.

4: You need to contact at least
two TF (Icelandic) stations hut
/TF stations don't count - in
other words they can't be
visitors to the island.

'sharing' the band with
international broadcasters (who
are in fact trespassing). This is
because amateurs have the

primary allocation in this band in
accordance with the Geneva
Convention.
From a propagation point of
view, the 7MHz band is the first
of the h.f. bands that can reliably
break through the highly
absorbent D layer. You will
remember from previous 'Novice
Natter's' that the D layer soaks up daytime signals so preventing
them from reaching the reflective
E and F layers.

At 7MHz the situation
changes and short distance skips
are possible during the day. This
gives the band a reliable daytime
range of around 800km arid thus
makes the band great for regular
links into Europe.
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Aratilian 3siantis Aware

You usually need to have
worked or heard a certain
number of stations that have a
specific callsign or live in a
particular area or perhaps
several different areas. Once you
have the appropriate number
then you can apply for the
award.
The applications can vary,
rarely do you need to send QSL
cards, but you do need to send in
a log that has been checked for
accuracy by a local radio club.
The cost of these awards varies

At night, the situation

A Aeseridleao do Er pidirtdAdrai Miens- A F1'

each DXCC country will
be endorsed as such and

single band or mode
achievement can also be
endorsed.
7: The cost of the award is
eight IRCs or $58: Applications must arrive
by December 1997.
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there are awards that require
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This award is available for

contacting Brazilian islands. If you
want details, send 2 [RC: to
FlorianopollaiSC, 88010-970, Brazil.

very little in the way of
achievement and these are

useful for those just starting out
in the hobby as it's nice to get
one or two certificates easily.
Then there are the more difficult
ones that take a while to
achieve, and finally of course,
there are the near impossible

award scheme. It also gives you
other details about the award
scheme you'll find useful. The
book costs £7.25 from the
RSGB.
Then there is the IOTA

ones!

the story of the Islands on the
Air scheme started 30 years ago
by Geoff Watts. This book also
costs £7.25 from the RSGB.
If you run an award scheme.
drop me a line with the details
and if you are trying to get an
award let me know how you are
getting along. I'll do some more
about awards in a few months.

Islands on the Air (IOTA) is
one of the fastest growing award
schemes, but to have a go at
these you need to know what
qualifies as an island. That's
where the two RSGB books
come in.
The Islands on the Air
Directory tells you the island

Anniversary Booklet. This tell,

prefixes all around the world
and gives information on what
constitutes an island for the

changes dramatically and the
7MHz band can be used for

world-wide DX operation via the
reflective F2 layer. This is
particularly useful at our present
low point in the sun spot cycle as
it's still open for DX.
There's always a snag and in
this case it's the high powered
broadcast stations that present
the challenge. Trying to pick -out
DX in amongst broadcast
stations demands very good

front-end performance from your
receiver coupled with effective
filters.
A few of the stations likely
to cause problems are Eritrea
7.02MHz, Iraq 7.025MHz,
Bangladesh 7.079MHz, Free
Tajikistan 7.089MHz and
Indonesia 7.099MHz. You will
probably find one or two more
stations as this is a popular slot
for unregulated clandestine

stations.
Despite all these problems,
7MHz remains a personal

favourite of mine for QRP
working. I find 1 can reliably get
into Germany with less than a
1W and a simple antenna system.

Mat's all for this time, don't
forget 1 love receiving your
letters so keep them coming

together with your photos to me
at Pel Box
Wants

463,

Ringwood,

BM 347.
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Zoe says:

"keep the News and
those Club
magazines coming!"

Com filed b Zoe Crabb

Manchester
Memories
Harold Jeffrey GOVJZ,
Hon. Sec. of the Manchester
& District Amateur Radio
Society, has sent in an
interesting account of the
history of the society. Read
on and see how the society

was formed and how it's
doing today.

The Manchester & District
Amateur Radio Society was
founded in 1911 as the
Manchester Wireless Society

and is considered to be one of
the oldest Radio Societies in
the country. The Society was
granted an experimental
licence by the then
Postmaster General and had a
callsign of 5MS when the
BBC had callsigns on 2L0
and 2ZY for London and
Manchester respectively and
the London Wireless Society
was 5MX.
The Society. as far as can
be ascertained in its early
days, met in cafes and public
houses in the city centre. The
trouble with that arrangement
was that members could not
construct or operate their
equipment, but could only
discuss the theory of radio.
Another distraction was,
of course, the temptation to

slip away for a 'swift half!'

Channel Of Communication
The Radio Officers Association of Europe has been formed to act as a channel of
communication and reunion for the many serving and former Merchant Navy Radio Officers
and shore staff. To mark its foundation a Special Event Station will be run on October 5/6th
at the Poldhu Amateur Radio Club in SW Cornwall. The callsign for the event will be
GBOROA.
Further details are available from Paul Durkin, 73 Maple Drive, Burnham on Sea,
Somerset TA8 1DH.

erected by the members.

A formal application was
made to the Postmaster

General for permission to use
an input of I kW and for
special areas to be designed.
In March of 1922 permission
was granted, and work began
on the construction at a cost
of £120.
Later in the year, the
society met at Heaton Park. a
high spot in North
Manchester, to try for the
American contact. Whether
they were successful in their
venture is not known.
Then, in 1924. the
Society's callsign was
changed in common with
current legislation to G5MS.
And, in 1925. it was
registered under the Society's
name and meetings were then
held at the Houldsworth Flail,
on Deansgate in Manchester
City Centre.
Membership grew as

interest in radio expanded
and at the beginning of the
1930s, the Society began to
take an active part in the
demonstrations and special
events organised by various
corporate bodies. Further
experimental projects were
put in hand, including
attempts to contact Australia,

but little is known of the
outcome, other than that there
was a great amount of
enthusiasm created for these
'radio adventures'.

At the onset of the 193945 war, Amateur Radio was
again disrupted and the
Society's activities were
curtailed due to the
government's decision to
impound all amateur
transmitters. Some members
of the Society began being
drafted into the radio
listening service monitoring
enemy transmissions, and
older members of the Society

met occasionally to keep the
pot boiling as it were.
After the war, when
members came back from the
forces, the Society reformed
for the second time, but could
not meet at their old
headquarters. So, in 1948,
members met at the
Brunswick Arms in
Piccadilly, Manchester.
However, the new venue
was considered rather small
and unsuitable for young
members. So. in 1950. it was
decided to move from the
city centre, to more suitable
accommodation at the King
George VI Club, which was
situated on North Road.
Moston.
With a membership of
200, two large rooms were
full at any given meeting and
there were lots of home-brew
projects. Also a Rally
Exhibition was held annually.
At this time. Henry

By the start of the 1914-18
war the Society was well
established, but then declined
due to the members going
into military service.

Shields C3GB
had the idea of
starting the
North
Manchester
Radio Club. So
he contacted

When the war was over,
the Society reformed and in
1922, because of the success

attained by W. R. Bume, a
member of the society, who
gained the first prize in the
then recent transatlantic
receiving test, Y. W. P. Evans,
the Hon secretary of the
Society suggested that an
effort be made to get in touch
with the American Amateurs
by means of a special
transmitter to be made and
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Special Event Station GB2CFP with His Worship the Mayor of Oldham and
G2ALN, GOICY and GOSAD.

held there on Friday 23
February 1951 with 13
members, the club holding
the callsign G3HOX.
The last recorded
meeting of NMRC was about
13 July 1951, and later it
amalgamated with the
Manchester Wireless Society
to become the renamed
Manchester & District
Amateur Radio Society. It
would appear that the G5MS
callsign was at that time
allowed to lapse and the
G3HOX callsign was adopted
by the amalgamated Society.
With the number of
members, the club became
very active, so that by 1963,
new club premises were
sought and the club moved to
Newton House Community
Centre. Newton Heath,
Manchester. Membership
fluctuated over the years. but
maintained an average of
about 50 with a turnout of 25
to 30 members per week. The
Society was able to install a
complete radio room and to
have rooms for meetings and
projects.
During the ensuing
years, the Society had its ups
and downs, but maintained a
steady membership of around
the 50 mark. Many special
event stations were organised
and the society co-operated
with a local Scout Group.
The then Secretary of the

Society. Don Shaw G3JIB,
organised the Jamboree on

the Air and training for the
communicator badge and
other events were the local
school fairs and carnivals. As

G2ALN,
G2AKR, G3RP

times changed and premises
were demolished due to

and other local
amateurs and the
club was formed
with meetings

modernisation, the Society
moved to its present premises
in 1990. at the Simpson
Memorial Community
Centre, Moston Lane,
Moston, Manchester.
The Society has three
rooms, a meeting room, and a
lecture theatre where the
Radio Amateurs Exam

being held at the
Dommet Street
School on a
once a month
basis. The first
meeting being
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South Dorset Radio Society
Christian Radio Conference
The World Association Of Christian Radio Amateurs And Listeners (WACRAL) invites
all radio amateurs and short wave listeners to attend their 1996 residential conference,
planned for the weekend of the 4 -6th October at the Forest Lodge Conference Centre,
Kidderminster, This is the time to meet with other practising Christians and to enjoy an
exciting and varied programme of radio events, endless rag -chews, simple services and

general fellowship.
This year's star lectures include 'Satellites on a shoestring', Bows, arrows and
amateurs', 'Frequency management for FEBA and from an eminent BMS eye surgeon,
'Mission and river blindness'. A 'QRP for Christians' presentation and simple construction
competition has been arranged, with a supply of the one inch square ONER transmitter kits
laid on to order.
All OMs, YLs and XYLs will be encouraged to take part and to try to beat the national
record build time of just eight minutes! The members' AGM is to be on Saturday with the

ever popular and hilarious 'Silly prices surplus sale' scheduled for that evening.
Non-members are especially welcome to attend, together with wives and husbands. The
complete weekend fee, inclusive of all meals and accommodation in rooms for singles,
couples and families, many ensuite, is £65 per person. To hook, or for more information,
contact G4EZU (QTHR) on (01474) 533686 or call in on the regular WACRAL Nets on
Saturdays on 3.747kHz at Sam and 2pm.

John Rose has now taken over Secretaryship of The South
Dorset Radio Society. The Society is a relatively small club.
with a good mix of members, a convivial social calendar and
boasting many kinds of expertise. Guests and non-members are
always welcome at all the functions, (with an ulterior motive of
coursel), and the club encourage them to
become members in due course.
Many members of the club also
belong to the South Dorset Repeater
Group, because there is a strong, local
network using the 430MHz station
GB3SD. The club meets on the first
Tuesday of every month, the venue
being the game building at the

'Victoria Inn', Knights in the
Bottom, Chickerell, Weymouth.
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Should anyone require any
Oh
500
more information, John Rose
,T 8
6r RA O°
would like to hear from you. He Le,,,_____
---------___,
can be contacted on (01305) 832057.

popular as ever. Visitors
(RAE) subjects are taught and

Mrs Langlield was

the City & Guilds RAE exam

approached and asked if the

takes place. Since 1990, the
Society has participated in a

Society could have G5MS as
their callsign again. She was
only too pleased to grant
permission and after
submission of the necessary
documentation to the Radio
Communications Agency on
10 April 1996, G5MS was
back on air, a truly historical
event.
The Society is grateful to
the RSGB, The Manchester
Evening News, The East
Manchester Reporter and past
and present members of the
Society for their help in

large number of events. some

of which were the Special
Event Station GB2CFP to
commemorate the 200 years
of the Failsworth Pole, a local
landmark.
In late 1995, the Society

decided to try and reinstate
their old callsign G5MS. The
RSGB Archivist was
approached, but could only
confirm that the Society held
the callsign until the mid
1920s and that it was later
held in 1970 by H. M.
Swami.
Thus began a long trail of
searching through local
reports, hut to no avail. Until
that is a Past President of the
RSGB. a friend of the
Society's President Barrie

researching this article.
Harold would also like to
say that the Society runs
RAE, Novice RAE and Morse
classes all year round, free of
charge, and that the Society
are a registered examination

centre for all City & Guilds

Dragon Disaster
Remember reading in the May issue of 'Club Spotlight'
about the Dragon Amateur Radio Club and the setting -up
of the GB4BEA station on the Reaumaris foreshore? Well,
disaster apparently stuck on the Saturday night/Sunday
morning 18 & 19th May when gale force winds struck the
rain sodden marquee and demolished it,
Luckily no-one was hurt and neither was any
equipment damaged. But it was found that the re -erected
marquee would not be safe. Nothing daunted, the club
members set-up the special event station in a bread van,
kindly loaned by a local businessman and they carried on,
despite the cold, damp weather.
Through it all, the lads enjoyed themselves and the
event showed that there was a determination to carry on and
it pays to keep a good relationship with the local community.
The club have now made arrangements to go back to
Beaumaris on the 10/11th August to repeat the event,
hopefully in a caravan. (but minus the gale force winds!).

Yeovil's Celebration
Of Half Century
Operation
The Yeovil Amateur Radio

Langfield C3IOA. was able
to confirm that H. M. Swann

examinations.
Find out more by

was silent key, although his
widow was still alive and
living in Windermere.

'phoning Harold Jeffrey

Club had its inaugural
meeting on 17 October 1946

GOVJZ on 0161-338 4412.

and this year, on the same

Up And Running
The Brize Norton Amateur Radio Club (GORBN) is now
back up and running. The club have a new Chairman and
Licence Holder, however, they are missing a vital 'something'
- members!
The club presently meets on a Tuesday evening, but this
may be changing due to the recruitment of a number of
Novices who attend the Air Training Corp on Tuesday
evenings. A special event station was recently run at a local
country fair and other similar events are being planned.
However, some events have had to be cancelled, due to lack
of volunteers.
For more information, contact Dave G7SRB on (01993)

846975, or E-mail: 101766.1413@Compuserve.com
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month, same date of
inauguration, the
commemoration of 50 years
of operation culminates in a
free buffet supper for
members and local
dignitaries, an exhibition of
radios and transceivers
spanning the 50 year period
and the operation of h.f. and
v.h.f. special event stations
Also during the month of
October, the club will
continue to operate the
special event stations and

will publish a booklet of
technical articles, articles of
historic interest and a brief
history of the club.
The club was formed by

Mr Kirkland GSFP and the
first committee were Sid
Rickets (Chairman), Frank
Parkhurst (Treasurer) and
Dave Hover (Secretary).
Amongst the founder
members, Dennis Hayward

G3OMH and Don McLean
G3NOF are still fully active
in club affairs.
Despite the many
venues that the club has
occupied over the 50 years,
nine in all, there has been
complete continuity in
activities and membership.
Membership is currently 63.
Yeovil ARC has several
claims to fame. The most
notable being a 90 mile QSO
with the first transistorised
transmitter using a point
contact transistor. This was
also described in RSGB
Bulletin, April 1954.
The club's annual QRP
Convention held over the
past 12 years, proves to be as

conic from all over the UK
and also from across the
channel.

From 1976 onwards, the
club has provided RAE
tuition under Rob

Micklewright G3MYNI and
continues to achieve very
high success rates. Many B
class licensees graduating to
class A status after being
tutored into the finer arts of
keymanship by Eric Godfrey
G3GC. The NRAE is also
well catered for, under the
able guidance of the Senior
Novice Instructor for the
County, George Davis

G3ICO.
As well as the formal
tuition aimed at the various
radio examiners, informal
tuition and advise is given in
the form of lectures by
various club members each
week.

Over its half century of
operation, the club has
participated in many of the
local events, with Special
Event Stations being set-up
on public display at such
venues as The Mid -Somerset
Show, the Fleet Air Arm at

Yeoviiton, Yeovil Festival of
Transport and more recently,

the D-day and VE-Day
commemorations, the
National Trust Centenary and
125 years of the British Red
Cross, (whose Yeovil
headquarters also serves as
the club QTH).
The club continues to
provide active support to the
emergency services via
RAYNET, now using v.h.f.
and u.h.f. equipment rather
that the top -band rigs as in
the early days.
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DAYTON HAMVENTION '96
Rob Mannion

Reitqya

C3XFD looks back

at the PW trip to
what's claimed to

be the largest

rally in the world!

flew from
Gatwick to
New York
(Newark,

cab driver told me that there are
over 2000 restaurants in greater
New York, with 200 different
'styles' to choose from in 'down

- The Dayton

New Jersey)

town' New York itself!
My friendly cab driver (he was

Amateur Radio

and

Hamilention 1996

experienced
one of the
quickest

which took place

entries I've
ever had into
the USA.
Following
our 'whizz
through'
Customs &
Immigrations
our bus
courier was
late! Despite
that, we were

between 17 and

19th of May,

A classic view of the Empire

State building in New lurk.
Rob G3XFD could have

done with the bike in the
foreground and was

tempted to borrow it after
taking the photograph!

soon

However, the express lifts at

travelling via
the Lincoln
Tunnel onto

$5 per person, take the

strain of getting you to the
top of the 1930s art -deco

Manhattan

huilding.

On the (wooden!' flight

deck of the aircraft carrier
L:SS intrepid tied up as a

floating museum in

downtown New York.

Several British aircraft are
on display. but all were
lifted on board...including
one of the famous

'Blackbird' supersonic
types.

In previous years, the PW
HamVention Holiday party
has travelled to the USA
via several different routes.
We've flown into Dayton
via Boston, and Charlotte (North
Carolina) but this year there was a
real treat in store as the port of
entry was to be New York.
The PW party, with friends
from Ireland, Holland, all over
the UK and Northern Ireland,

Island for our
three night
stay in New York being kept
informed throughout the journey
via the 'formidable' lady courier
who (despite suffering from
laryngitis) kept up a non-stop
commentary on where -to -buy and -shop, etc. She was quite a
character!

Hotel In Broadway
Our Hotel, the Edison, was
literally 200 metres off Times
Square, right in the centre of
Broadway. At night, the PW Party
were able to experience the
colourful 'night -light life' and an
excellent range of restaurants.
During our stay, the PW
'Dayton Team' Dick Ganderton
G8VFH (Editor of Short Wave
Magazine), Kathy Moore
(Subscription Manager for PW
and SWM) and myself even
managed to try the food Thailand
style in one of the many 'ethnic'
restaurants. In fact, a New York

from Puerto Rico, the American owned Island in the Caribbean) as
a Spanish speaker
himself...suggested a list of
'Hispanic' style 'eateries'. The
trouble was that his list alone
would have kept me in New York
for at least six months!

Although I've visited New
York many times before, I've
never had three days to play the

full 'tourist' part. On our first full

Pat Ryan (who had joined us
from his home in Athlone in
Ireland) and I enjoyed a 3 -hour
'Circle Line' cruise right round
Manhattan Island on which most
of New York 'proper' stands.
Pat and I thoroughly enjoyed
the trip round New York, we'd
experienced excellent weather
and blue skies. When we arrived
back we had an excellent lunch
(they gave us too much to eat of
day

course).
We spent the rest of the
afternoon on board the USS

Intrepid, a Second World War
aircraft carrier. She forms a
floating museum (privately
owned!) and has an interesting
selection of aircraft on board,
along with many video -cinemas
showing her illustrious career in
the war against the Japanese in
the Pacific.
The audio-visual facilities in
the museum provided a
fascinating (if at times gruesome)
reminder of the sacrifices paid by
the Allies during the 1939-1945
conflict, particularly fighting the
fearsome single-minded Japanese
war -machine. I came away with
some sombre thoughts, especially
as I had met some of the wartime
crew that day, themselves acting
as elderly tourists on board their
old ship.

Linder $ Over
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Boy it's hot in here! Dick Ganderton
G8VFH (Editor of Shari Ware Magazine,
Rob Mannion G3XFD and Kathy Moore
(Subscriptions Manager for PW and SWM)
busy at the HamVention 1996 'booth' .

I'd passed under the George
Washington road bridge during
my trip round Manhattan Island,
and enroute to provide a PW
'Club Talk' in Hackensack, New
Jersey, I passed over it! Bill
Hughes N2XEU of the
Englewood on the outskirts of
Metroplex Club in New Jersey
Stand Busy
Dayton, had good airhad collected me from the Hotel
Our stand (or 'booth' )
conditioning and a swimming
and drove me to their club
was very busy indeed.
pool. During the rest of our stay
room....in Hackensack which
We were kept on the
both were put to good use!
turned out to be above a 'Fire
go chatting to old
House' (Fire Station to us).
friends, renewing
As a PW reader Bill had read
Mara Arena
subscriptions and
that we were going to Dayton via
catching up on the last
The Dayton HamVention is held
New York. Hence the invitation
year's news and
at the Hara Arena, and this year
came to provide a club talk! I
discussing PW
(and for the next two years) the
thoroughly enjoyed the evening,
projects and ideas.
event has been moved because of
met many old friends and made
Canada is within
sporting events. And personally, I
some new ones and experienced a
reasonable travelling
think it's the change of dates from
'call out' as the volunteers rushed
distance of Dayton,
late April that led to less people
to an emergency in their very
but this year we saw
attending this year, (like rallies
large fire engine.
fewer of our friends from Ontario
here in the UK, if it's too hot,
Altogether my visit to the
and other regions. I found out that
some people stay away).
Metroplex club was a fascinating
was because the 1996
affair. It was good to
HamVention clashed with
see yet another
Dayton is not just a shopping trip, ills an experience. I enjoy a major holiday weekend
aspect of Amateur
(Queen Victoria's
Radio in the USA.
meeting readers from the USA and I know many friendships
birthday!) where
Bill also proved to
Canadians
traditionally
be an excellent
have been made between our 'HomPentioneers' and other
open up country homes, or
'Taxi' driver and
just go off and enjoy the
visitors. That's what Amateur Radio is all about isn't it?
one of the few
'backwoods'.
'Cabbies' who
As usual, we didn't see
spoke English!
much of the readers who were
Despite the fact that there
Needless to say, I got back to my
with us, they just disappeared off
seemed to be less people
hotel feeling very tired, but it was
into the throng and enjoyed
attending this year, the 'gate'
a very enjoyable evening. Thanks
themselves. However, most of
topped 32,000 between Friday
for your hospitality Bill, and that
them came to see if we were all
and the Sunday. However, the
of your club.
okay and to make sure the PW
giant Flea market - with 2000
team appeared on video, several
plus
spaces
available,
also
Empire State
brought their cameras. So because
seemed to be different this year.
of their generosity, if you want to
Instead of many hundreds of
On Wednesday, I enjoyed a trip up
experience a little of the 'Dayton'
single 'stall' holders, I noticed
to the top of the Empire State
flavour on video...contact me at
that there were many larger
building. It was very enjoyable
the PW office and see for
pitches, taking up more room, but
and I saw many hand-held
yourself.
with fewer actual 'sellers'.
144MHz transceivers in use. One
So, it was a very tired but
However, I still managed to
young operator was talking to his
happy group of people who
buy some 'miniature' 807 valves,
schoolfriends in Buffalo, some 70
headed back to Gatwick via
some interesting books and some
miles away!
Dayton to Newark and over the
prepared microscope slides (yes,
On the Thursday morning we
Atlantic. We were all lighter in
you can find virtually anything
flew from Newark International
pocket but heavier in baggage!
there!).
airport straight into Dayton,
leaving a wet New York behind us
(the weather had changed). It was
quite a surprise to leave the aircraft
at Dayton because it was very
warm indeed, and it stayed that
way during the rest of the week.
Our Hotel, the Holiday Inn at
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Two wheels and 2kW
(yes...two kilo Watt)
'Motorcycle Mobile' at the
Dayton HamVention. Bob
Curry KC3VO relaxes in
the evening sunshine on his

Honda motorbike. The

trailer carries the petrolengined generator to power
the rig. Bob. from
Nlaryland, is a very well
known h.f. mobile operator
and regular visitor to
Dayton. Reliable sources
report that the corona!
discharge from the 2kW
entering the mobile whip
has to be seen to he

appreciated!
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
IT 01327 260178
VISA

HOWES

NEW! HOWES DC2000

ON

FINE TUNE

Beginner's SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £22.90

VOLUME

\Ij

1./

PW "Rugby" Transmitter
PW "Daventry" Receiver

The ease of construction, the sensitivity and the low quiescent current

consumption make this a great little receiver for both the first time
builder and for holiday and portable use! It covers a single band at a

/
4-11,11,, ATI7 1r,

Designed by Dave Howes at the editors request,
these Practical Wireless projects enable you to build

a quite sophisticated station for "forty'. PCBs, kits,
parts and hardware are available from us. We may
have 80M versions by the time you read this. Send
an SAE for the info sheets, or phone to discuss them!

time, but uses the same interchangeable band modules as the DXR20,
to give the choice of any HF band on a simple plug-in basis. Choose from
160, 80, 40, 30, 20,15 & 10H amateur bands. Also suitable for BM11
and BM54 HF air -band modules,

ATR

DC2000 built in 11422R hardware option

HOWES DC2000 Electronics kit: £22.90
(includes either standard 80M, or your choice of band module).

HA22R Hardware (pictured): £18.90
Extra band module kits: £7.90 each.

Like our other receivers, the DC2000 will InterEinkwith many of our other

kits to form a complete station. Fancy a digital frequency display, "5
meter", sharp CW filtering, a matching transmitter? There are many
reasons why building the DC2000 is a great way to start your station!

Enjoy your radio more with great projects from HOWES!
Multiband SSB/CW Receiver

Jr'

The DXR20 covers 20, 40 & 80M bands as standard.
You can add any other SW band with optional plug-in band
modules (same type as DC2000). Versatile and popular!

Flo U. I

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DC52 "S meter" Kit: £10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

The famous HOWES Active Antenna Kits
AA2. Covers 150kHz to 30MHz. The neat compact answer for those with limited space.
Kit: £8.90
Assembled PCB module: £14.90

Assembled PCB modules: £28.90

AB118. Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air -band,
Kit; £18.80
Assembled PCB modules: £27.90
MB156. 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system (the brother of AB1181)
Kit: £18.50
Assembled PCB modules: £27.60

0-=.

Nr Nir "Or
I

'
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Factory Built: £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.
CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ARV

Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

AA4.Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat. compact package.

Kit: £19.90

Top Value Receiving ATlis
CTUS. Lovers 500kHz to 30MHz. Matches antenna ;mpeciance and helps reduce spurious
signals and interference with extra front-end filtering for the receiver. 50239 sockets.

Please add £4.01) P&P. or £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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ESSEX AMATEUR RADIO SERVICES
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4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet, Essex SS7 5SN
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Tel: 01268 752522
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C-775DSP (10)
C-765
C-706 (10)
C-707
C-735 (3)
C-726 + 6m
C-725
C-781
C-745
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TS-850SAT (5)
TS-440SAT (2)
TS -50 (2)
AT -50 (2)

FT-1000MP
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FT -757 I (4)
FT -747 (8)
FT -840 (5)
FT -707 (3)

160 + 20 + 40
+NB

Atlas 160-10m
base
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FT -10R (2)
FT -530 (2)

TM -455E (2)
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AT -180 A/ATU (10)
AT -160 A/ATU (6)
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FP -800 PSU
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Practical Wireless
FREE

1996
Compiled by Zoe Crab!)

September 15: The 1996 BARTG Rally
will tie held at the Sandown Exhibition
Centre. Sandown Park Racecourse, fisher.
Surrey. The rally will be located in a
large. spacious hull with plenty of free
parking. This rally, organised by the
British Amateur Radio Teledata Group, is
of general interest to all radio amateurs,

most aspects are catered for as well as an
emphasis on Data Communications.
Doors open t0.30am to 5pm. Admission
E2 for adults and E1.50 for OAPs.
There will be on -site catering with hot
and cold meals, snacks, beverages and a
licensed bar. There will also he a Bring &
Buy, many exhibitor and special interest
groups, see the latest in radios, computers.
aerials. kits and lots more. Find out more

from Andy G3ZYP on Tel/FAX: (0.1394)
420704.

*September 21: The Scottish Amateur
Radio Convention is heing held at the
Cardonald College, Glasgow. The West of
Scotland Amateur Radio Society is
hosting the convention, with the support
of other local societies. Find out more
details by contacting Ron King
CM7BOW, Organisational Secretary. on
01.41-773 2882.

September 29: The Three Counties
Radio Rally is u) be held at the Three
Counties Showground, Malvern,
Worcestershire, There will be trade
stands, radio and computer dealers, parts
and accessories. Bring & Buy and
refreshments. There will also he free car
parking. The venue is the Wye Hall and
entry to the showground is via the
'Brown' gate only. Doors open 10.30am
to 5pm and admission is El, Eddy cotton
on (01905) 773181.

September 29: The Harlow & District
Amateur Radio Club Rally is to be held at
the Sports Centre. Harlow. Doors open at
1(1.30 110am For disabled visitors). Easy
access off junction 7 the M11, A414
signposted to the rally. Talk -in by GOUT
on S22 and 51,122. The large ground floor
main hall will feature a selection of
traders, both old and new with products
ranging from complete radio/computer
systems through to software, electronic
components and second-hand equipment.
There will also be a special interest area
and a large club room. Bring & Buy stall.
Morse tests on demand will be available
(two passport photos required).
Refreshments will also be available. All
car parking is free. plus there is disabled
parking near the entrance. For more
details 'phone Len G711iFF on 1012791
864973 or the rally manager Mike
G7BNF on 1012791 865092.

*October 6: The Great Lumley Amateur
Radio & Electronics Society will take
place in the Community Centre, Gt.
Lumley, Chester -le -Street. Doors open at
10.30am for disabled visitors and I lain
for others. There will he trade stands. a

Convention is being held at St. Aidans
Hall. Sudden. Rochdale. Admission is £1
and doors open at 10am. Talk -in on 522.
There is a large social area, lectures on
QRP subjects, Bring & Buy, surplus, junk,
components, kit traders, food and drink all
day including the famous pie and peas.
Rev. George Dobbs G3R.JV on Tel/FAX:
{01706)31812.

October 13; The Kidderminster &
District Amateur Radio Society are
holding their rally at the Stourport on
Severn High School. Doors open at I Oani.
There will he the usual traders, Bring &
Buy, refreshments and ample car parking.

Talk -in on S22. GMT. on (01384)
8941119 or GORR on (01299) 822206.
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For just £50! - Yes £50! you can ensure
that your favourite amateur radio
magazine is delivered direct to your ciao
every month!
And don't forget, any increases in the
cover price for the next 3 years will
not affect you because you will be
guaranteed to receive 36 issues for just
£1.38 each - that's almost 37% off the
current price of each issue.

G6ZRM on (018031 522216.

*October 18-19: The Leicester ARS
125th anniversary) is being held at [he
Granby Halls. Leicester. Doors open at
lOarn each day (9.30am for disabled
visitors). All major companies will he in
attendance plus a large Bring & Buy stand
run by the Leicester Radio Society. Morse
tests will be available on demand. hut two
photographs plus proof of identity will be
required. There are ample car parking
facilities. Talk -in on 522 and SI:22
caIlsign GB2GH, Frank G4PDZ on
0116-287 1086.

This is a limited period Special Offer for
new UK subscribers only so don't delay
- call our Subs Hotline on (01202)
659930 and quote `Subs 10' or fill out
the coupon below TODAY and return it to
PW Publishing Ltd., Subscriptions,
Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,
Broadstane, Dorset
BH18 8PW

October 20: The lurch Monaghan Hobby
Radio & Computer Exhibition will he
held at The Four Seasons Hotel. Co
'.Monaghan. Doors open at I 1.3(tain and
close at 5.30pm. All the usual retailers
will be in attendance along with a large
display of computer equipment and a
Bring & Buy. Refreshments will be
available all day in the adjoining

restaurant along with full hicilities for
QSLing via the brewery! Admission is 1.2
and half the price for under Ids.
on 522 from 10.30am. Facilities will be
provided for disabled access. Stephen
!land on 105)(013657) 51479 evenings
or wnte lo: PO Box 3, Monaghan for an
info. pack.

If you're travelling a long disianee to a
it mold be worth '91%07110 g the
!contact number to check all is w ell. before
sett ing off

he Editorial staff of /It cumin! he
held responsible for informaiion In Rallies.
as this is supplied hr the iirgankers and is

published in good rash as a set-dee lo
readers.
lf you

have
es .11_

portivu
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Please arrange a 3 year subscription to Practical
Wireless for £50. Starting with the
issue.

Ul

Name:
Address:

Tel:

I enclose a Cheque/PO payable to PW Publishing Ltd
for £50.

J Please charge my Access/Visa card the amount of £50.

a

the

Editor

* Practical Wireless & SWM

Offer open until October 10 1996

Postcode:

Bring & Buy and much more. Barry
G1JDP on 0191-388 5936.

*October 12: The G-QRP Club Mini

Practical Wireless for the price of 2 years,
giving you 12 issues absolutely FREE!

station C KICK:. Mr. Bill Trezise

details from Ernie Bailey En -1101226)
716339 or mobile on 108361748958.
parking. 101923) 893929.

YEAR!

This is a UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY to
purchase a 3 year Subscription to

October 13: Computercations '96
Computer/Radio Rally is to be held at
Hillhcad Camping. Kingswear Road,
Hillhead. Brixham. Devon. Overnight
camping, car boot sale (weather
permitting), trade stands, professional
flight simulator demonstration. Bring &
Buy, refreshments, unlimited free parking,
talk -in on S22 by G7FDC, special event

November 3: The 6th Great Northern
Hainfest (formerly the Barnsley Amateur
Radio Rally) will take place ai the
Metrodome leisure complex in Barnsley
Town Centre. Doors open at 10ain. The
venue is all on one level, Iwo halls, with
excellent disabled facilities. The event
will feature all the usual trade stands.
covering amateur radio, computers
(hardware & software). electronics,
components, kits, clubs, repeater groups,
Novice, specialist interest groups and a
large Bring & Buy. Morse tests on
demand from 1200 to 1500 (candidates
must bring the appropriate
documentation), A variety of
refreshments will be available, ie. full
meals in the licensed restaurant, bar meals
in the bar (where else'.), snacks/drinks in
the main hall. Talk -in on 522. Disabled
ear parking in leisure complex, all other
parking in surrounding car parks.
Admission to Hamfest is E1.50, Follow
the large brown Menxidome signs (and
Hamfest signs where appropriate). More

for

Card No:
Valid from:

to

Signature:
PHOTOCOPIES OF THIS FORM ARE ACCEPTABLE.
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By Simon Spanswick
An increasing number

of international radio
stations are starting

to use satellite to
send programmes to

listeners worldwide in
addition to
conventional short
wave, Simon

Spanswick, presenter

of the 88C World
Service programme

Waveguide back on

the air this month explains how to go

about listening to the
world from satellites

the
wool' I/
say that
listening to ernational radio
stations in hi-fi quality is not
for them. But if you want to listen
to programmes, rather than search
through the ether for the weakest
signals, getting the best reception is
what it's all about. That is
particularly true for listeners to
BBC World Service some of whom
seem to find that the short wave
signal fades away just at the most
crucial point in the programme truly frustrating.
Because of signal fading the
BBC World Service and a good
number of other international
broadcasters, have been using
satellite delivery to send
programmes across Europe and
further afield for the past few years,
riding on the back of the success of
satellite television. In Europe,
anyone with an Astra satellite dish
can receive international
broadcasters (see Fig.1), and if you
have equipment for Eutelsat, there's
plenty of other stations waiting for
you.

36000km above the

Oroadeasting Satellites

earth,

Broadcasting satellites orbit above
the equator, at a height of about
36000km out in space. They orbit
the earth at approximately the same
speed as it spins, and therefore
appear to be constantly at the same
point in the sky. Hence the name
geostationary is applied to them
(there are other orbits, such as
highly elliptical or low earth, but
these are not generally used for
broadcast signals).
Each satellite acts as an amplifier
in space, receiving signals from an
up -link station, changing the
frequency, for example to the Ku band used by broadcasting satellites
like Astra over Europe, and
retransmitting the signals down to
earth through large antennas. The
satellite electronics are powered by
solar panels and each satellite has
thrusters which allow it to be kept
at precisely the right orbital
position.
Today's satellites have a life of

22

around 12 to 15 years. This life
span is roughly the length of time
that the fuel for the thrusters last
and the electronics, solar cells and
antennas to function in the hostile
environment of space.
Back on earth, a satellite dish is
needed to catch the low power
satellite signals and focus them on
to a low noise block (LNB)
mounted on an arm in front of the
dish. An LNB, also known as a low
noise amplifier or low noise
converter, amplifies the signal and
converts it to a frequency of
between 900 to 2000MHz.
Alignment of the satellite dish is
crucial to make sure reception is
good. The larger the dish, the more
important it is to have the alignment
perfect.
The signal is then transferred to a
satellite receiver along a coaxial
cable, and from a receiver to the
television set through an r.f. or
SCART lead. Finally it is fed to a
hi-fi system from two phono plugs.

Getting Started
If you have not yet succumbed to
the marketing techniques of Sky
Television and are still dish -less,
you will want to know what you
need to start tuning to satellites
orbiting the earth. The essential
basic ingredients for a dish of
delights from the sky are:

O

3

0
0

a south -facing wall or
chimney breast with an
unobstructed view to a few
degrees above the horizon.
satellite antenna - commonly
known as a dish.
satellite receiver.
television set.
hi-fi with a spare stereo input.

There are two ways to proceed once
you have decided to install satellite
equipment. One is to ask a dealer to
install the system for you. The other
is to do it yourself.
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ransponer
Slahna

Satellite

Frequency

subcarrier

19.21

GHz
11.553

MHz
7.38
7.92
7.02
7.56

BBC World Service
Deutsche Welle
Radio Budapest
Radio Exterior de Espana
Radio Netherlands

Astra 18
Astra 1A

Astra 1C

19.2°E

Radio Sweden
Radio Vlaanderen International
Swiss Radio International
Vatican Radio
VoA Europe

Astra 1C
Astra 1C

19.2°E
19.2°E
19.2°E

World Radio Network
VIE Radio Finland

Astra 18

19.2°E

Eutelsat 11 13

16°E

Eutelsat 11 f6

13°E

Astra 1A
Eutelsat 1161
Eutelsat 1161

Eutelsat 11

'uio

Location
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As a regular reader of PW you
may be used to constructing.
Providing you do some research
and follow instructions closely,
putting up a dish is not too
daunting.
Whichever route you follow, you
will want to check the market for
what is available, decide how
flexible you want your system to be
and what your budget is. I think that
the recommendation for buying a
car at an auction applies here - set a
limit and don't go above it.
Something to be decided at an
early stage is whether you think you
will only want to tune to signals
from a single orbital position (like
Astra at 19.2° east), have a system
that enables you to see two satellite
locations, or whether you will want
to scan the skies and pick-up
stations on all the satellites you can
see from your location. This
dictates whether you buy a fixed,
dual or motorised system. Of
course, more complicated
motorised systems cost more than a
simple fixed one.
There are lots of bargains to be
had from dealers who will sell Sky
Television based fixed systems, but

it's likely to be tied into a
subscription to one of the Sky
packages. Add the monthly
subscription up and you'll discover
the annual cost is up to twice the
cost of the hardware!
If you choose a fixed dish system
for Astra, you can expect to pay
somewhere in the region of £180 to
around £500, depending on the size
of dish (a 600mm parabolic dish for
is needed for use in most of
England and Wales, and an 800mm
dish for the far west and north) and
the sophistication of the receiver
you choose.
To increase the flexibility of your
fixed system you can have a second
LNB mounted on an extended arm.
This effectively points the first
LNB at one satellite, probably Astra
and a second at another, maybe
Eutelsat's Hot Bird,
Installing a second LNB is an
inexpensive solution to providing
access to more channels. The
extended arm costs around £20, and
a second LNB from £30 to £200
depending on which frequencies it
works at and its quality.
A motorised system will give you
a range of satellites depending on
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your view southwards to the
horizon. If you only have a limited
view of the sky to the south do not
contemplate a motorised system. It
will be a waste of money.
A motorised system is more
complicated to install, the dish will
be larger, signals from satellites not
designed to cover the UK, or
principally used for
telecommunications, are weaker
and the cost of the equipment is
greater. The least you will pay is
£500, realistically you can expect to
pay more than £1000.

Radio Via Satellite
If you want to concentrate on radio
reception instead of simply
watching television via satellite you
must make sure that the receiver
you buy covers all the audio
subcarriers needed. On Astra, the
audio subcarriers for analogue
services usually are in the range
6.50 to 8.48MHz.
Check that there is a connection
for your hi-fi or other amplifier at
the rear of the set (usually left and
right phono plugs). If you do not
buy a set with separate audio
connectors, you will have to use the
TV's loudspeaker, reducing the

flexibility of how you listen to
satellite radio.
Each television channel has
several audio subcarriers. Two for
the stereo sound (left and right are
on separate subcarriers) and
perhaps another two for a different
language soundtrack (like Eurosport
where the commentary is in English
in stereo, plus Gennan and Dutch),
or for one or more radio stations.
When a television station leases a
channel (or transponder as it is
called on the satellite) from a
company like Astra, the audio
subcarriers come in the package.
Many TV stations then sublet the
audio channels they do not need to
radio operators.
Satellite receivers vary in price

and sophistication. If you have a
fixed single satellite dish you can
choose a receiver at the lower end
of the price scale. But if you want a
cheap receiver you will probably
find that tuning radio stations is
complicated andthat some of the
subcarriers you want are missing.
Older receivers sold cheaply will
not be able to tune to the
frequencies used by the newest
Astra satellites.
For dual satellite reception you
must make sure that the receiver's
frequency coverage is compatible
with the LNBs on your dish. It must
also be sophisticated enough to
allow you to switch between both
LNBs.
If you choose a motorised
system, you should select a receiver
that has a built-in positioner, in
other words the piece of equipment
which controls the movement of the
dish between one satellite and the
next. The alternative is to have a
separate positioner box, adding to
the clutter alongside your TV set!

Fig. I: Some of the
international radio stations
available from space.

Products Tested
Whenever I talk about buying a
short wave radio receiver, I
recommend that potential
purchasers choose one of the main
manufacturers
whose
products are

well tested
and have had

good reviews.
The same

applies in the main to satellite
receivers.
Big companies like Pace have
good reputations, so good in fact
that Pace's founders recently
became millionaires when the
company was
floated. Look out
for the Pace
MSS1000 at
around £450.
If you want to
stick with a
manufacturer that
has a good line in
both short wave
and satellite
products, look at
the range from
the American R.

The Pace MSS1001)

integrated satellite receiver
decoder and the Pace
MSS.11111stereo satellite

receiver.
Photos ovrtoy of race

I.. Drake
company. The
£540 ESR-
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Satellite Raclin - An Introduction

The new flat -plate Galaxis
Future 1 antenna.
Photo counts). of 1: aloxis

800XT has 800 programmable
memory channels.
Even if you start off with a fixed
system, the ESR-800XT is 'future proof' should you upgrade to a
motorised system later. As the name
implies, the top -of -the -range ESR2000XT also from Drake. which is
available at around £1000, offers
2000 memory channels!
There are many other receivers
on the market, and it's worth
checking specialist satellite
magazines for the latest news of
models and prices. And many
dealers will have special offers on
extensive ranges of equipment,
from dishes to receivers to LNBs.
if 1 have one particular thing to
recommend for people thinking of
installing a fixed single satellite
system, it's the new flat -plate

Galaxis Future 1 antenna.

Astra's Luxemborg
headquarters in Betzdorf.
Photo courtesy of Mira

Measuring just 15 x Bin. the makers
claim it will perform as well as a
conventional 600mm dish antenna
in much of Europe and the UK.
The Galaxis Future 1 should be
appearing in UK dealers this year. It
will be at a slight premium over
parabolic antennas, but with a huge

ladder or a flat roof to tell you when
the picture is perfect which means
that the dish is aligned correctly.
You can also fit a dual -feed
system without too much more
difficulty, but with a greater amount
of patience from you and your
colleague inside! A motorised
system is a bigger job altogether
and needs more planning and more
time to get it right.
If you do plan a d.i.y. installation.
I recommend that you read the
WRTH Satellite ilmadeusting
Guide which takes you through all
the elements of installation. It then
explains what you will he able to
see and hear when everything
works. (copies of the WRTH
Satellite Broadcasting Guide are
available from the PW Book Store
for £17.95 plus P&P).

capable black box at some point in
the future, as well as the
conventional analogue equipment I
have been talking about so far.
If digital satellite broadcasting
takes off in a big way, the consumer
electronics industry will have a
field day.

And then of course you can
always pay the expert to come and
do it for you! It could be money
well spent.

South America in the L -band
(1452-1492GHz).
And the European Space
Agency's Archimedes mediaStar
project using the terrestrial digital
radio system, Eureka 147, is also on
the drawing board for launch by the
end of the century. A revolution
awaits radio listeners and
enthusiasts world-wide!

further ahead
And looking further ahead, digital
radio could be delivered to handheld radio sets direct from satellite
before the end of the century. Two
systems are proposed one of which
is scheduled for launch in 1998-99.
Washington DC -based World
Space is building three satellites.
These will beam digital radio and
data to portable radio sets in Africa,
the Middle East, much of Asia and

saving on the space it takes up.

Whetted Your appetite?

A dual -feed satellite dish
positioned to receive

Eutelsat's II -Ft and Hot
Bird 1 transmissions.
Pholo courtesy of Eutrisot

So if this feature has whetted your
appetite, what should be your first
move? As I said earlier, d.i.y.
installation of a simple fixed dish
system is relatively straightforward.
You will need things like a
compass and protractor to work out
where in the sky your dish should
point. And you will need a friend
indoors watching the television who
is either in earshot or on the other
end of a telephone as you sit on a

Me future's Digital
At the moment a majority of the
equipment on the market is
designed for analogue reception.
and most of the channels on the air
are analogue although the future is
digital. Astra's latest satellites are
already digital. which means you
will need new equipment to receive
the radio and TV signals.
Next year, Sky TV will launch a
'digital bouquet' of channels and
the BBC has said that it's
investigating using Astra's digital
services to deliver new channels to
British viewers. All this means that
you will have to have a new digital -
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I hope you've enjoyed this
introduction to satellite radio and
that it's opened up a whole new
meaning to satellite broadcasting
for you. Satellite can bring much
more than television into your
front -room!
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"STILL SCRATCHING YOUR HEAD
ABOUT CAT INTERFACING?"

Gag

Cruisin9...

Bryan Coleman COIC11 reports

on an interesting facility on
board the Queen Elizabeth 11

which will fit you really need
encouragement) entice more

Radio Amateurs to try 'carry
on cruising'.

Computers have certainly changed the face of
Amateur Radio over the past few years haven't
they? Yet many Amateurs are not making full use

of C.A.T. interfacing facilites offered by many
modern transceivers.

The Siskin Multi -Cat simply connects between
your existing transceiver's C.A.T. socket and PC
serial port allowing keyboard/mouse control of the
radio. For example if you are logged onto the local
Packet DX Cluster your radio could automatically
QSY to the next incoming DX hot -spot making
XCC a breeze! If your PC is downstairs and the
radio is upstairs, no problem! An extra long RS232 cable will permit control of the radio directly
from the PC.

Thanks to the efforts of Chief
Radio Officer Jim Barlow
G3VOtI, Amateur Radio operation
is an added attraction on board
Cunard's RMS Queen Elizabeth II,
Jim, a Radio Amateur himself for
very many years. has with the
generous support of Kenwood UK
Ltd., gained Cunard's approval for
the installation of an h.f. Amateur
Radio station in the ship's radio
room.

The hi. station is provided for
the use of licensed Radio Amateurs
at any time upon request, which in
my case was readily fonhcoming.
Kenwood have provided the latest
TS -50S transceiver, a P33 mains
power supply unit and an AT300
automatic antenna tuning unit. This
is used in conjunction with a 20m
vertical wire antenna.
I first put the station 'on air' on
Saturday 18th November 1995
while enjoying myself as a
passenger. Several QSOs were
completed with UK based stations
who were sent a special printed
QSL acknowledgement.
Thanks Jim 03VOU for all your
efforts, and thank you also to
Kenwood UK Ltd., for your
generous support. And lastly, I
thank the lady herself...the Queen
Elizabeth II for being such a
beautiful ship and comfortable
cruising QTI-I.

PW

The Kenwood TS -50, donated
by Kenwood UK Ltd., on hoard
the QE 11 with the special QSI.
card to mark the occasion the
new station first went on the air
on Saturday 18th November
1995.

The Siskin Multi -Cat has been developed in
close co-operation with Yaesu UK, Kenwood UK

and Icom UK, so hence functions with most
C.A.T. ready radios.

The Multi -Cat is supplied COMPLETE with
ready-made computer/transceiver cables
DOS, Windows and Logging software.

plus
Chief Radio Officer
Jim Barlovi

Price: £69.95+ £6.50 carriage
(PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE FACT SHEET)

SMC Siskin

School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate
Eastleigh, Hants S053 4BY
Tel:

Southampton HQ (01703) 254247

London Branch (0181) 997 4476
Leeds Branch (0113) 235 0606
Axminster Branch (01297) 34918
Fax: (01703) 263507 E-mail: siskinCevxmc-coninis.corn
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By Dave Howes G4KQH
Dave Howes C41(411

continues his

description of the
Rugby, his design for
a companion sa,h,

and c.w. transmitter
for the PW Daventry1
receiver. This month

he presents the

construction stapes of

the project.

This month Pm describing
the assembly stage and
setting up of the transmitter.
You can make your own
p.c.b. from the drawings, or you can
obtain one from the address at the end
of the article. A full kit of parts to
build the Rugby is also available.
Start assembling the module by
fitting the terminal pins to all the
external wiring connection points
(these al! have circles around their
holes - see parts location overlay in
Fig. 2.1). Push these fully home into
their holes with a hot soldering iron
and a little solder.
Next fit the resistors, followed by
the axial inductors and the Toko coils.
When these are ail soldered in place,
fit the capacitors followed by all the
semiconductors except Dll and Tr12
and then the other miscellaneous parts
except the coils that need winding.
Electrolytic capacitors, diodes and
transistors must all be fitted the
correct way round as indicated on the
parts location drawing. Transistors
Tr10 and Trl 1 need to be fitted with
insulated spacers under their bodies.
Trl l also has a push -on heatsink,
Where the ground plane has no
etched away 'spot' around a
component lead, it's essential to
solder the component to the ground
plane as well as the track on the
wiring side of the board.
Don't forget to solder the screening
cans of the Toko coils to the p.c.b.
ground plane before moving on to fit
the capacitors. Otherwise some of the
capacitors can get in the way of doing
this.

PW Daventry
Receiver
The companion
project, the PW
Daventry receiver, was
published in the
October and
November 1995 issues
of Practical Wireless.

(Bark issues avaible
from the PW Book
Store for £2.30
including postage.
Tel: (01202) 659930).
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Also take care when soldering the
trimmer C19 to the ground plane not
to melt the vanes or body of the
device. Some capacitors have only
one p.c.b. hole for them. Their other
"leg" is soldered to the ground plane
only. Keep all component leads as
short as possible.

Power Amplifier
The Rugby prototype has a heatsink
mounted on the p.c.b. for the power
amplifier (p.a.) transistor. This is
adequate to cool the device for
normal s.s.b. and c.w. use. However,
if you intend to use high levels of

speech processing or a high duty
cycle mode (RTTY, etc.), you will
need to add extra cooling.
Before you fit Tr12 and the
heatsink to the p.c.b., fit a solder tag
to the heatsink with an M3.5 6mm
bolt. The photograph, Fig. 2.2 (of the
p.c.b. installed in the case) should
give you an idea of how this is done.
Once the p.a. assembly is installed,
the solder tag is linked with an off -cut
component lead to the p.c.b. ground
plane. This is to ensure that the p.a.
heatsink is earthed.
The p.a. transistor is mounted on
the heatsink with an insulating mica
washer and an insulating bush. (This
is to prevent the M3 fixing screw
touching the transistor's metal tab).
The bias supply temperature
compensation diode, Dl 1, is fitted so
that its body is in direct thermal
contact with the body of Tr12. You
can use a little thermal paste to help
the heat conduction if you have some.
Note: it's absolutely essential not
to forget to solder the `+' lead of D11
to the ground plane. If you forget to
do this, and attempt to transmit, you
may well damage the p.a. transistor.

Transformers & Weds
When you have fitted all the other
parts to the p.c.b., it's time to wind
and fit the two transformers and the
four toroids. Transformers T1 and T2
are identical, and to start, take
100mm each of 0.32mm (28s.w.g.)
red, yellow and blue wire and twist
the three wires together.
Next, wind the twisted wires in and
out of the core three times. The ends
of the wires are then stripped of their
insulation and inserted into the holes
on the p.c.b. in the right order.
The p.c.b. parts location overlay,
Fig. 2.1, shows the wire colours by
their initial letters (b = blue, etc.).
Keep the transformer leads very short
and neat (not more than about 2 or
3mm long).
All the toroids are all wound with
0.56mm enamelled copper wire. The
turns should be wound tightly around
the cores and spaced out evenly so
that the leads will go straight down
into their p.c.b. holes.
Inductor L14 has 15 turns, LI 5 and

L17 have 12 turns and Ll6 has 11.
Making a good job of winding the
output filter coils (L15 to L17) is
important with regards to getting the
best output from the transmitter. We
want the power going to the antenna,
not into the p.a. heatsink?
Don't forget to scrape the enamel
insulation from the leads with a sharp
knife before fitting them into the
p.c.b. for soldering.
Thorough Check

When you've finished assembly of
the p.c.h. module, make a thorough
check that all the parts are in the right
places. Then once again ensure that
all the diodes, electrolytic capacitors
and the transistors are the right way
round.

Next, hold the board up to a bright
light to make sure there are no gaps
where there should be solder joints.
As everything is on one p.c.b. in this
project, it is relatively simple to
remove the unit from the case once
you have installed it, if any rework is
needed.
However, it's much nicer if the
project works first time! A few
minutes spent checking now, can save
a lot of time and trouble when it
comes to testing later.

Rugby Alignment
The Rugby has been designed for
home construction, so the need for
alignment and test equipment has
been kept to a minimum. So, you can
safely carry out a basic mechanical
alignment as I've set out here, before
installing the module in its case, and
do the final adjustments when the
module has been fully wired up in
situ.

Do not use anything other than a
proper insulated trimming tool to
adjust the Toko coils. Use a metal
screwdriver and you'll have to buy
new coils - so buy a proper tool
instead!
Using a calibrated matchstick for
measurement (these traditional
instruments are quite acceptable!), set
the core of L3 so that it is just less
than Imm below the top of the
screening can.
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Set the cores of L5, 6, 7 & 8 to
3mm below the top of their screening
cans. Set C8 so that the vanes are just
meshing slightly and C19 so that its
vanes are about one third meshed. Set
R32 to half travel and R7 to three
quarters of the way round

(clockwise). Your module should now
only require fine adjustment after
installation.

Screened Cast
lhe Rugby, like any transmitter, will
need to he installed in a screened
metal case. It will also need one that
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can allow the heat to escape, so an
aluminium box is recommended.
(Some ventilation holes over the p.a.
stage and driver heatsinks would help

with cooling).
It's very important when wiring up
the unit in the case, that only the
screened vlo. signal input lead is
allowed to run down the right hand
side of the module. All other wires
must be run around the left hand side.
This is to help avoid the transmitter's
output getting coupled back into the
low level amplifiers.

Continued on page 2S
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The PW Rugby 7MHz SSB & CW Transmitter

-

Part 2

Continued from page 27

Fig. 22: The
p.c.b. track
diagram.

WR352 ti7",) 1996
'

Met ?egg
When the p.c.b. module is fully wired
up, you can carry out the final testing.
To start, connect a suitably rated
power meter with a 50i1 dummy load
on its output to the transmitter's
antenna socket.

Slapping list
The full shopping list
for the PW Rugby
7MHz transmitter is
available from the
Editorial offices in
Broadstone, on receipt
of a self-adhesive selfaddressed label and
First class stamp.
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Next, connect up a suitable 13.8V
power supply unit (p.s.u.). Fit a 5A
in -line fuse if the p.s.u. does not have
a protected output.
You'll also need to connect the
v.f.o. input of the Rugby to a suitable

oscillator or the buffered output from
the Daventry receiver. If you are
using a signal generator for this, set
its output level controls to OdBin
(1mW).
To set up the carrier oscillator,
either connect up a frequency counter
to the junction of R36/R38. Or you

Publishing Ltd.

could tune a receiver to just below
10.7MHz with a short pick up wire
connected to its antenna socket.
Now turn R25 (the CW Power
control) to minimum, switch to CW
TX and adjust L3 for maximum
oscillation. Then adjust C19 for
800Hz above the specified upper
sideband lu.s.b.) carrier frequency for
your crystal filter.

(Important Note: if you are going
to transceive with the Daventry, you
will of course need to ensure matched
carrier frequencies in both the
receiver and transmitter).
Next, switch back to receive, and
operate the p.t.t. to switch to SSB TX
mode. Then adjust C18 for the filter's
specified u.s.b. carrier frequency.
There may be some interaction
between C18 and C19, so you'll need
to repeat these two adjustments a
couple of times to ensure both c.w.

and s.s.b. carrier frequencies are spot
on tune. Once this job is done,
disconnect the frequency counter, if
you were using one.
To adjust the band-pass filter
inductors, L5, 6, 7 & 8, set the v.f.o.
frequency to the middle of the band.

Then switch to CW TX. and turn up
the CW Power control until your
power meter shows a little r.f., and
simply tune the four coils for
maximum output.
Again, the controls may interact a
little, so go through the procedure a
couple of times. Keep the output
power down to a couple of watts as
you do this, so as not to heat up the
p.a. too much.

Carrier lialance
Only the s.s.b. carrier balance and
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microphone gain now remain to he
adjusted. The microphone gain is
simply set-up by monitoring with a
separate receiver and an output power
meter.

Don't forget that the power meter
will 'under read' on speech. So it's
best to 'whistle' into the microphone
to get a crude idea of the actual

1

the p.c.b. disconnected.
You rotate R32 for minimum
carrier. This is not a critical setting,
and does not vary the level very
much. And don't forget to put the
microphone wire back on after you
have adjusted R32!

Ground -plane
p.c. h. diagram.

0110008

WR 352 © 1996 PW Publishing Ltd.
PW Rugby (Ground Plane)
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000
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So

nicer to tell the other station "the rig
here is home-brew"!
PW

Reedy for Use

power.

Tune the receiver off to one side of
the transmission to ensure there is no
'splatter' on speech (turn R7 down if
there is any hint of this). The
microphone gain on the Rugby
should suit most low impedance
dynamic fist microphones for 'close
talking' purposes.
The carrier balance control itself,
R32, is set by monitoring the s.s.b.
transmission with a receiver. But it's
carried out with the microphone
audio wire to the MIC terminal on
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Your Rugby transmitter should
now be set-up ready for use.
However, before you connect
the antenna and put it on the air,
you should of course use your
station's frequency and
spurious checking equipment to
make the required tests, and
note the results in the station
log in line with your licence
conditions.
I hope you enjoy building the
Rugby. It really is so much

Kit for The PW Rugby Transmitter
Dave Howes G4KQH has produced a kit for the PW Rugby transmitter.
The kits costs £79.90 plus P&P and includes all the necessary
electronics. For further details and information on the kits for the
companion PW Daventry receiver, contact C. M. Howes
Communications, Eydon, Daventry, Northamptonshire NN11 3PT.
Tel. (01327) 260178.
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The Chelcom
3 -Band Windom Anten
By John licvs G3BDQ
John Heys 638D0, as
one of the PW authors
specialising in

antennas, has had an

opportunity to try an
interesting version of
the long established
Windom antenna,

One of my regular contacts is Mike
Baker G3TMB who lives in
Southport. Last winter he mentioned
that he had acquired a Chelcom
Windom antenna and was getting
really fine DX results with it,
particularly on the I 4MHz band. I
was intrigued and soon arranged via
PW for the loan of one of these
antennas from Lowe Electronics to
test and review for the magazine.
Within a few days. quite a small
package arrived which held the
antenna, completely made up and all
ready to hoist into position. So, all I
had to do was to get busy in the
garden!

4 little History
A QSL card from the
originator of the 'Windom'
antenna Loren G. Windom
W8GZ (sent to the late
G8KS) from John G3BDQ's
extensive collection.

Wire antennas are
notoriously. difficult to
photograph, this view shows
the low visual impact that
the simple (but very
effective) Chelcom Windom
presents at G3BDQ's QTH
(see text).

I'll start with a little history on the
Windom antenna, which is named
after its originator, Loren G.
Windom W8GZ. It was first
described in the September 1929 QST
magazine and for many years (and
until Band 1 v.h.f. TV appeared in the
UK) the Windom was a favourite
with many amateurs.
Incidentally, the British Army
also favoured the simple Windom
antenna. A bent 'dog leg' Windom
was one of my first antennas and I
found it to be a very good radiator.
Although designed as a half -wave
antenna, it was also effective on its
higher harmonic frequencies.
A single wire when used as a
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feed line has an impedance of about
600Q and a half wavelength of wire
at resonance has a very low
impedance at its centre. The
impedance rises towards the wire
ends and may be many thousands of
ohms at its extremities.
The basic physics I've described
mean that somewhere along the wire
between its centre and either end,
there will be an impedance of 60052.
At these points there will be a good
match to a single wire feed line.
The 6000 impedance points are
very approximately 1/3 of the
distance from one end of the wire. if
the match to the feeder is exactly
correct, there shouldn't be any
radiation from the feeder, but in
practice this is almost impossible to
achieve. The standing waves and
radiation from the Windom's feeder
was what bedevilled the early TV
receivers working on the v.h.f.
Band I.

Alm

1.3 g,

wr

7,14

EST

SIGS RV -5 -5
r'3

711 "rc.

REYNOLMBURG, ONO
connects must be around 2500.
The antenna is made with the
new Flex -Weave copper wire. This is
extremely flexible and does not kink.
End insulators are also supplied.
The antenna comes with a
descriptive sheet which shows the
s.w.r. curves for a typical installation
having the Windom mounted at 9m
above ground, fed with 30.5m of
RG58U coaxial cable and when using
a transmitter output of 100W on the
7, 14 and 28MHz bands. They
suggest that an a.t.u. will allow
operation on other amateur bands.
The Chelcom s.w.r. curves
suggest that on the 7 and 28MHz
bands, the mis-match is 1.4:1 or
better and on 14MHz it reduces from
1.6:1 at 14MHz to better than 1.4:1
at the h.f. band edge. Chelcom
sensibly suggest that local variations
of antenna height, the proximity of
buildings or trees, etc., may result in
s.w.r. readings at variance with those
given.

klf-Wee
The antenna, as supplied, is a half wave length long on 7MHz. It's
'broken' at approximately 6.7m from
one end where a 5:1 balun is
connected. The balun has a standard
S0239 socket to which a 50Q feeder
is connected and the antenna can
handle up to 400W.
The antenna top is described by
Chelcom as 20.1m (66 feet) long but
G3TMB has informed me that he
measured his Windom and discovered
that it was actually 21.3m long. I
think this explains why the
impedance where the 5:1 balun

30

S

RADIO

lkibt Job
The erection of the Windom was a
quick job and took just minutes. The
antenna replaced a 27m long doublet,
which had open wire feeder. The
Windom was held at one end by a
pole on a chimney stack at 10.6m
high. Its other end went to a 10m
mast tied into an apple tree down the
garden.
To limit the length of the coaxial
cable needed. the shorter leg of the

Continued on
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AKD

CHELCOM AERIALS

UNIT 5, PARSONS GREEN ESTATE
BOULTON ROAD, STEVENAGE, HERTS SGI 4QG,

TRANSCEIVERS CE approved

£193.74 incl VAT (Add E6 P&P)

We've been shouting quite loud about Chefrom's range of antennas for a
few years now but don't just take our word for it? Read john Hay's review

of Chelcom's 40m Windom on page 30 and see what the pro's think tool
The Chelcom 40m Windom is just one of a range of HF, VHF and UHF
antennas made in the UK and distributed exclusively by Lowe Electronics.
If you'd like more information, just send us four first class stamps plus your
name, carisign, full address and telephone number and we'll send you our
latest antenna fact pack!

CA144258

2 MTR MODEL 2001
144.500.145.975

PTT lone bunt Listen on
input. Facility 251t1h.
Spacing 25/5 walls.

4 MTR MODEL 4001
70.250-70.4875

2.5ki-k Sparing,
Power. 25/5 watts,

2m Colinear, 2 x
Windom 40 to 10m
70cm Colinear 3 x

CA501
CA66EF

50MHz
,,,,,, ......... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
66' end -fed wire antenna

CA80W
CABALUNI I
CABALUN4I
CABALUN51
CABALUNEF

Windom 80 to 10m

CAD BV I

2m/70cm base antenna
Dipole centre.................. ...... ........ ............... ......£3.95

Ito

I

I

Quality full-size GSRV ........... ..... . ............ ......

Full size G5RV with Balun
and 450 twin feeder
Quality Half-size G5RV
Half-size GSRV with Balun
and 450 twin feeder.... ..........................
HF Vertical antenna
Insulator

CAG5RVFP

CAG5RVH
CAG5RVHP

50.010-51.990

20kHz Sparing
25/5 wads.

145.95

Balun
Balun
I
Balun
End -fed Balun

4 to
5 to

CADIPOLE
CAG5RVF

fi MTR MODEL 6001

£49.95
£55.00

CA4OW
CA432358

CAI-IFV I
CAI NS

£49.95
£55.00
£65.00
£30.00
£30.00
£30.00
£30.00
£59.95

£45.00

£75.00
£35.00
£65.00
LI 19.00
£0 75

WE ALSO DISTRIBUTE HTGAIN, BUTTERNUT AND VARGARDA ANTENNAS TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD

70 CMS MODEL 7003
432.5007-435.00

Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Tel: 01629 580800 Fax: 01629 580020

LOWE

2.5k1lz Steps. Power 3 wads.

PTT tone burst.
Listen an input.

info@lowe.co.uk

L.JRL

hup-Mwrov.lowe.ca.uk/

AKD NF Converter

Model HIFCL/BNC
The liFel ifitiC Convener is designed for use with various scanners and is
supplied killsBNC termination (12V DQ. The converter Lea a SBLI (double
balance mixer) with a low pass filter on the input which cuts off around
63MHz. The insertion
oscillator is at 1001411z

Model HECI /FRG

Price£52.40 inc. VAT,

02 40

WAS £2.50

NOW FREE
Only the cost of a stamp

THINK COMPONENTS - THINK CRICKLEWOOD
P&P

This Convener supplied as HFC1/BNC but with adaptor in allow Converter III

he connected to ire FR69600/965 (8-9.6V). ['Fire

F9r30

WORTH OF
PPP' VOUCHER

making it easy to translate
the receiver frequency by
simply tuning the scanner within
the range HMI Is in 1601Hz. This will
enable reception between l Oa H7 to tidIMHz. No RF pre amp has been emph wed to ensure good "large signal handling
capacity" is achieved.

il.CATALOGUE

"r -

rise

PHONE FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE

-11/1 PROBLEMS?

TELEVISION & VIDEO SPARES RESISTORS &
CAPACITORS HI-FI GADGETS & SPEAKERS
6 TRANSISTORS & I.C.'s a AUDIOPHILE CAPACITORS
IN CAR AUDIO COMPUTER BOARDS TOOLS & TEST
EQUIPMENT PLUGS SOCKETS Sr LEADS
Imo.'

Are you haying trouble receiving a searchable picture on your

:.

TV? If so, the cause may he aerial -borne interference. For
many years AKD has manufactured a low cost range of in -line
interference suppression filters that are easily inserted into the

1-;1
1

rIg
FAi7

as

111

aerial system to help reduce the effects of interference from
local taxi radio, CB, amateur radio, airport radar, etc. Each
filter is terminated in standard aerial co -ax plug and socket
and requires no external power. Fitting could not be more
simple. No technical knowledge is needed. There are 13
standard stocked filters in our range, but individual filters can

1

riricie z-ooirz,
-7

1.,r17/-__:,)/-i

He tuned to reject interference at specific frequencies if
required. If you are not sure which filter type to order or have
any questions regarding interference phone our helpIine on
014311 35171] and ask for John who will he pleased to assist
you in making the hest choke of filter.

New catalogue
now available

=

MAIL ORDER

r

MEM
AHD internet details:- Web site: http://www.kbnet.ro.til, akd
E-mail: akd@kbnet.co.uk

TEL: 01438 351710
FAX: 01438 357591
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PLEASE SEND

OPY OF THE CRICKLEWOOD CATALOGUE.

Name

Address.....

PIN

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd, 40-42 Cricklewood Broadway,
London NW2 3ET. Tel: 0181-450 0995 Fax: 0181-208 1441
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G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS

AERIAL ROTOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
E

AR300XL Aerial Rotor, Control Unit and UPDATED 1996
Optional Alignment Bearing
Rotor unit type AR300XL and control
consul. Continuous indication of beam

CATALOGUE
Send £1 for uur latest
glossy 34 page cat-

cn

heading. Clamps to 2in (52mm) max. alogue which you will
mast and takes Thin 138mm) max. receive Pack by return of
stub. mast. 'Offset' type mounting, Post
Vertical load carrying 45kg. Special
offer £49.95 plus £4.95 p&p.

C

Ord

AR1201 Alignment {support) bearing. Allows
greater/higher head loads. Fitted above rotor.
£18.95.

AERIAL TECHNIQUES

cn

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADP, ETC

* ERA Microreader & BP54 Filter, SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *
TRIALS, Tonna. Maspro, plus furl range of base/mobile antennas.

Cr4

JUST GIVE US A RING

RR -50 Manually tuned satellite receiver, ideal AN 1.3GHz use
I.F. coverage 950-1750MHz, video bandwidth 1226MHz adjustable £199.00. Deluxe model with Threshold
Assistance board fitted threshold 3.5d8l £329.00

I

Large selectdon of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESU ICOM KENWOOD ALINCO
Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PWR, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

BRING YOUR S/I-/ EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

=d6-0 68-iftle, and DXing.
-

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

v.;

11 Kent Road, Parkstone,
Poole, Dorset BH 12 2EH
Tel: 01202 738232
Fax: 01202 716951 E71_ =

c

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 IOU
Off Ring Rd., between AS2 'Derby Road) & A609 [Ilkeston Road(
Monday- CLOSED. TuesdayFriday 9.00am to 5.00prn. Saturday 9am to 4pm

ti
3

Tel: 0115-928 0267

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS

THAMES VALLEY ELECTRONICS RALLY
KEMPTON PARK RACECOURSE 10.30Am - 4.30PM
Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex. 400 yards from Junction 1 off the M3

SUNDAY 3rd NOVEMBER 1996
EXHIBITORS SELLING A VARIETY OF ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
Admission: Adults £1.50. OAP's £1.00

SPECIALIST GROUPS

MAJOR MANLTEACTI:RERS & RETAILERS
ACCESSORY SUPPLIERS
ANTENNA SUPPLIERS

Children up to 14 years FREE
Bring & Buy Stand. You may bring items for sale from 10am and
enjoy FREE entry to the Rally.
For further information on exhibiting or visiting this event

BRING & BUY STALL
COMPUTER & COMPONENT RETAILERS

telephone: 01494 450504. Organised by HD Promotions

Plus many more

OPEN Tue-Sat
10am-5pm
FREE PARKING

Amateur Radio Communications Ltd
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA
Use your credit

We are 1 mile

card for same

from J23 M6 & 4.5
miles off J9, M62

day despatch
Due to the amount of new equipment being sold our shelves are bending under
the weight of trade-ins. Below is just a small selection of what is now in stock.
Please phone for more derails on these or any other items sought after.
£1575
£1800

TS-850SAT DSP-100

TS-950SD incl. SSB filter ..
FT -736R .. ..............................

.....

E 7751.

FT102

55' Motorized tower1feavy)

Yaesu Y0-100 monitor scope
fTEL
Drake Une-up 4XB TY4R4B RX/C2 TX cony MS,4

£240
2 a IC 765 +SPX-. .....
from £1500
2 a IC -R71 ..............,...,.,..................from£675

spkr,PSUXCI cony Gusque

IC -R7000 - extras
Drake R -8E VGC
HF-150
AR -2001 boxed

£TEL

FT -726R new

£650
£250

IC -R70

IC-229 VGC .

£TEL

2 x AR -2500 boxed
AR -3000A
Linear& tramp FP -80A

FT -790R

TR-9130
FT-901DE
.................. ............. ..... .
IC -2E
cxtree
IC 4E extras
. .
TH-21E
F7-102 - VFOISPIVATU

from £275
£699
£425
£325
...

E450

£105
£125

£300

15-700
2 z HF-225

R-5000 boxed
111/1-742 - lOrn module - mint cond...
FT-900AT - accessories
AR -3000 boxed

Sony AIR7
FT -290R - PL2010 linear

£225
from £350
£550
£350
£699
£625
£950
£550
.£140
£299
£110
£300

ITEL

FT -101B

£TEL

FAX 1
BROS R50-28.25 Transverter
BROS LP144-3-50 Linear
MM 22-144 Transverter
FRG -8800 +FRT-7700
AND -4001
IC-24ET

£125
£199

R-2000

£325

Standard C-528 ................. ......
FTG-7700 FRT-7700 FSV-7700

£375

2 E NAVICO AMR -1000
FT -767 - 2670
FT -747

£TEL

£75
£TEL

£120
£100

from f140
f1300
EET6E91.?

................

PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS

YAESU FT -8000R

£549
RRP

Phone for cash price/
The most affordable, easiest to
operate mobile on the market today

IC -2900
Drake SSR-1 RX
KW -1000 linear
113-2600

NEW DSP-232

Special price

Capco SPC-300 ATU ...........

£479

£300
£TEL

£350
£125
£110
£125

Including FREE

Windows Software worth f79! The latest all
mode DSP driven TNC from AEA. Phone for

details

£75

FRG -100 as new

£TEL

TR-9000
MX -7000

£300
£325

THE ABOVE IS ONLY PART OF OUR STOCKS,
PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS.
E&OE

MASTS
£51.00
£45.00
£34.00

Extends to 36 6
Extends to 27'6'

Extend,

17 E.

MICROWAVE MODULES LINEARS
mrAl. 144-301430W DIP 1i3W fiP
MML 144-100-10 100W 0/P IOW LP.
MML 144100-3 100W OR 3W I/P
Police style holster Watson WSC.1

£99.95
£199.95
£219.95

£19.95
£9.95

WEP-300 earpieces...

D/band antenna CM/ magnetic mount.126.95
Kent Keys & Morse trainers

now in stock

WATSON ANTENNAS

f30

S'kamp KT -307 FTVIOAPJ-307/FC.30761,407 .ETEL

Netset PRO -46 boxed

vC-300DLPIEP920.

Alinco DR -510E boxed
ALM-203 - access
..............

DEPOSIT AS
LOW AS 10%.

................ ...Coffers

Black Jaguar BT-200MkIll
Standard C-5608 boxed
Microset P1-107 lamp PSU

£99

WANTING NEW KIT?
WHY NOT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
OUR INTEREST FREE SCHEMES.

HP available - up to 3
years re -payment period

W-285 2m "i1hs
1N-770 2m70cms
1N-302m/70CM 35(1131.5m
IN -50 2m70cms 4 57 2dB 1.8m

W-3013:,

9d13 3.1m...

£15.95
£24.95
f 39.95
£54.95
£69.95

WATSON POWER SUPPLIES
W-5 A
W -20A
W -30A

£29.95
£89.95
£119.95

DRAE 24A PSU
247175

£119.95

Tel: 01925 229881/Fax: 01925 229882
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The Chelcom 3 -Band Windom Antenna
Continued from age 30
antenna was positioned at the house

end. The feeder could then drop down
vertically, run along the garage roof
and eventually enter the shack
window at the front of the house.
The total feeder length was 29m
and used RG58U coaxial cable. The
Windom can be arranged to slope
downwards when only one
reasonably high tie point is available.

My friend G3TMB's Chelcom
Windom is only 7m high at the house
end and it slopes down to a 2.Im
fence post. Its quite low average
height limits the antenna's DX
effectiveness on 7MHz.
Before hauling up my antenna I
weatherproofed the coaxial
connectors on the balun. I've recently
discovered the strong grey 'Elephant'
tape which is now available from
most hardware stores. It's very useful
and stays put under all weather
conditions and seems to keep out any
moisture. Its surface is quite water
repellent and to date I've not noticed
any deterioration from exposure to
sunlight.

received when using my all -band
grounded long wire.
I also achieved some DX on the
18MHz WARC band and despite the
poor conditions, a few 'windows'
allowed the working of some good
contacts. And a few sorties on
24MHz provided many short skip
European and Middle Eastern QS0s
through the summer months.
The best band for DX however,
was 14MHz where S9 and 9 plus
reports on s.s.b. were received from
the Far East, Africa and the Americas.
And if you're a reader of PW's 'HF
Far & Wide' column, you may have
seen listings of some exotic DX that I
worked on the h.f. bands when using
the Chelcom Windom.
My friend G3TMB has sent me
details of the stations he worked
when using the antenna. In his letter
he says "It outperforms my HF6V
vertical by a long way, say 2 to 3 'S'
points". He says he's a little
disappointed with the results on
7MHz for although he gets good
reports from around Europe, working

DX is difficult.
On the 7MHz G3TMB's s.w.r. is

World Wide Coverage

1.7:1 _

1.6-1 151_
1.4:1

1.3:1 1.2:1 1.1:1 1.0-1

wroas3i

7 00

7.06

7.04

7.02

7.08

7.10

Frequency

Fig. 1: Plot of the Chelcom Windom antenna v.s.w.r, measurements on
7MHz by G3BDQ.

1.8:1
1.7:1

1.6:1 1.5:1
1.4:1

1.3:1 1.2:1

1.1:1 1.0.1

high and he has to use an a.t.u.

My loaned Chelcom antenna runs
NW/SE which means that on 14MHz
where it operates as a full -wave
radiator I get world-wide coverage.
On 7MHz the antenna orientation
favours DX to the NE and SW giving
excellent results towards JA, UAO,
South America and the Caribbean.
As the antenna is only about a
quarter wavelength above ground on
7MHz it radiates a 'punchy' signal
into the UK and Europe on that band.
However, the very low sunspot
activity in the spring of 1996 limited
28MHz operation to Sporadic 'E'
short skip working and also some
local f.m. work on 29.6MHz. Signal
reports on this band have been
excellent and I feel sure that in a few
years time, as the sunspot situation
improves, the Windom will provide
exciting DX contacts.
My transceiver has an internal
a.t.u. so it was easy to test the
Windom on other bands. The 10MHz
WARC band provided many contacts
with reports little different from those

1.8.1 _

Personally, I think that this is entirely
due to his antenna being so near the
ground. This upsets the s.w.r. and
gives high angle radiation. Anyone
contemplating DX work with a
Chelcom Windom must arrange that it
is at least 9m above the ground and
positioned horizontally.

14,00

14.16

14.08

14.32

14.24

lw-ro4641

Frequency

Fig. 2: The v.s.w.r. measurements obtained on 14MHz.

1.8:1

1.7:1 _

1.6:1 -

Very Useful Aetna

1.5:1 _

Personally I think the Chelcom
Three -Band Windom is a very useful
antenna that will fit into most average
sized gardens. Its performance on
14MHz and the higher bands is very
good, even at low heights, but for DX

1.4:1
1.3:1

1.2:1 1.1:1 1.0:1

work on 7MHz it must be mounted

f

28.0

t

f

I

I

I

29.0

28.5

I

29.5

I

29.7

IWT0465'

well above ground.

Frequency (1.0142[

I've been so impressed by the
Chelcom's performance and the fact

that it matches so well into my
transceiver on the three bands that I
have decided to buy it. This is, I feel,
the ultimate accolade for a product
under review.

Fig. 3: The vs.sr.r, measurement plot on 28MHz (see text).

In all the above drawings the heavy line is the
actual v.s.w.r. John measured, and the dotted line
is the design v.s.w.r.

PW

My thanks go to Lowe Electronics Ltd., of Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE for the loan of the
review antenna which costs just £55 plus £5 carriage and packing.
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& Son

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

Service doesn't take a back seat when
you deal with Martin Lynch & Son.
We back the UK's largest choice with
true commitment. Wherever you live
no one will do more to put you in front
of the transceiver you want most.
ME la III

M.1111iktil I

YAESU

fOr

hussaicer

AEA. 9600 & 1200 Packet. All standard HF &

RRP £ 649 Lynch Price: £539

VHF modes, two switchable radio ports, plus

£135.21. Cost of loan: £123.31

Cost of loan 148 99

IMO FT -3000M

.our

more.

was 25-30 Watts. This simple -to -use FM amplifier
connects between your rig and antenna for
duplexed and it will auto TX and sense which
band you are on! Remote mount it in
your car or shack and forget about

RRP: £499.95

it I

SPECIAL INTRO PRICE: £479.95

Deposit 0499, 24 payments of

HF 100w mobile, 'base remote
Mod NE transceiver

Deposit 119, 12 payments of £32.14

£12014.

Cost of loan. £48576

HAP £1649 Lynch Price: f 1149

Cost of loan £35.72

Deposit £199.12 payments at

TUN F7-511 2/70

NEW Dekine upgrade kit
available for all FT -10005 onlyf299
I includes XFOILDPFLICX0-11

£87.24.

Dualband handle, lamprIer
programmable

DIN FT10001P/DC EDSP

YAESU RHO

Deposit 149, 12 payments of E32.14.

100w NF transceiver

IF 100w simile to as NF

Cost of loan: £3532

DC Version

Irsesuritee

HAP 0299 Lynch Price: £2099

RRP f 959 Lynch Price:1729

Th150 FTSOR

Deposit: £399, 24 payments of

Deposit £79,12 payments of 59.69.
r-nst of loan E66.35

The world's smallest dualhand

Cost of loan £96.97

RAP f 539 Lynch Price: £399

2/70 handle

lcdr Pr ce
YAESU FL -7000

11( Version

SOOw solid state HF linear Amp,
with auto AM

HAP (2849 Lynch Price: f2279

RRP £2339 Lynch Price: 01999

10E55 FT736R
Quad bond all mode VHFA HE

Deposit: £399, 24 payments of
54.10. Cost of loan: £380.51

Deposit: £399, 24 payments of

transceiver, (2/70 titled)

£80.16 Cost of loan: (323.94

RAP fl999 lynch Price: £1399
Deposit £299, 12 payments of

YAESU FP190/DC

YAESU FT -290011

£101.02. Cost of loan. (112.28 or

100w 111 Dw Inmsaker

2m all made 2,5w portable

Deposit (299, 24 payments of

DC halm

transceiver + FI.2025 2SW Amp

£55.11. Cost of loan: £222.04

RRP £1999 Lynch Price: 0599

AAP f 758 Lynch Price: £5.19

Deposit: £299.12 payments of

Deposit: 059, 12 payments 0E44.08.

£119.39. Cost of loan: £132.70

Cost of loan: 148.99

kgi
OKI1A 0990

_291}ai0 also
sued

PK-96

11311 KOM 1002111 2/70

dusilued 35/45w boss station

4111111111111111111M.

WTI

#101PawrtM
NY I
c00%-

Deposit: £199,12 payments of
f112.96. Cost of loan: 0125.56

Deposit (299,12 payments of

or

f11939. Cost of loan: 0132.10

Deposit f199, 24 payments of

NE BASE STATION

or Deposit: E299, 24 payments of

£61.62

The 10-736 from loom is the only HF

E65.13. Cost of loan: £263.12

Cost of loan 12495

base station to oiler so muck in the
way of Natures, for se hale price.
Just look at what the IC -736 has to

KOM

77505P

When you're ready to step up from the best
selling PK232MBX, then take a look at the PC 900. Dual simultaneous parts, switchable via a
single keystroke, will still allow the user to
receive two signals at the same time. Internal
firmware includes SIAM - Signal Identification
&Acquisition Mode, automatically identifying
the incoming mode of transmission takes out
the guess world Add the optional 9600 baud

offer

200w HF twin RI HF Flagship
transceiver

1(01 K-235011 2/70
Derived dual re mobile
Irmesteher

cf. A ful1100 watts on all the HE

RRP £3699 lynch Price: 0099

ARP £649 Lynch Price:f469

amateur hands 160-10m rincl

Deposit 0499, 24 payments of
E130.26 Cost of loan: (526.24

Deposit (69,12 payments of £3673
Cost of loan £40.83

modem and you're satellite ready! £479.95

WARCI

A full 100 watts on 6 metres
A built in AC power supply - no
noisy external power supply

CIA 1C-706
1110w1F, 100w 6m, 10w 2m HU

ICOM T48

needed!

mods =Mb Imagism

kalbend 2/70 miniature
MN& transceiver

RRP f1195 Lynch Price: £999

RRP 029 Lynch Price. 1299

Deposit £99,12 payments (452.65.

Deposit Too low to finance!

Probably the best
selling Data Controller in the world,
the PK-232MBX is
the Radio Modem to choose if you want all
modes, including Morse Code, Baudot,
iRTTY), Ascii, AmtodSitor 476 & 625, Pactor,
HF & VHF Packet, B&W Fax tx/rx, Navtex &
Amtex. As with the PK-900, the PK-232MBX
now includes "SIAM" and is compatible with
the popular TCPIIP networking protocol via
KISS mode. £319.95

Built in high speed auto ATU no need for more external boxes)

Dual antenna inputs, auto

KENWOOD

Cost of loan: £91.07

KENWOOD 1RC-110

KEN11000 111-7421

fommerrial grade 100W hf
transceiver

Tripleband 2/70,16M option),
transceiver

RRP E1169

RAP L879 Lynch Price:f 749

Deposit: 0169, 12 payments of
01.84. Cost of loan: £102.08

Deposit:09, 12 payments 0E61 53
Cost of loan. 0839

100w NF transceiver

KENWOOD TM -2551 2M 45W

KENWOOD 114-791

RAP f2399 Lynch Price. (1969

All mode transceiver

Deposit 0369 12 payments of

AAP f: 949 Lynch Price: E799

2/70 DualBand handheld
tronsceiver

(146.94.

Deposit £89,12 payments of (65.20.
Cost of loan: f72.47

Deposit 1369.24 payments of f

REDWOOD TS -790 2/70

KINWOOD 7.2511
211 SOW Will rocs
DX Irmesaber

Mollimerle base steam

RAP E 419 Erich Price: E359

RRP £1969 Lynch Price: (1699

Deposit (59,12 payments of £27.55.
Cost of loan. 60.62

80.16. Cost of Iona: £323.84

Deposit £299,12 payments of
0128 57 Cost of loan £142 84

KENWOOD TM -7330 2/70
KENWOOD TS -505 HF 100W

Duolbond remote head
transceiver

RAP f1059 Lynch Price: E889

RAP f 729 Lynch Price: £629

Deposit: 089,12 payments of £73.17.

Deposit £68,12 payments of £51.43.

Cost of loan: £81 .66

Cost of loan: 57.16

AA; 1: 479 Lynch Price: £459

PK-12
replacement
for the PK-88,

the tiny PK12
not only
comes with more features, but its cheaper

KENWOOD THi228

tool The PK-12 is a 1200 baud VHF packet

RAP f 254 Lynch Price: (219
Depost
finance!

controller ideal for those of you who are
looking at getting started in digital
communications. Full -featured mail drop
facilities including internal lithium battery

KENWOOD TH-42E

back -up -1129.95

slimline bona. tragueiver

70cm slimline handle
transceiver
ARP f 259 Lynch Price: £249

Deposit: Too low for finance!

Cushcraft
HF Antennas
E389.95

Latest 1040m venical iBOm optionil

R1O00M11311

R80

8i3m add onkitforR7002.

£149.95

AS

10/1211517120yertic91...

0295.00

AV -3

14-21.28MHz vertical 4.3m long

AV -5

3-5-7-14-21-28MHT vertical 7.4m long .

APRA

8 Band Vertical

APR184

Radial Kit

40-20

2-ele 40m Yegi

43S

14-2128MHz Yagi

1489.95
1389.95
.1289.95

£94.95

, f159.95
122995
f54.95

MS

12/17m 3-ele Yagi

A103

30m Extension A3WS

204CD

lele 20m Yagi .

....1489.95

154C0

4 ele 15m Yagi.

1239.95

1119.95

D4

Opole 1415''24'40m......._..._........_.........._.,,_..._......._.f249.95

D3W

Dipole 121730m

A4S

3-4 eleYagi1015120m.;

f 199.95
.

f 439.95

Tonna
6 metres
5 ele 10dei 345m......................................_....._.......169.95

2 mum
20804

4 ele 8.9d6i .93m....._.......,.........139,95

20809

9 ele 13 1d6i 347m...-._.........142.95

20089

9 ele portable................_..........___................047.95

20818
20811

11 ele 14.1dBi 4.62m

20822

11 ale crossed

20817

17 ele 15.388 6.57m ...__._.._..........._._..._...........£89.95

E72.95

.

£105.95

70 centimetres
20909

441.95
19 ele16.2dEli 222m............................149.95

9 ele 13.0dBi 1.24m

20919

.159.95

20438

19 ele crossed

20921

21 ele18 alai 4.6m.,.,.,..,.._..........£64.95

23 centimetres
The very latest

049, 12 payments 0103.06
Cost of loan 06.14
DEpa s

new products corner

20505

PK-232MAX

KENWOOD TS8705 HF DIP

Cost of loan: £16333 or

INTRODUCTORY
PRICE £329.95

antennas

£79.95

ARP fl595 Lynch Price: (1429

AAP £1969 Lynch Price: (1599

the DSP-599+

PC-Pnkrott ler Windows
Operate the entire range of AEA controllers
from one package. Run two controllers at
once, run other programmes on your PC lin
Windows), whilst controlling your data
controller. Additional features include
se parate win dows fon mailbox operation,
OD Logging, file transfers and more.

im

Dual display showing second
split operating frequency

Manufactured by Danmike of Denmark, the
DSP-MR is a premium
grade noise reduction unit
directly competing with

£219.95

PK-900

switching

DANMIKE DSP-NIR

Whilst others are
still having a five
course lunch
waiting for 1K of
data to transfer,
you can enjoy the incredible speed of using
a new PK-96 and find yourself with hours of
free time on your hands! The PK-96 takes
over from where the old PK-88 left off. It
comes standard with 1200 baud AFSK tone
signalling, as well as 9600 baud G3RUH
compatible direct frequency modulation,
making the PK-96 an ideal high speed
terrestrial, or satellite data controller.

oiastate trf

COMIC -736

ML PRICE: £149.95

75w 2m FM trimmer*
ARP f 479 Lynch Price:149

ICOM

your dual band handie alo more I the output

W
The latest all mode DSP driven INC from

6m el mode 2.5w portable

PAESUFT90037

IMIELIIIIMIN1131111=

,og

S
951

AC Version
RAP £2199 Lynch Price:11799
Deposit. £299,12 payments of

£75.15. Cost of loan: 0303.60

ONE OF THESE!

FREE PM12wlxoo,141k1

100w HF base transceiver

Deposit 059,12 payments 0104408

Attention all those with a dual
band handie - YOU'LL WANT

DSP-232 THE MODE WARRIOR

att'

RRP £3991 Lynch Price £2899

YAESU FT-1000MP/01
100w HF transceiver

WATSON WDB-30

0351.1£56601111

200W HF transceiver

t95.17 Cost of loan f344.08

aea packet
stations

YAESU FT 990/AC

or Deposit £299, 24 payments of
YAESU H.1000 FIAGSNIP

Buying from -MARTI

GET THE BEST OUT OF YOUR
PACKET STATION WITH

20623

23 ele 18dBi 1.75w

20655

55 ele 21 5d8i 4.61m

.....

..... .....

....... 145.95
169.95

We also stock their range of power splitters
and stacking frames.

VCI VC-300DLP Antenna Tuner
Best value Antenna tuner fitted with dummy load,
switchable outputs,
PnwerISWR meter,
PEPIRMS,

Only £129.95

I II

LYNCH is like flying FIRST CLASS
140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W13 9SB

0181-566 1120

choose martin lynch for the best in amateur radio
40tis fe4
YAESU FT -8000

DUAL BANDER

I

The latest design from the Yaesu
stable. A small compact HIGH
POWER dual band mobile,
offering these features:

Paidl d as
2M MOBILE

li14--,--)OIticinrh14

Official Sponsor or
HF & IOTA 'SS.

PC DATA MODEMS

04 2#1P1

US Robotics "Sportster" 28,800
Data(Fax modem. £189 incl. VAT
ZOOM fax MODEM V.34IE. ML.

Price: £169 incl. VAT

ADI AR -146 n ow back in stock

Both modems are

bundled with lots of..

First viewed at the Lynchy Open Day, the AR -146 is a real low cost FM mobile for 2 metres. Styled rather

surprisingly on another main manulacturer's transceiver, this new offering from Taiwan is a 50 WattI30-

'70MIld unit offered at a ridiculously low price. But who's complaining?

'Wide Band RX, 110-550 I 750-

The best

1300MHz.

inteal modem

RRP £269. DEPOSIT £49,12 PAYMENTS OF ONLY £18.33,

Smart Search sweeps a band
and loads active frequencies in
dedicated frequency banks.
108 Memory Channels, storing repeater offset,
Optional CTCSS, Packet Speed & Power level.
Digital DC Voltage display.
Dual receive on same or cross band, plus cross
band repeat facility.
Full 50 Watts out on 2m, 35 Watts on 70cm.

available per memory channel
with easy interface via a
dedicated input socket.
ADMIS-1D Windows
programming software,
available September

RRP: £549 ML Price: £475.
Deposit £75, 12 x £36.73.
Cost of loan: £40.83

INTEREST FREE ZERO APR.

available'

EASIWAVE BY ICOM

0

Ai

The
The latest commercial 2 way handles operating on UHF. One

ZOI

licence at only EX and ideal for business use indoors or out.

GARMIN GPS-45X1
NOW INCLUDES AC7IVE COMPASS

Easy to operate with the absolute minimum of buttons.
Supplied with wall charger and NiCad batteries.

Forgotten where you're going?
The best GPS are in stock at Martin Lynch,

ONLY £199 INCL VAT.

GPS-45X1.
RRP £259.00

TIMEVVAVE & MFJ
DSP FILTERS

1(E.Wd000

£329.95
£249.95
£189.95
£249.95

DANMIKE DSP-NIR NEW DSP
MFJ-784B All mode Tunable DSP
DSP 9+ All mode DSP at only
DSP 59+ As above but more features
DSP 599zx NEWI Hyper speed processor,
alpha display and more

JACKET

PROMOTION

rig worth
toe
Kenwood
e1igib1e
buy a new
you're
When you
lEiT5 it
summer
this
shack Ocket
£.100 or more
edition
promotion).
a free1imited

SHACK

£349.95

ordraitt2gitthis
5 YEAR WARRANTY IS AVAILABLE ON
ALL MAIN PRODUCTS LISTED

FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF USED EQUIPMENT
IN EUROPE, CALL OUR FAXBAK SERVICE - TODAY

wean
^10
11111

fr

we've loads and loads of goodies on show...
NEIL SOUND

LCD DIGITAL CAMERA

MYDEL ANTENNAS

El Marlin lynch can dun offer fin a lice terms oplo 99 months. Deposits Rom e
I.

"As reviewed in RadCom"
August 1996
Heil Prose1.5 Professional Quality Boom Headset,
J J.:. L.

ones, flexible mic boom, includes HC -5

'Fall range" insert foe superb speech quality. Requires AD.1
cable ADAPTOR for YAESWKENVVCIONCOM.

C119.95 incl. VAT

HMI Prosd4 Identical to Preset -5, bul includes HC -4

CASIO QV -1 OA

APR' 19.9% Payment protection is also available.

Built exclusively for MARTIN LYNCH, the new

colour digital images. Import the picture
into your PC with the supplied interface
cable & software for either IBM compatible
or MAC machines. Ideal for reprinting
images on the Internet, SSTV via JVFAX
and lots more. Outputs include direct video
and serial for PC connection.

Supplied with all accessories including
Software & Cables.

1161 IIC4 Replacement microphone insert for existing

RRP £799 ML Price £479

fist or base microphones. Woh 100B peak a 2KHZ ancdthr

NEW LOWER PRICE iv

wire antenna is trapped for 80 through to 10 metres, uses
heavy gunge multi strand plastic -sheathed wire, heavy duty
I kW traps and totals only 20 metres in length. The
'MULTI -TRAP" is a f an type design, having 2 'legs" either
side of the dipole centre. It's very easy to install, takes

minutes to tune, guaranteeing en MR of less than 1:5:1 on

IIWI IIC4 Identical to 14C-4, but High Articulation,
offering superb SSB quality, rills off sharply under 35DHZ

and above 3100HZ, peaking at 2.4KICL 'HA" 558 Audio.

£26.95 Ind. VAT
Heil AD -1110 Adapter leads to interface the preset
Headsettoom microphones to 8 pin Yaesu, Isom or

Kenwood transceivers £11.95 EACH

III AP units are brand new and boxed and offered with full manufacturers RTB

warranty. All pnces quoted far cash/cheque or Switrivtreira card.

For credit card please add Z5% to total value. Finance on all products is also
ay actable. lSubject to stetusl.

TEL: 0181 - 566 1120
FAX: 0181 - 566 1207

spot frequencies throughout the entire 5 bands, A far better
alternative to the old G5Ifiii antenna.

Impedeance: 52 Ohm
Overall length: 20m

Weight 2.5Kg
Input socket 50239

Men SWR: 1:5:1

£69.95.4E/A

See us at the BARTG rally on
Sunday 15th Sept
and at the Leicester show on 18/19th October.

ATTENTION

FAXBAK: 0181 - 566 0 007
CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566

WEB SITE: Ifilp://www.martin-lynch.co.uk

Power Handling: lkW

low end rolled off sharply at 500141, 1120B per octave

HC -4 is the ultimate DX mic insert. C22.95 incl. VAT

minimum al 10%. We welcome your part exchange against any new for usedli
product prowled its clean and in goad working order Call the Sales Oesk today.

A neat palm size ctigital
storage camera which
can store over 90 full

pileups. f119.95 roll VAT

micmphone insert. Ideal for punching through the

,

ALL THOSE WITH A MARTIN LYNCH T-SHIRT WEAR IT TO THE SHOW AND GET ANOTHER £1
OFF YOUR PURCHASE OF £10 OR MORE!

m E-MAIL: sales@martin-lynch.co.uk

1111
RSGB

seem/

Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker.
Full written details are available on request.
Finance is subject to status.
E&OE. £10 p&p on all major items.

Carrying On -

The Practi
By Rev. Geor e Dobbs G3RJV
It is possible to enjoy many
QSOs using a couple of Watts on
the amateur bands. The results of
dedicated QRP operators often
appear little different from those of
stations using conventional power.
One of the best ways of
experiencing the fun of low power
operation is to build a small
transmitter. You can then use it in
conjunction with the station receiver,
or the receive portion of the station
transceiver.
The designs are legion! Over the
last several years the increased
interest in QRP has generated a whole
range of small transmitters most of
which can be built in an evening for
very little cost.
Because of the modest circuitry,
many of these transmitters are
physically small and can be built into
a small case. It has become the
delight of some constructors to house
their transmitters in unusual
containers.

The Rev, George
Dobbs 03R,111

describes a `fun'
transmitter
the says it's another

transmitter in a
funny box!) that can
be built in an evening.
So, read on and find

out all about it!
You can build this month's
project after you've
enjoyed a tin of
'Fisherman's Friends'
lozenges! George G3RJ\
says the empty tin makes an
ideal case for a 7M Hz QRP
c.w. transmitter.

Tin.

Tin

I remember well the ARRL producing a
design called the 'Tuna 'Tin' transmitter.
This was followed by a matching
receiver called the `Herring Aid'!

Only this year many QRPers in the
USA have been building a small
transceiver called the '49er' into
Altoids tins (Altoids are very strong
mints made by Callard & Bowser
here in Britain, but which I've only
ever seen on sale in America!).
If American QRP enthusiasts can
build into tins...so can we! And as
somewhere in this series I planned to
describe a 'one night' transmitter', so
why not now! And what better than
into a 'Fisherman's Friend' tin?
One version of 'Fisherman's
Friends' (they're a Lancashire
product, made in Fleetwood near
Blackpool ) is sold in a 40g tin. This
allows for more than enough space to
house a little transmitter. A
transmitter for 7MHz housed in a
'Fisherman's Friend' tin is naturally
called the FT -7!

S1

Fig. 1: Circuit of the
'Fisherman's Friends'
71M117 transmitter (FF-7).

R6
k

KeY

The Cicuit
The circuit of the FF-7 is shown in
Fig. 1, It contains nothing that is
especially novel, nor original, but
represents an easy -to -get -going small

transmitter.
The transistor, Trl, is a simple
crystal oscillator with a crystal in the
base circuit and a tuned circuit (T1
and C1) in the collector. My version
used a BC182 which requires the
feedback capacitor C2 to maintain
oscillation. (Higher gain transistors

may oscillate without the inclusion of
C1).
My prototype used a crystal on
7.030MHz, the international QRP

Calling frequency on 'Forty'. Any
crystal in the c.w. sector of the band
would serve.
The transformer, Ti, has a small
coupling winding which feeds the
power amplify stage, Tr2.
This is a single 2N3866
transistor which produces
+12V
some 1.5 to 2W of r.f.
output.
The collector load for
Tr2 is a home -wound

choke, Ll, This is formed
by 10 turns of thin 0.28mm

R1

10k

75

270

XL1=1

R2

4k7

ov
w304471

36

(32s.w.g.) enamelled wire
wound through the centre
of a ferrite bead.
The capacitor C6
couples the oscillator
output to a 7 -element low
pass filter. A 7 -element
filter might seem a lot for
such a simple low powered
transmitter (In fact it takes
up most of the space in the
tin) but the output is very
'hygienic' with the second
harmonic some 40dB down
on the main frequency.
The transmitter is keyed
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XL

using Tr3 as a d.c. switch. This may
be considered a refinement. However,
in practice the cleanest and easiest
way to key a small transmitter is to
switch the power to the power
amplifier by means of a solid state
switch. The extra cosi is minimal.
Warning: Please remember to
check polarity when wiring in Tr3.
Don't forget it's a pnp transistor.

is located in frequency on the
receiver).
On applying the I 2V, the oscillator
should be audible on a receiver tuned
to the crystal frequency. If your
receiver does not 'hear' the signal, try
using a small piece of wire as an
antenna to the receiver and draping it
close to the oscillator circuit.
Warning: The transmitter should

Tin sox

not be keyed without a load on the
power amplifier. A 505 resistor

The transmitter is built 'ugly style'
inside the tin box. You could use the
bottom of the box as the groundplane
but 1 added a piece of blank p.c.b.
material cut to the size of the box.
This makes construction a little easier
as the majority of the circuit can he

built outside the tin box, it's then
inserted to make the final connection
to the various sockets.
I've described 'ugly' construction
before. It's that simple method of
building a circuit by wiring it directly
to a groundplane.

In 'ugly' construction all the
components with grounded
connections are soldered directly to
the groundplane. The free ends of
these components form 'stand-offs'
for the mounting of the other pans.
Inductors TI, L2. 3 and 4 are
wound on T37-2 toroid cores.
Remember each pass of the wire
through the centre of the core counts
as one turn.
Transistor Tr2 requires a small
star -shaped heat sink and must be

mounted horizontally to fit into the
tin box. 1 also added a little insulated
tape under Tr2 to prevent the heat sink
touching the groundplane.
When the circuit is completed, add
the sockets to the tin box. The socket
for the key (3.5mm jack) and a
mounting socket for the crystal are
placed at one end of the tin and phono
socket, for the output, is mounted at
the other end.
In the middle of the hinged side of
the tin there's a centrally mounted
1000pF feedthrough capacitor for the
12V supply. In my prototype the
p.c.b. groundplane was secured to the
base of the tin with blobs of solder.

Oscillator On
When 12V is applied to the circuit the
oscillator is on all the time. This
means that a switch is required to turn
the oscillator on and off between
transmit and receive operations.
The switching could be done with
a double -pole. double -throw switch.
(The other half could then switch the
antenna from the transmitter to the
receiver). When the oscillator is
switched on (prior to keying) this
position may be used for 'netting'.
(That's finding where the transmitter
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capable of handling 2W is the
simplest 'dummy' load to connect to
the output.
You may have a power meter
which includes a dummy load, which
is ideal for resting the transmitter.
Otherwise measure the power output
by connection a voltmeter (or
oscilloscope) across the dummy load.
Expect to see some 9 to 10V on a
meter with a diode probe.
Key the transmitter and adjust Cl
for the maximum output while
listening to the transmitter on a
receiver. The keying should sound
clean.

-L

= FF-7
Circuit
L5
50µ

C11
Sap

is not critical, almost anything around
40 to 75pF will serve the purpose.
Too low a value will give a small
frequency shift, too large a value will
cause the oscillator to stop oscillating.
You can expect a shift of a few
kiloHertz, the actual frequency shift
depends upon individual crystals. But
even this small movement in
frequency is often enough to move
the transmitter away from other

Fig. 2: Circuit modification
to provide a small degree of
frequency 'shifting'.
Incorporating this circuit
creates a 'variable crystal
oscillator' I VNOI.

stations.

Finally, the diagram Fig. 3 shows a
convenient, and simple. circuit to
remove the need of switching from
transmit to receive. The circuit
consists of two pairs of diodes to
limit the amount of signal reaching
the receiver and a trimmer capacitor
and inductor to control the level of

However, you should not be misled
by apparent oddities in the keying.
This may be because the transmitter
is so close that it may he overloading

signal.

the receiver.

by Roy Lewallen W7EL. in several

The circuit in Fig. 3 follows a
commonly used idea in QRP
transceivers. It was first introduced
of his backpacking transceiver

"Tin - tin - tin"
Lancashire saying

Literal translation ,

"It is not in the tin"
The only real test to get a signal
report from another station (so get on
the air!). The transmitter is now ready
for use and should provide a lot of

fixed frequency
One problem with a little crystal
controlled transmitter, is the fixed
frequency of the crystal. ['being rock
bound' as the old timers called it!).
Fortunately, it's possible to shift
the frequency of a crystal a little from
its design frequency. This shift may
be achieved by loading it with

The side marked 'From
Transmitter' goes to the junction of
Co and C7 on the FF-7 circuit and the
side marked 'To Receiver' goes to the
receiver antenna input.
The receiver obtains its input
signal via the low pass filter on the
transmitter which adds a little more
filtering to the signal. On transmit,
the diodes D I -D4 protect the receiver
input.
The amount of transmitter signal
heard is adjusted with the trimmer. Its
neat little circuit provides instant
change -over from transmit to receive
and monitoring of the transmitted
signals. I think it's is a worthwhile
addition to the little transmitter
circuit.
So, my advice is for you to pop
round to the shop, buy a tin of
'Fisherman's Friends'. enjoy them
and then get busy building the FF-7
into the empty tin. See you on
'Forty' !
PW

Fig. 3: I sing diodes for
transmit -receive 'changeover'. It's a simple process
arid George G3RJV says it's
easy to use it with QRP
equipment (see text).

capacitance or. to get a greater

frequency 'shift', by adding some
inductance as well. The circuit then
becomes a variable frequency crystal
oscillator, often referred to as a VXO.
The diagram, Fig. 2. shows the
additional components needed to turn
the FF-7 oscillator into a VXO. A
variable capacitance, C11, of about
50pF is required in series with an
axial inductor of 50u H (L5).
The value of the variable capacitor

C12

From
Transmitter

iwso44s

L6

100p

2

D3

To

Receiver

D4

01-04 1N4148 or sim.
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By Lei

H

ton Smart GWOLBI

4s Leighton Smart
CWOL81 has recently

got himself a set of

When I was last asked to review a
mobile transceiver by the Editor, things

were a little difficult. My only mode of
transport at that time was a 12 - speed
bicycle! (hard work in these Welsh
valleys!). I did persevere, however, with

`new wheels' PlY

the assistance of Dave Griffiths
GWOJUJ, who was in possession of the

realised he might be

necessary four -wheeled vehicle!

in the market for a
mobile rig. That's how

he got to try the new
Alinco DR6OS!

However, this time I was able to 'air
test the Alinco DR -605 on my own.
Because after passing my driving test
I've bought my own 'mobile' shack!
Mobile and portable work is where I
believe v.h.f. and u.h.f. operating comes
into its own. My first and only amateur
licence has been an A Class, and I didn't
really see the potential of v.h.f. and
above.

Things changed. however, after I
took up rambling as a hobby. My little
I44MHz hand-held was a real boon
when my 10 year -old son Dewi and I
found ourselves on the top of the local
hills.
Now I've got a motor car, I must say
that v.h.f. and u.h.f. operation is a real
pleasure! There's a lot to be said about
having good company on long journeys!
I think this just illustrates how wrong
you can be about a form of radio that
you have never actually experienced.
Enough said, eh?

The rig came complete with
microphone, mounting bracket. power
lead and a very informative and detailed
50 -page instruction manual. This 1
found I needed to refer to again and
again to get to grips with the varied
functions on this little rig.
The controls on the front fascia of the

rig include Power (On/Off), the VHF
and UHF band controls. These, like the
others, have a dual function as volume
controls on both bands.
There's also the multi -purpose
Function button. This allows the
operator to select the rig's operational
modes, squelch levels, Tone Encoder
Mode and a host of other applications,

which are all controlled via the
transceiver's processor.
Apart from the main dial knob, there
are also four discrete buttons. These.
like the other controls, have primary and
secondary functions.
I must admit that I became a mite

Idol Rig

confused at times, what with the various
array of functions available with the
small number of controls! However,

The DR -605 is a dual -band 144 and

after a couple of days, I began to know
the functions after 'getting used' to the

430MHz mobile transceiver, produced
by Alinco as their 'budget v.h.f./u.h.f.
rig. It has two output power levels, these
being 5 and 50W on 144MHz, and 5
and 35W on 430MHz.
The DR -605 is a neat looking radio.
The case is finished in a pleasant black
sheen finish, with just a small number of
control knobs, a couple of buttons and a
bright orange digital read-out, with the
speaker mounted under the upper case.
What did surprise me was the size of
the heatsink! The actual rig itself
measures approximately 140 x 40 x
150mm, while the heatsink at the rear
takes up about a third of that again. I
doubt if there'll be problems with
dissipating the heat generated from this
little radio when it's pumping out 50W
of r.f.!
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With Mounting C Manual

procedures.

Antenna Connector
On the rear of the rig, the antenna
connector is fitted at the end of a coaxial
cable lead 185mm in length. The
connector is the standard S0239 type,
which made it easy for me to connect
my antennas (no resoldering 'N' type
connectors!).
Other facilities on the rear are the
extension speaker socket and the data
input socket. This is suitable for

9600bps packet operation.

The microphone is a small and
lightweight unit. It's fitted with
Up/Down scan buttons and a Lock
control. (This facility enables the
operator to switch out the scan buttons
preventing accidental scanning or

frequency changing). The microphone
is attached using the now popular 'push
in and clip' method.

settiThrn
Now I'm recalling the 'setting -up'
stage. However, on reflection perhaps
should have subtitled this section
'Finding my way around'!
After the usual formalities of
connecting up and switching on, I then
had to carefully read through the
handbook in order to find out how to set
the band of operation, the squelch levels
(on each band), power levels required.
etc.

The manual, I'm pleased to say, takes
the operator through a step-by-step
guide to operation. This provides details
of such basic things as switching on and
connection for mobile operation. Then
it's on to setting the Tone Squelch and
the transmit offset for repeater operation
on both 144 and 430MHz.
As a matter of fact I'm quite
impressed with the amount of intelligent
thinking that's obviously gone into the
DR -605's manual. It's well illustrated,
with plenty of diagrams to assist the
operator when they set-up the radio.
The number of features on this rig
would, as the 50 -page manual implies,
take a lort more space to describe in full
detail. Suffice to say I found that, as a
mere ragchewer I personally would not
have used a significant number of them
in day-to-day use. But I'm sure that
there are v.h.f./u.h.f.enthusiasts out there

who would!

Or The Ak
As I mentioned above, I'm more of a
ragchewer on the air than anything else.
So I made a 'sked' on I44MHz with a
couple of friends of mine Dave
Griffiths GWOJUJ, and Neal Jones
GWOVQZ (both living within 16km of
my QM, in the valleys) in order to
have both an on -air test and a chat at the
same time!

Both GWOJUJ and GWOVQZ
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reported good clean and powerful audio
from the DR -605 with the power level
set to just 5W. On receive, I found that
the sensitivity was far in excess of my
own v.h.f. transceiver, with audio and
signal levels being markedly higher on
the Alinco.
I used the Alinco on both low and
high (50W) power levels. I did this even
though ! could work both Dave and
Neal comfortably on low power, it was
just to see how warm the rig became at
the 50W setting, and how effective the
large heatsink was!
found that on high power, the DR 605's casing remained remarkably cool
(even though I tend to transmit for
reasonably long periods while on
simplex ragchewin g )

Repeater Operation
Later, I decided to test repeater
operation. However, this wasn't as
smooth as I'd anticipated!
I attempted to access my local
repeater GB3BC, which is situated
about 12km or so away. However, I just
couldn't seem to 'open the box' at all.
I consulted the manual again, to
make sure I was doing things correctly,
all to no avail. In exasperation, I picked
up my hand-held rig, and. with just
350mW and a 'rubber duck', opened the
repeater without any problems. This
narrowed things down to the DR -605E.
I was fortunate that the repeater was
then activated by Nigel G7GGAJM
near Bridgewater (Somerset), and Ted

GW7KWG in Cardiff. After a few
minutes, I tentatively called into both
stations, and, after realising that I was in
fact being heard, explained my dilemma
regarding being unable to access the

who after testing their other DR -605s
found that this feature seemed to be
standard. Although this was slightly
disconcerting, it seemed to me that as
long as repeaters could be accessed
using the method I have described
above, it should not detract from the rig
itself, as l found that after a few days of
repeater operation it came naturally.

Oitt Mille
I used the rig on 430MHz whilst out
`mobile' on a local mountain top,
Mynydd Gelligear. My first contact on
this band was again a simplex contact,

using 5W, with Andy G4SZM/M on
the A5 near Avonmouth.
Andy gave me a good report, with
clean audio, despite signals being
fluttery as he was 'mobile' in the true
sense of the word! Despite that, a good
quality two-way contact was made.
Band activity was very low at the
time that I was stationary on the
mountain, so I decided to try the
repeater channels. This time, I couldn't
access any repeaters whatever I tried,
including using 35W!
After about 25 minutes of attempting
to open repeaters, I was about to give up
when Roger GW8IVT/P opened the
'MG' repeater. I called in and had a
lengthy ragchew with Roger, during
which he gave a favourable report, but
although we tried the same test with the
repeater as I had tried on I44MHz, I just
could not access any on 430MHz!
I found the repeater access problem
very frustrating indeed, as I'm a little
curious about the 430MHz. 1 would
have liked to see if 1 could have worked
any of the repeaters from my home
QTH.

Manufacturer's Specifications

fowl
Frequency range

Modulation
Antenna impedance
Supply voltage
Ground
Current consumption

Freq. stability
Dimensions
Weight
Channel

v.h.f.144- I45.995MHz
u.h.f. 430-439.995MHz
nE (FM t
50r1
13.8V

Negative

v.h.f. (transmit): 11.5A Max 5 50W
(transmit): 1U A Max (4 35W
Receive tv.h.flu.h.f I 1.2A Max
310 ppm Max
140 x 40 x 176rnm
1.1kg

v.h.f. 51/u.h.f. 51. Total 102

kookier
Output:

v.h.f. 50W (High), 5W (Low)
u.h.f. 35W (High), 5W (Low)

Modulator

Reactance type

Spurious

-60db Max

Max deviation
Microphone

±..5kHz

impedance

2k.c2

Rem*
Receiver circuitry
Intermediate

Double superhet

freq uen ei es

(v-11-1) 21.7MHz & 450kHz

(u.h.r.130.85MHz & 455kHz
Sensitivity
fl 2db SINAI:11
Selectivity
Squelch sees.

Audio output
Audio output imp.

I0.16p.v1 or less

-6db: 12kHz Min. -60db: 281cItz Max
-20dbp (0.1p v) or less
2W (811 load)

repeater.

Both Ted and Nigel then suggested
that the repeater should be allowed to
close down, and that I should try again.
This was done, and the result was that
the repeater remained silent and did not
respond to my signals.
After Nigel had re -opened the
repeater, I was told that they had heard
nothing from me but the toneburst! It
seems that when I depressed the

Toneburst button, (which is the
secondary function on the microphone's
Down Scan button) and then released it
to allow me to speak, the toneburst
remained on, and my audio was not
heard, thus 'BC' would not 'let me in'.
(This happened on 'simplex' operation
also, as I later discovered, using my
hand-held as a monitoring receiver).
However. I found that I could access
the repeater by giving a 'squirt' of
toneburst, dropping carrier very briefly,
keying up again and speaking into the
microphone. This was not an ideal
situation, but at least I was able to use
the repeater.

My grateful thanks to Ted and Nigel
for their extreme patience with me that
evening!
A telephone call to the PW Editor
resulted in a further call to the suppliers,
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thvelke Timelier
I must admit to having taken a liking to
this attractice little transceiver. It has a
nice array of functions which I guess
will suit many v.h.f. and u.h.f.
enthusiasts.

However, I must admit to being very
disappointed about the problem of
repeater accessing. I can't understand
why the toneburst should remain on
continually, unless the rig l received was
from amongst a batch of faulty radios?
Although the difficulty was a minor
problem on 144MHz, it was a major
one on 430MHz, and posed a major
problem regarding repeater operation on
that band. To be fair though. it's the only
black mark on what otherwise is a Fine
piece of amateur radio equipment.

My thanks for the loan of the
review model go to Waters & Stanton
Electronics at 22 Main Road.
Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (01702)
206835/2025843 who can supply the
DR -605 for £495 with free carriage.
There is also a selection of accessories
available for the DR -605. For full

details contact Waters & Stanton
direct.

After seeing a copy of GWOLB1's review, Jeff Stanton G6XYU of
Waters & Stanton Electronics sent the following comment:
I agree with Leighton Smart's comment that repeater access using tone burst
is slightly more fiddly than with previous Alinco rigs although in practice
early buyers have quickly got the hang of it. Also of course tone burst
access of repeaters is dwindling as the more reliable CTCSS system comes
into general use. Alinco are planning a simple modification for easier tone
burst use.

Jeff Stanton G6XYU

WATElp

ONDTAINTON
ELECTRONICS

PIN
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Don't be out there in the cold - join us
and we will help you to enjoy
amateur radio to the full
Yes, please rush me my RSGB Membership Application form!
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9J 50C
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5040

"I also made use of the free EMC advice service - a phone call to
HQ put me in touch with my local adviser
I have been able to
make improvements to both installations which now allow me to run
them together - an essential requirement for computer logging!"

000

8J805
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"The free QSL Bureau service is saving me a great deal of postage
and I'd also like to say a big thank you to the staff for helping me
with some difficult addresses when I've wanted to QSL direct."
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"RaciCom alone is worth my subscription and I look forward to
its arrival each month .
."

newspapers for that!"
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Pic Westmoreland
6311162 describes his
`One Man's

planning application as I believe
they'll normally be granted
provided you go into detail.

Experience' building
a `Supergain' wire
beam antenna for
use on 24MHz.

Economy lennomust

just before I moved from my
previous QTH, I became
very interested in a 2 element wire beam designed by

Dick Bird G4ZU/F6IDC.
Although designed by Dick Bird,
I believe it's a variant of the
VK2ABQ, with extensive use of
critical coupling first suggested
by VK2ABQ and G6XN.
I built a very rough beam for
28MHz using varnished bamboo
and wrapped it with insulation

In the meantime after looking
through various advertisements

in Practical Wireless, I finally
chose a 7.62m economy mast
from Tennamast in Scotland.
Incidentally, 1 was very satisfied,
both with the courteous
responses from the firm and the
quality of the finished mast.
The instructions on the
Tennamast were very clear and
the mast quickly erected. I fitted
it with an AR40 rotator and a
short aluminium extension which
would support the wire beam.
My new mast, which could be
bent over at right angles so that I
could work on the beam from the
ground, was 4.27m when

vertical. It could then be quickly

results.

raised to 8.5m.
The band I was interested was
24.9MHz. In the original antenna

Then we moved to a small
hugalow. with an equally small
garden. There I hoped to have a
small neat mast that did not
distract too much from the

Dick G4ZU says: "I hope you'll
enjoy experimenting with this
interesting design". So I decided
to make provision to extend the
boom in the event that I fitted a

garden.

director.

tape. The beam was used at a

height of six metres with good

My wife's first hobby is
gardening (for me it runs a close
second). So of course the garden
was completed first and in the
process plenty of old copper wire
was laid under the turf.
Planning permission was
sought to erect a mast with an
`aerial'. At the same time a visit
was made to seven neighbours in
the square where I lived, to
carefully explain my plans.
Fortunately, no neighbours
objected, and I noted this fact
when I forwarded with my main
planning application. I also
discussed my application with
my local councillor who also sat
on the planning committee.
Permission was granted after
only three months. I'm
mentioning my approach to the

Ahunkilun loom
The boom I made from an
aluminium tube, some four
metres long. Across the boom
approximately one third from the
front-end, I fitted a section of
aluminium channel secured by
two U -bolts.
Could it be a coincidence that
the old aluminium channel
originally came from a G4ZU
commercial beam made some 35
years ago? The channel
supported two lengths of hollow
g.r.p. tapering tubes. The tubes
were 2.7m long and about 30mm
diameter at the base. I believe the
tubes were originally made as
'blanks' for fishing rods.
The rods were secured to the
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The `Supergain' 24MHz antenna.
aluminium channel by four
electrician's metal clamps (not
shown in the drawings for
clarity). A small bracket was
fitted in the centre to hold a 50Q
coaxial (50239) socket.
The driven elements
comprised of two lengths of
1.6mm (16s.w.g.) hard drawn
copper wire. Each was 2.74m

of the fibre rods with strong
nylon monofilament fishing line.
This length had to be varied to
obtain the best 'critical factor'.
I marked the centre of the
reflector with insulation tape,
and then pulled back under
tension. It is important that the
apex angle is between 90° and
130°. In my case, the final angle

long and should be pushed
through the hollow fibre rod and
the excess allowed to extend
from the end.
After assembly the wire that
extended could be left as it was
or bent back until the final length
was obtained. The inner ends of
the wires were soldered to the
coaxial socket.
At the rear end of the boom,
approximately 2.5m from the
driven element, a hose clip was
secured. The clip held a small
porcelain stand-off insulator
from an old TU5B capacitor.
This method of mounting allows
the support to slide along the
boom to keep the reflector tight.
The reflector was one length
of 1.6mm bare copper wire. I
started with the element at 5.6m
initially to cover two bands, so
that it could be cut to the correct
length on adjustment and tuning
checks.
The ends of the wire reflector
were bent back and fastened
temporarily to the outside ends

was 130°.

Row Shape
The familiar bow shape was
obtained as the fibre rods bent
backwards. It certainly looked
different from the normal 2 element beam, but I knew from
previous knowledge that the
beam was capable of giving
excellent results.
I used a length of UR57
coaxial cable to feed the driven
element. The joins were wrapped
with tape to protect the joints
from the elements.
At first I decided not to use a
choke or a balun. The beam was
then secured to the short
aluminium extension and the
mast erected to a height of 4.27m
ready for checking.
It's my habit to keep all
measurements of antennas,
beams, etc. in a notebook. All

Continued on page 43
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Write for free catalogue of full product range to: -

newsagent and order
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every month.

PO Box 24, Long Eaton, Nottingham NG 10 4N0
or visit our WEB PAGE at http://ourworld.compuserve.corn/homepages/mutek
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VALVES

NEW QRP KITS

tas:

We hold a large inventory of valves, many for
radio ham use. Please call us with your
f requirements. We can supply most types from
stock at sensible prices. We also buy valves new
or used. Call us and tell us what you've got and
we will give you an instant decision.
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Call or fax us on

!kilt I'll. 11inscombc 1 lousv, Beacon Rd, Cro:,., I nwn ugh, Susses 1M.1GL
TO: 01892 663298 Fax: 01892 667473

S.

it

.

COMPLETE WITH ALL THE BITS!

DTR7-5 CW TX/RX FOR 40
Covering 7.0.7.1MHz running from 25mW to a full OW output. Featuring the new
Jackson tuning control, a very stable VFO and a 7 pole filter at the PA output. The
DTR7.5 is supplied in kit form at £101.80 including carriage, or fully built and
r -tested for f 162.00

80W ATU/SWR METER
Available as kit or ready built.

1.ir2

01734 451737

Build your own gear at a fraction of the cost!
Low power transceiver. Allis. SWR/PWR
meters. Rxs. Step-by-step instructions, high
quality components, boards, hardware.
Personal satisfaction guaranteed!

1
TU4 21F ATV/51NR METER

Kit £68

Ready built £88
£4 P&P

is

Vintage Audio, 850 Oxford Rd, Reading RG30 1EL
(Personal callers welcome)

UM ELECTRONICS 7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NO16 113X

rim

Tel: 0115 - 939 2509 - Ernell 100775.7300compuserve.com

11111

ICA'ffs by .vasntmts71 onA

ARMY RX SPEC PURP part of Army sound ranging equip. gunnery.
Comprises 5 than crystal cont F.M. RX nom 70/80 Mc/s dual cony 10.7/2
Megs for 24V DC transis also contains special filter circs etc. no gen, in cast
all case size 12x9x10". £65. POWER MODULE 240V I/P 12/14V DC 0/P

stab up to 10 amps swt & fused in enclosed case tested. £28.50. BENCH P.U.
Mil version by Solartron 240V 0/P 0 to 40V DC stab at 0 to 5 amps cons volt
or current in Mil style case tested. £65. PPI IND RADAR ex Navy all transis
reqs ext DC supplies no gen. £65. STATIC FREQ CONY. 24V DC I/P
0/P 115V 400c/S 150/200 watts 1 phase sine wave, stab, size 10x5x5" tested
with connec. £95. TRANS 240V C core Sec 315V at 110 Ma. 6.4 at 3.5 & 1 amp.
16V 1 amp size 4x4x4','. £16.50. WATTMETER Marc TF1152. A 50 ohm 0 to
10"

25 watts in 2 ranges DC to 500 Megs tested. £28. CAPS spec photo flash type
215 Uf at 2.5Kv Pk rapid discharge. £25. ARC -52 & ARC -44 UHF & VHF
aircraft T/ RX AM, FM see list for details. Misc 19" racks see list. LOGIC
PROBE Hew Pack 545A new £2450.
Above prices are inclusive. Goods ex equip unless stated new.
2 x 261 stamps for list 6111

A. H. SUPPLIES
Unit 12, Bankside Wks, Darnall Road, Sheffield 59 5HA

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Published regularly containing 1005 of out of print old and collectable wireless and amateur radio books and
magazines and now incorporanng -The Vintage Hardware LAC that contains for sale -vintage communications
receivers, domestic radios, valves, vintage components etc. Send six first class stamps for current catalogue or E3.75
for next four catalogues

NEW BOOKS
WW2 Geneeettalian/Japanase Military Wireless Equipment Hamlets. Facsimile reprint of the original manuals
compiled it, toe War Department on captured enemy wireless isourpmeat - Volume 1 contains photos, technical data,
weights, dimensions and tactical into !malign en German and tuition military receivers and transmitters, etc. Approx.
150 pages, large format. - Valuate 2 covers additional German equipment and Contains hard -to -obtain information
and photos on deposes military equipment. Approx. BB pages, large format The ewe neltaca set MOO plus a
carriage. (Overseas astral
Janes Milkers Communication, 12th edition 1991-1992. A vast volume of 814pp. Large format Wraps. Contains
descriptions, photographs and basic details of the worlds military communications equipment. Brand new. Published
at over E100. SPECIAL PRICE 05 postage E5.50 Overseas postage extra.
Eddystone Communications Receiver Date 1950-1970

A facsimile reprint or the circuit diagrams, general description and some mamma notes for sets from 1950-1970.
50 pages. E4151nci P&P

Wireless Set (Candiani No. 19 laill1 Technical Nuptial. Facsimile copy, contains detailed description, layouts,
circuits, operating instructions, etc. 62 pages. Large format (12.50 P&P 0250.

CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
Dept PW. 157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2E U

Tel: 0114-244 4278

Tel: 1012531 151655 Fax: 1012531 302329, Telephone orders accepted

82 SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
Unit 6b Poundbury West Estate, Dorchester,
Dorset DTI 2PG. Phone and Fax 01305 262250
Opening times: 9-1 2-5 Tue-Fri, 9-I Sat Closed Sun & Mon.
RECEIVE PREAMPS 20dB gain, 100W handling
Types RP2S, RP4S, RP6S, RP1OS

Masthead versions RP2SM, RP4SM, RP6SM

TRANSVERTERS Low POE 15dEl gain, 25W output
2M 3W drive. TRC6-2iL (TRC4-2iL built only)
10M 25mW drive. TRC2-10L, TRC4-10L, TRC6-10L
10M 0.5mW drive. TRC2-1061., TRC4-101t, TRC6-10bL

WEATHER SATELLITE RECEIVER
137-138MHz 5 channel with scan and good
signal meter, loudspeaker and computer output

Box Kit

Box Built

£28.50
£39.50

£44.00
£49.00

£159.30
£150.80

£225.00
£208.50

f159.30

£225.00

£127.40

£184.75

£66.50

£99.50

AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 200.360pF O 0.50, 360,380,30.30430pF
with Si' spindle 0E2.50, 5 for 010.
TELESCOPIC AERIALS a pprox Sae er closed, 42Y extended ©ft
AIRCRAFT See CHANNEL RECEIVER with some info. As received from M.O.D. 0 f 15

25 The Sean
Lincoln LN2 1JF
Tat 01522 529767

Partners J.H.Birken
J.L13irkett

I P&P £51

TRANSFORMER 240 volt input 12 Wilt 4.17 amp out © ES 1P&P 01.501.

TRANSISTORS BLX93A © [3.50. BLY62 0 0.50, 252553 a 01.50, 252866 © fl, 2N3501 rEd 500, 254040 0 03 93,

255000050, 2550890 f5, 21450900 050.
85p, T151.52 0 80p, T200-40 8 01, T250-52 it f 1.30, T300-40 0E1.50.
UHF EX -AIRCRAFT 2 CHANNEL TRANSCEIVER 18 vatves, 24V Dynamotor etc. it f18 IP&P 051
HI -G MICRO RELAY 12 to 26 volt in TO5 transistor can with data 0E1.95.
72MH: RUBBER DUCK AERIALS 002.
EX -MILITARY COUPLING UNIT type 5546 with servo motors, gears etc. 005 (P&P (2.501.
COLVERN WIRE WOUND POTENTIOMETER 141 5 watt it 75p each.
AIR SPACED VARIABLE C804 TYPE 5pF. 19pF, 25pF, 50pF, 100pF. All ma 56 each.
SILVER MICA CAPACITORS 15p F, 140pF, 225pF, 250pF, 800pF, II20pF, 970pF, 2000pF. 39D3p F. all 350V Mg 88 20p each.

SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE OF AMATEUR KITS AND BUILT UNITS =
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SUPPUERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

MARION RINGS 150-26 a 8 for fl, T80.26 0 5 for 0,1106-52 a 35p, T130-52 it 50p, T130 -16T3 O 75p, T141-603 it

UNIFACE 2000 Computer Interlace, WFAX
SSTV etc. JV FAX software version 7 supplied

J. BIRKETT

RP POWER FETS MRF136, 2 to 400MHz, 15W, 24 volt 017 each.
VHF GLIDE PATH RECEIVER type 810658 115 (P&P E51.
ARC52 VHF SPECTRON GENERATOR AND AMPLIFIER UNIT with 2x6AJ4, 1x6AK5 valve, 3 -gang capacitor. IA
crystals 4 15 I P&P ft .501

ACCESS. SWITCH and BARCLAYCARD accepted. P&P El under Eta Over Free, unless otherwise stated.

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.
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to -back ratio
improved to three

'S' points and I
became highly
satisfied with the
beam.
I believe that
there's still room
for improvement.
particularly in
obtaining more
even currents in the
elements. But how
much it could
improve
performance is
anybody's guess!
Initially I was
surprised at the
short length of the
driven element. But
during preliminary
discussions with

Tapered 9.r.p. tubes with
the driven elements inside

Norman Hester

Fig. 1: Diagram showing details of the `Supergain' beam described by
G3HKQ with acknowledgements to Dick Bird G4ZU.
alterations and tests are recorded
too.
Although my Kenwood TS -850S
incorporates a s.w.r. meter, I also
use a bi-directional in -line
wattmeter (designed by David
Stockton and bought as a kit). It's
an excellent instrument, and makes
an accurate s.w.r. meter.
My first results, using low power,
gave an s.w.r. of 1.5:1. Lifting the
beam to 8.5m, the s.w.r. reduced to
1.2:1. Checking the feed point
impedance with a noise bridge, the
reading was 3812. But the 'off air'
comparative front -to -back ratio
(while listening to the IK6BAK
beacon) was most disappointing,
with hardly any difference.

Stated Checks
I then started a number of checks
and changes over the next few days.
I tried altering the driven element,
the reflector and the 'critical' length
of nylon fishing line, recording the
results.
When the measurements
approached what I considered
optimum I started on the air.
However, the results were fair and
with the exception of the front -to back ratio I was reasonably
satisfied.
But I felt sure the reason for the
only fair results was due to the fact
that I was attempting to cover too
great a difference in frequency.
With this in mind I decided to
concentrate on 24.9MHz and
shortened the driven element and
reflector.
During the course of a month, I
had 20 QSOs where 1 was reported
as a slightly weaker signal. There
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were 16 QSOs where I was a
stronger signal and eight QSOs of
exactly the same signal strength
(most QSOs were with W and VE
amateurs using beams and higher
power).
A short time later I changed the
2 -element wire beam into to a 3 element beam. I added a 'V' shaped
director of 1.6inm copper wire. The
two ends of the director were
fastened to the g.r.p. tubes using
nylon line.
I now found dimensions to be
fairly critical, Especially the
director and supporting
monofilament length and where the
lines were fastened.
I found the front -to -back ratio
improved to two 'S' points, but it
was still not as good as I thought it
should be. The s.w.r. was 1.05:1
across the 24.9MHz band.
During a period of three months,
of 140 QSOs on the 24MHz band,
there were 40 QSOs where I was
slightly weaker, 60 QSOs where I
had a stronger signal and 40 QSOs
where I had the same signal
strength.
However, I think the most
important check for any antenna are
the number of replies to CQ calls.
In this respect the beam certainly
scored well and WAC was
completed several times. During
one QSO with W2QKN he said that
he could only hear two stations, a
Danish station and myself, my
signal being far stronger.

KS9C he thought I
would have to
reduce my driven element...and he
was right!
In Norman's opinion, the
I6s.w.g. hard drawn copper wire
sleeved by the g.r.p. tube would
have a marked effect in lowering
the resonant frequency, and I found
it to be true. If the driven element
was laid along the top of bamboo or
something similar it would have to
be increased in length.

References:
Dick Bird
G4ZU/F6IDC,

wrote the
article, 'A
Compact
'Supergain'
Beam

Antenna',
which
appeared in
Amateur Radio
Action,
Antenna Book
No. 5.

Simple Success
So, there it is, a 'simple' wire
beam which I used with great
success for about two years. Now,
during the present sunspot period,
the 24.9MHz band is only open for
short periods.
The type of beam I've described
can be scaled up or down for other
bands. I recommend it for a cheap
worthwhile beam and although it's
only a mono -band beam, it fits very
well in my small garden. It could fit
in yours too!
PW

The article, 'A
Bi-Directional
In -line

Wattmeter' by
David Stockton
G4ZNQ

appeared in
Sprat No. 61.
(Kanga Kit
available).

Channel to hold
the g.r.p. tubing

Hard drawn copper
wire driven elements

Tapered g.r.p tubes
(fishing rod blanks)

S0239 socket mounted
on an insulated plate

Required ddjustmests
The antenna certainly required time
to make adjustments to the beam.
But it finally paid off and the front -

lwrossoi

Fig. 2: Close up diagram showing antenna feed -point and
connection details (see text).
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Dick Pascoe GOBPS, poses the
question - s.w.r fact or fiction?
Then he gives you his answer.

0

ver the years, many amateurs and
others seem to have developed a
fixation for achieving the lowest
possible voltage standing wave ratio (v.s.w.r.)
on their antenna feed. Although normally
v.s.w.r. is shortened to become s.w.r.
To many it may seem that an s.w.r. of unity
(1:1) is the best way to improve the system
antenna efficiency. But in practice, is this
totally true?
Let's first look at what most people require
from an antenna system. Most amateurs desire
that the maximum amount of their generated
signal is radiated.
To achieve maximum transmitted signals,
the antenna system must act with the
maximum efficiency possible! It must be
accepted however, that in the real world,
100% efficiency is only a dream. But can we
get close to it?
Now let's look a little more closely what
happens when an antenna is energised from an
r.f. source, as happens when it's coupled to a
transmitter. When the radio is transmitting,
standing waves appear on the antenna.
One way to visualise the standing waves is
to get a length of rope about 7-10m long. Then
you should tie one end off to a point on a wall
about waist height and pull the rope fairly
tight. Now 'snap' the end of the rope up and
down once only.
I'm sure we've all done this as children and
watched the 'wave' travel along the rope. By
timing the 'new' wave at your end you can
create a whole number of standing waves on
the rope.
I've shown this 'wave' motion in Fig. 1.
The wave movement that you see provides a
graphical illustration of the electrical
oscillation energy in an antenna. As the rope's
'free' end is moved, the strongest pull will be
felt when the cord is at the extremity of the

swing (top or bottom of the hand movement).
At the top or bottom of the swing. as the
hand is coming to rest, and about to reverse its
direction the hand has no motion or energy.
It's 'stationary at that point', and all the
energy is in a form of a force at the other end
of the rope.

Try Experiment

antenna system that. there must be 'standing
waves' on the antenna itself. Without these
waves the antenna cannot work. As the energy
moves about on the antenna, alternating
between voltage and current forms, each
interchange of current and voltage causes a
quantity of energy to be lost in the form of
electrical and magnetic forces.
The waves are 'pushed forward' by the next
oscillation and so travel out into space,
hopefully to be received by another station.
The electromagnetic waves leaving the
antenna represent a flow of energy or power.

Try this experiment. tie off your rope and pull
it tight. Wave your end up and down a few
times (slackening off the rope tension as the
wave builds up) to
get a standing wave
pattern. After you've
Voltage feed point
Current feed point
set up a wave, at any
time you feel like it,
stop your hand
'Current
moving at either the
top or the bottom of
0
Half wavelength 0/21
your swing.
The wave will
Voltage
(wro458)
continue to move
Fig. 2: A half -wave antenna with voltage and current levels.
along the rope. The
energy you've put
into the rope cannot escape because the end of
As with a flow of current in a circuit, there
the rope is fixed. The energy in the motion
are formulae to calculate power:
will rebound, from the fixed end of the rope,
P= lxlxR (or P= I2R),
back to you, and the rope will now try to move
where 'P' equates to the power level, 'I' the
your hand!
current flowing and 'R' is the resistance
The analogy shows how the current flows in
through which the current flows.
an antenna. In this demonstration, the force
It may be relatively easy to measure the
being applied vertically 'by hand' represents
current flowing on the antenna, but how can
the electrical force (or voltage) at the ends.
the resistance be measured? Our antenna is not
The energy could equally be fed to the cord
a closed circuit! This makes life more
from the centre or from any other place in the
difficult. But our ever helpful hero leaps in
line (try it out for yourself, tie off both ends)
and 'invents' a new fictional resistance!
so it will be seen that a resonant antenna can
The new fictional resistance is called
be fed at any point! If this antenna is fed at the
radiation resistance. It has no bearing on
end, it is said to be 'voltage fed', if fed at the
things nuclear, but it's used to help define the
centre it is said to be 'current fed' as shown in
radiation properties of antennas. The power
Fig. 2.
radiated in watts is equal to the radiation
The ratio of the
resistance times the value of the current
The wave travels along the rope to hit the wall.
voltage (at any
flowing squared (P= I2R).
point) to the
The radiation resistance can be determined
current (at the
at any part of the antenna, but it's more usual
same point) is
to refer to it at the point of maximum current.
called the
In an electrical half -wave dipole, the radiation
impedance. This
resistance is nominally 7551 at the centre (or
On hitting the wall the wave inverts and returns
Rope
will obviously
feed) point.
change from being
However, the nominal feedpoint resistance
a high ratio at one
doesn't take into account any physical
end, to a low ratio
resistance of the metals used to construct the
at other places
antenna itself.. You may note a slight problem
along the length.
here. Most modem commercial transmitters
New waves are sent along the rope in time with the returning ones

VVafl

lwroaEl

are set for an impedance of 50a but I'll deal

setting up standing waves along the length of the rope

Fig. 1: The concept of standing waves (see text for
more detail).
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Fundamental
Requirement
It is a fundamental
requirement of any

with that problem later.

Impedance Matching
When a transmission line, be it coaxial cable,
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open wire or twin ribbon feeder, is terminated
with a resistance equal to its own
characteristic impedance tin most cases 50 or
7552) the power, supplied from the transmitter,
is completely absorbed by the terminating

at Fig. 3. where you have a transmitter with a
nominal impedance of 50Q. This is using
30052 ribbon feeder to feed an antenna with a
centre feed point impedance that also 50a
You'll see immediately that there is a mismatch at both ends of the feeder. The joins of
the 300Q feeder at the antenna and at the rig
will cause problems. These problems can
easily be solved by changing the feeder to one
with a characteristic impedance 50g.
There is one way that this mis-match at the
transmitter can be resolved, (Note the term
resolved, not cured!). And that method is to
use an antenna matching unit (a.m.u.f.
sometimes called an antenna tuning unit
(a.t.u.).
It should be remembered though, by all who
swear by their a.t.u.s (the 'my a.t.u. will tune a
lump of wet string' brigade) is that the s.w.r.
on a line is dependant on the amount of mismatch at the antenna to feeder and the rig to

resistance.

feeder.

With perfect matching. there are no
standing waves along the feeder, and the
current is uniform along the feeder's length.
The losses along the length of feeder are also
at a minimum. Furthermore. the impedance at
the transmitter end is the same as at the
antenna end, irrespective of the feeder length.
If the terminating load (antenna) is not of
the correct impedance then the line becomes
mis-matched. Mis-match means that some of
the power sent down the feeder isn't absorbed
by the load. some of the power is reflected
back from the antenna feed point back down

If the only mis-match is at the antenna to
feeder end, then nothing you can do at the
transmitter end will alter the antenna feeder
mis-match at all'' All that you can do is to fool
the transmitter into thinking that it's looking at
a better match than it really is.

Fig. 3: A complete
mis-match. Or is it?'
(see text for an
explanation).
Antenna
load
5011

Transmitter with
500 output

Ribbon feeder 3000
,w-ra4s5n

the feeder.

The reflected power causes interference
pattern waves to build up on the line,
remember the rope! The degree of mis-match
is sensed by measuring the standing waves on
the feeder. This measurement we call the
standing wave ratio (s.w.r.).
The s.w.r. is the ratio of the maximum to
minimum values of the standing waves on the
line. The feeder may, or may not match the
impedance of the transmitter, although it
should if the correct feeder has been used.
If the feeder impedance doesn't match the
rig's output impedance, then a further mismatch reflection occurs at the rig end. This
reflection causes the power, partially reflected
from the antenna mis-match, to be partially re reflected towards the antenna again.
The reflection and re -reflection continue
along the line until all the power has been
absorbed in the load. Providing that the mismatch at the antenna end is the same as the
mis-match at the rig end, then there are no
feeder losses. Very confusing, isn't it?

Simple Example
Let us look at a simple example. Have a look
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Perfect Match?
Whilst we are searching for the
perfect match (s.w.r. of 1:1), let's
take a look at the case of a
perfectly tuned electrical half wave dipole antenna. Let's
assume the antenna's perfect for
the band in use and fed from a
commercial transmitter (output
500) with a length of any
commercial 5052 feeder (see Fig.

rig to deliver full power to the system. Most
modem rigs almost certainly reduce the output
power when the s.w.r. rises to save those
expensive power amplifier transistors.
The use of an a.t.u. has other effects too. As

the 'forward power meets the mis-match at
the antenna some power is radiated from the
antenna and some becomes the 'reflected'
power down the feeder towards the
transmitter.
At the transmitter the reflected power meets
the mis-match of the a.t.u. (due to its action)
and rebound back up the feeder. The power
doesn't vanish into thin air as you might
suspect. The bouncing backwards and
forwards continues until all the power is
absorbed by the load (the antenna).
Many amateurs spend hours trying to get
the s.w.r. on their antenna systems down
below the 2:1 mark. How much more useful it
would be to spend this time on the air.
The increase in radiated power after
reducing the s.w.r. from 2:1 to 1.5:1 won't be
measurable at the receiving end. Even at the
awful (?) s.w.r. of 3:1, in excess of 90% of our

transmitted signal will still be radiated from
the antenna!

The fixation with s.w.r. is a relatively new

Half wave dipole 175111

Fig. 4: A

typical layout
for an
amateur
station
antenna.

Transmitter with
500 output

Coaxial Gable 500

4).

Ignoring mechanical losses, the
antenna impedance at the feed

point is (approximately) 75a
However, the feeder and rig have nominal
impedances of 5052.
Using the standard ratio of impedances. to
calculate s.w.r. gives:

s.w.r. = Zt / Zs for Zs Zt)
where Zs is the line impedance and Zt is the
antenna impedance, with the larger of the two
numbers above the other to ascertain the
s.w.r.).

Using the formula with 'Zt' as 7552 and Zs
as 500, we have an s.w.r. of 1.5:1. This s.w.r.
Figure means that when using a perfectly
trimmed dipole we can get, at best only a 1.5:1
s.w.r.

By using an a.t.u. you cannot tune the
antenna, but we can fool the transmitter into
thinking that the load is perfect, enabling your

concept. In the olden days, before transistor
power amplifiers, many amateurs would just
tune for 'maximum smoke' (greatest power
out). It helped that these valved transmitters
had inbuilt tuning circuits!
As our sole intention is to get the maximum
amount of our minuscule r.f. out into the wide
blue yonder, wouldn't it be better to know the
power going up the transmission line and the
true power level reflected from the antenna.
Perhaps we should all consider using
directional power meters instead of an s.w.r.
meter. But that's another story I'll deal with
later, See you in the April '97 issue.
PW
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"WAlve &
W intage

By Charles hiller

A friendly face
and smile,

partly hidden
by his
favourite
'Boater' hat,
tells us it's
Charles

Miller's turn to
look after the
vintage
'wireless shop'
this month.
Charles
continues his
fascinating

look back at
the mischief,
'dodgy
dealings' and
innovations in
the early days
of the radio
valve.
Fleming's diode of
1889 started it all

B.v the time the 'Great War'
ended in 1918, valve
manufacture had become very
big business indeed in both victor and
vanquished nations. It was so big in

transmitted gramophone records to
troops in a training camp near
Worcester. This activity was, of course,

fact that we must now narrow down our
field of interest to the UK alone.
To attempt to cover international
valve developments (there were
hundreds of independent makers in the
US alone) would require all the
available space in PW for about two
years. I don't think that would appeal to
the Editor!
In Britain the valve industry had
been built up entirely on Government
work. Private citizens were not even
allowed to buy valves, presumably on
the grounds that they might be used by
enemy agents in radio equipment.
As late as 1919 a popular magazine
for home mechanics featured an article
showing how a rudimentary diode
could be made. This project used a car
headlamp bulb and a sheet of silver

Queux, a properly licensed amateur,
started regular speech and music
broadcasts from his station 2AZ on the
Hog's Back in Surrey.

paper!

The post-war situation was quite
satisfactory for the valve firms whilst
the tax -payer was footing the bills for
large quantities of valves. But with the
coming of peace they could envisage
their profits disappearing like snow in
springtime.
Fortunately for the shareholders,
broadcasting of entertainment by
wireless - something that had to be
shelved back in 1914 - now stood a
good chance of being revived.
If wireless broadcasting could be
introduced on a large scale and became
popular a new domestic market for
valves would be created to save valve
manufacturer's bacon. Interestingly, the
chances are that had not the war
intervened Marconi Wireless Telegraph

Co. (MWT) would have started
experimental broadcasts in 1914.
Unfortunately the broadcasting plans
were aborted but over the next few
years various attempts did take place,
notably in America. But as far as this
country is concerned the first
documented broadcasting was the work
of an army officer called H. d'A.
Donisthorpe.
It was Donisthorpe who in 1917,
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highly unofficial, but in the following
year the well-known author William le

Dedicated Audience
Working on low power at around 1000
metres, 2AZ gained itself a small but
dedicated audience. But meanwhile on
the Continent much larger experiments
were getting under way, notably at The
Hague in Holland.
The Dutch transmissions could be
received in the UK and generated
considerable interest. However, it
wasn't until 1920 that MWT finally
began to broadcast speech and music

from its Chelmsford works.
It was the Marconi transmissions
that really aroused public interest in
broadcasting. Despite this it would take
another two years to get the British
Broadcasting Company established and
the valve manufacturers could look
forward to a rosy future providing the
necessary valve.

At that time the major players were
the British Thompson -Houston (BT -H.)
which also used the trade name
'Mazda', the Edison -Swan Electric Co.
(Ediswan), the Metropolitan -Vickers
Electrical Co. (Cosmos) and the
General Electric Co. (Osram).
Alongside the 'big boys' were the
smaller concerns of A.C. Cossor, Ltd.
This was an old family firm based on
scientific glassware which claimed the
honour of having produced the first
cathode-ray tubes before the turn of the
century.
There was also the Z Electric Lamp
Co., which had as one of its directors
that same young Stanley R. Mullard.
This is the gentleman who I mentioned
briefly in the last part of this series.
In this account I'll refer to him as S.

R. Mullard. This will be to distinguish
him from the firm bearing his surname
Mullard.
Young S.R. Mullard soon branched

out into valve manufacture on his own
account. Initially he used rented space
in Z Electric's works making large
transmitting valves, bolstered by a
valuable contract from the Admiralty.

Potential Market
Soon, eyeing the potential market for
receiving type valves being created by
broadcasting, Mullard turned his
attention to these. His wartime
experience with the 'R' valve
suggested to him that a more reliable,
more easily manufactured and therefore
cheaper variant would be a moneyspinner. And in this respect he was
quite correct.
By turning the electrode assembly of
the 'R' through 90° and making it
vertical instead of horizontal, it became
possible to dispense with the old
bulbous type of glass envelope. Instead,
a tubular type was used, and along with
being considerably more robust, it was
also capable of being mass-produced.
For valve assembly work S. R.
Mullard largely employed semi -skilled
young women. They came cheap!
The final piece of salesmanship was
the invention of a catchy name 'ORA.
This came from the initials of
Oscillates, Receives and Amplifies.
The success of the enterprise may be
judged from the fact that around 1000
ORAs a week were being produced
before the BBC had started operations.
The selling price of the ORA was 15
shillings (75pence), which was about
half that charged by S. R. Mullard's
competitors for the 'R'. His tactics
soon compelled them to follow suit.
Even so, 'fifteen bob' was still a lot
of money in 1921 when it represented
half a week's wages for a lot of people.
But at any rate, sales were so successful
that in 1922 Mullard, Ltd. had to move
to larger premises in Hammersmith and
then again, two years later, to an even
larger factory in Balham.

Reduced Running Costs
By now Mullard Ltd. had started to
produce a new type of valve that gave
enormously reduced running costs for
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the domestic listener. Hitherto,
valve filaments had always been run
at white heat, giving them their
name of 'bright emitters' which
were very greedy in power
consumption.
Coating the valve's tungsten
filament with some sort of oxide
promised adequate emission at only
dull red heat. This had been
achieved produced with lower
voltage and current ratings,
although unfortunately early
experiments along these lines had
been frustrated due to 'poisoning' of
the filaments by gases produced in
operation.
The coated -filament technique
had finally been mastered in
America by Western Electric.
Eventually S. R. Mullard made what
were called WECo valves under
licence until (by what may or may
not have been a piece of industrial
espionage!) it was discovered that
vaporised magnesium inside the
glass envelope counteracted the
The result was a new range of
Mullard valves that could be run
economically from dry batteries as
well as accumulators. In such a
competitive industry, it was perhaps
predictable that S. R. Mullard
should soon became embroiled in
court cases over alleged patent
infringements.
You might have thought that its
experiences in America would have
tempered MWT's appetite for
litigation. but no! 1922 saw them
producing broad smiles in legal
circles with an expensive attack on
Mullard Ltd. Stanley Mullard was
then involved in removing from Z
Electric's works to Hammersmith
and the last thing he wanted was to
be tied up in the courts.
Fortunately for S. R. Mullard, he
seems to have possessed the same

fortitude under fire as dear old Lee
de Forest. He promptly banged off
a counter-attack to the effect that
not only did the alleged patents not
apply to his own valves but that
they weren't valid anyway!
Sorting the legal arguments out
took two years. During the legal
proceedings S.R. Mullard contrived
a spectacular effect by producing in
court an alleged 'patent -free valve'
that had been produced in a matter
of hours, overnight.
The first hearing produced an
honours -even decision that the
patents were indeed valid but hadn't
been infringed. This ought to have
satisfied both parties but instead
they both appealed to a higher court
which found precisely the same
verdict!

House Of Lords
Still not content, MWT and S.R.
Mullard went to the House of Lords,
which decided that the patents
weren't. after all valid. This appears
to have been a technical victory for
Mullard, but the good it did him was
questionable. On the face of things
he was doing very well, but perhaps
things were not too rosy underneath.
Not long after the end of the
court action, in late July, 1924, S.R.
Mullard had a working lunch with
some representatives of the Dutch
Company Philips. And from then on
the parallel with the later career of
de Forest is remarkable.
At that first meeting, Mullard
suggested that Philips should buy
30% of his firm. Philips was
interested but said they wanted a
half share, which apparently was
acceptable to Mullard.
The price quoted was £5 per
nominal £1 share, making the
company worth, on paper,
£230,000. Mullard was also able to
point out that a couple of months
earlier it had declared a dividend of
no less than 75%.
In fact, nothing seems to have
happened until October, when S.R.

fact that he himself would receive
£7).
The £6 offer seems not to have
gone down too well and later S.R.
Mullard suggested it be upped to £7.
He then made the extraordinary
suggestion to Philips that it would
be better to conclude the deal as
soon as possible before the next

official declaration of profits
showed Mullard Ltd. to be worth
more! As if all this were not
enough, the final deal by which
Philips acquired Mullard completely
was shrouded in arcane financial
technicality.
At the time of the first transaction
it was not what we would now call

'politically correct' for a foreign

Then the valve gradually

concern to take over a large British
firm. So overtly, Philips were shown
as owning only a quarter of the
shares, the rest being technically
owned by one of those Swiss banks
we hear so much about.

evolved...

Handover To Philips
When the final handover to Philips
was made the shares were all
registered in S.R. Mullard's name.

This being a polite fiction that lasted
for ten years until it presumably

Mullard provisionally agreed to sell
50% of the firm for £60,000. (This

ceased to serve its purpose.

was less than half what he had
asked three months earlier).

seems not to have taken to its new
Dutch bosses with any great
enthusiasm. And in 1927 members
of the senior staff sent S.R. Mullard

Devaluation Curious

(this is a Round Type Cl

The work force at Mullard Ltd.

a 'round robin' listing their
The rapid devaluation was curious
in itself. But in any case Mullard
was hardly in a position to make
any deal at that time since he
owned, with his wife, only 20% of
the firm and seems to have
neglected to tell the rest of the
shareholders what he was up to.
The deal was not clinched and
matters dragged on another three
months until early in 1925 Philips
handed over £65,000 for half of
Mullard Ltd. In point of fact the
Mullard shareholders didn't do too
badly out of the deal but on the
other hand they might have made a
great deal more if S.R. Mullard had
played a different game.

It's difficult now to visualise
what exactly he must have had in
mind concerning Mullard Ltd. I say
this because if the company was as
financially successful as appears to
be the case. why did he return to
Philips only a year later and ask the
Dutch firm to buy the rest of the
shares?

According to the auditors,
Mullard Ltd. shares were by then
worth more than £7. Yet a few
months later S.R. Mullard was
exhorting their holders to part for
only £6 a go (but not advertising the
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grievances; whether it did any good
or not is open to question!
As far as the valve -buying public
was concerned, though, the takeover was largely beneficial. One of
the earliest fruits of success being
the new 'PM' dull -emitter filament
which set new standards for
economy and reliability.
A wide range of triodes was then
produced. They had differing
characteristics for various jobs in
receivers and were available with
either 2V, 4V or 6V filaments.
The 4 and 6V types were
discontinued fairly soon but the
PM2HL medium impedance 2V
triode soldiered on for years.
(Anyone reading this who is over a
'certain age' will almost certainly
have used one or more in a home constructed receiver!).
Talking of home -constructed
receivers brings me to the 'wonder
man' of home construction, John
Scott -Taggart, who also was at one
time a valve manufacturer. And I'll
be taking a look at his varied career
in the next exciting instalment next
time it's my turn to look after 'Valve

& Vintage'.

....and this one is a Round
Type 'N'

.....and finally this Is Stanley
Mullard's 'Litigation Valve
(the one that worked). You
can read all about it and his
legal adventures in the next
thrilling episode!
MU photos courtesy of Rod Burman,
Vince & Tube Supplies, Isle or Wight),
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RICHARDS
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G4WNC

- COMPUTING

IN RADIO

This time Mike Richards G4WNC has
news of a logging program, a
mapping program and starts off with
details of a new version of
HamComm.
m og s

There's a new version of
HamComm on the streets.
Although ifs not a major
revision, version 3.1 includes a
number of important changes and
improvements that are well worth
having.
The first set of changes relate
to the way HamComm deals with
AMTOR signals and the changes
are mainly small bug fixes that
many users won't even have
noticed. One exception maybe the
menu selection problem which
caused intermittent failure when
using upper-case letters. There has
also been an improvement to the
automatic frequency control when
using very wide shifts.
Avery important enhancement
to HamComm is the addition of a
PACTOR listen mode to enable
reception of PACTOR ARa and FEC
modes. The snag with this is that
this feature is only available in
registered versions of HamComm.
Perhaps this will encourage more
people to pay the, very reasonable,
fee and register this excellent
program. Enhancements have also
been made to the SHIP/SYNOP
decoding system to ensure a wider
range of reports are accurately
translated.
Perhaps the most obviously
useful addition from HamComm 3.1
is the vertical tune indicator on the
left border of the main
transmit/receive screen. This
simple addition lets you check and
adjust the tuning without moving
away from the main transmit and
receive screen. This is particularly
useful for tracking a drifting signal
without losing any data.
The tuning facilities have been
further enhanced by some 'hot
zones' on the status line. If you
place the cursor over the centre
frequency display and press the left
mouse button, the display switches
to the TUNE screen.
Other areas of the status line
enable fast switching to spectrum
and toggling of the signal polarity.
Another useful extra is the facility
to re -size the transmit or receive
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window simply by
dragging the separator
line with the mouse. In
previous versions of

Station.:

HamComm this could
only be changed
through the

Freq.:

Amlog 3 by Zentek

Mode

ICANKA

Name

n..

ecord

Mein Screen

FEZ -

23106/9(i

Lie.q1110r

;11334E517:

GF):31-1C;

Hemet S.

14/6

M

Report H. :

BSI_

Sent:
Received :
By Romeo :
Start Time : 12213.24

l

End Time:

122:35:47
configuration file.
A modification to
Power
B. Heading:
Closedown 122:36:34
'?-5W
10 North
the TUNE screen lets
---- Notes
you set the centre
frequency of the
Chck on the HELP button to gel started....
decoder by pointing
the cursor to the
required frequency on
< Back
i;
I rieletel Saatchi Litt Lktemo
the lower frequency
"d =i.;;r>1
scale. Finally, the
Alarm .1
About
Time
Data
I
ENT
configuration file has
been dramatically
enhanced and a huge
Station
Date r
Iliffla/06
TotAI Ho. ris
range of features and
Time
actions can be
Elaote-d lone
00 00
customised to your
personal preference.
Fig. 1: The main logging
If you do try experimenting
simplify selection. The supplied
screen of Amlog 3.
with the configuration file, make a
demo version of Amlog has all the
back-up copy just in case you get in
facilities of the full program, except
a mess) Although I've now included
the database is limited to just 50
this latest HamComm release in my
records.
reader's offers, it may take me a
The help system provided with
month or two to fully update the
Amlog 3 was very effective and
manner of events from the start of
relevant FactPacks to reflect the
could be called by a single press of
the local Net, to the time you
new features. So, please be
the right mouse button. The screen
promised to stop playing in the
patient.
dump in Fig.1 shows the main
shack! However, the separate timer
logging screen and you can see
served no real useful purpose.
Logging Programs
that all the normal fields were
The final feature was the data
provided along with an additional
buttons that gave access to an
There are lots of logging programs
field for entering notes.
assortment of handy databases. In
around, but the new offering from
One of the benfits of a
the full version these hold Band Zentek looks to be worth a try. The
computerised log book is the
plans, Raynet, Repeaters and RSGB
program is called Amlog 3 and has
facility to rapidly search the
data. Overall, Amlog 3 is certainly
been designed to run under
entries. Amlog includes very
worth a try and at just £1 for the
Windows 3.1.
flexible search facilities with the
demo version and at only £19.95 for
I was particularly impressed to
standard DOS wild cards, i.e.* and
the full version, you can't go wrong.
see that Zentek are supplying demo
? used when you don't have enough
For more information contact
versions of the package at just El.
data for a precise search.
Zentek at 132 Gladstone Street,
This means that you really can try
A novel feature was the
Darlington, Co Durham DL3 6LE.
before you buy.
inclusion of a separate memo
Installation of the Amlog 3
database that had no connection
Mapping Program
software was made simple through
with the main database. This could
the use of the standard Windows
be used to store and search for all
Whilst searching through some
Setup program. However, the floppy
manner of notes and comments.
popular shareware archives
disk files must have been highly
Next on the list of extras
recently, I came across a new
compressed as the installation took
offered by Amlog were the timer
mapping program designed
around ten minutes.
and alarm facilities. The alarm was
specifically with amateurs in mind.
Once installed, a separate
a simple to use feature that was
The program is called Great Circle
program group is created to
great for reminding you of all
Maps for Windows version 2.1. The
6/3

1

1

1

1

i
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Great Circle Map

Fig. 2: An example

of the quality of the
prints produced by
the Great Circle
Maps program.

Included with the files was a
brief run-down on the digital map
database used by the program. The
database is called Micro World
Oats Bank (MWDB-ll) and has
been released into the public
domain by Fred Rospeschil and
Antonio Riveria.
Although the map information
in the Micro World Data Bank dates
back to 1985, it's still very useful coastlines don't change a lot! The
database has been created from
the original World Data Bank that
was compiled by the United States
CIA as a comprehensive world
version number is somewhat
misleading as this is the very first
version available for Windows.
The goad news is that the
author, Roger liedin SM3GSJ, has
released the program as freeware,
so it can be freely copied and used
with no obligation to register.
However, it's important to note that
freeware programs must always he
copied in the original format with
all files included.
The particularly interesting
point about this new Great Circle
Maps program is its use of digital
mapping techniques. This makes
the program very flexible in terms
of what is displayed.
To use the Great Circle Maps
program you copy the files to an
appropriate directory, create an
icon and double click to run. You
are then presented with an empty
window showing a selection of
menus at the tap.
The first action is to enter the
settings menu and configure the
program to your own requirements.
This involves entering your 0TH
location in latitude/longtitude or
Maidenhead format. This causes
the program to put your QTH at the
centre of the great circle map.
If you start the plot at this point
the program will draw a full disk
great circle map with coastline,
rivers and lakes included. The time
for this task varies according to
your processor speed, but my
406DX33 managed it in about 3
minutes. This can be speeded -up
by choosing less detail from the
settings menu or choosing to omit
rivers and/or borders.
Once the plot is complete, you
can use the mouse pointer to select

a location and a click of the button
will display the distance and
bearing to that location. You can
also go to the DX option on the
menu and directly enter the
latitudeilonglitude or Maidenhead
locator for any station.
The program will then draw a
line to that station and display the
distance and bearing. Once
completed you can choose to leave
or erase the line before moving -on.
To illustrate the flexibility of the
digital mapping you can zoom -in on
the map by specifying the radius (in
km or miles) that you want to view.
So, if you're mainly interested in
v.h.f. work to Europe you could
restrict the map to say 500km from
your 0TH.
To further supplement the
features I've already mentioned,
the program can display meridians
or fields and can also be set to
show callsigns and a number of
ether elements. If you're into
programing, the help file provides
some guidance on how to enhance
the mapping files with custom
information. By using this
programming option you could add
new call areas.
The most impressive aspect of
the Great Circle Maps program,
other than its flexibility, is the
quality of the printed and displayed
map images. I've shown an
example here Fig. 2, so you can see
for yourself the excellent detail
available.

mapping system.
The full system World Data
Bank is extremely large and
contains around six million
geographic points and is supplied
on five 9 -track, half -inch magnetic
tapes (150-200Mbytes) at a cost of
US$660! If you would like a copy,

the easiest way is via Internet ftp
and I found my copy at:
ttp.funet.fi/pub/ham/misc/gcmwin2
1.zip I'm sure it will soon appear in
many other shareware
depositories.

Here's the full list of
reader's offers with
all the latest
software, including
the new HamComm
3.1. Please allow up
to two weeks for
delivery.
IBM PC Software
(1.44Mb disks)
Disk A (Order Code
DKA) - JVFAX 7.0,
HamComm 3.1 and
WEFAX 3.2.

Disk B (Order Code
DKB) - DSP Starter plus
Texas device selection
Software,
Disk C (Ord e

d

K

- NuMorse 1.3,
Disk tl (Order Code
DKD) - UltraPak 4.0.
Disk E (Order Code DKE)
- Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Printed Literature
Beginners Utility Frequency List (Order Code BLI.
Complex Signals Utility Frequency List (Order Code AL).
Decode Utility Frequency List (Order Code DL).
FactPack 1 Solving Computer Interference Problems (Order
Code FP1).

FactPack 2 Decoding Accessories (Order Code FP2),
FactPack 3 Starting Utility Decoding (Order Code FP3).
FactPack 4 JVFAX and HAMCOMM Primer (Order Code FP41.
FactPack 5 On the Air with JVFAX and HAMCOMM (Order Code
FPS).

FactPack 6 Internet Starter (Order Code FP6).

For the printed literature just send a self addressed sticky label
plus 50p per item (£1.50 for four, £2.50 for seven and £3,00 for
nine). For software send £1 per disk (£1.75 for two, £2.50 for
three or £3,00 for four and £3.75 for all five) and a self addressed
sticky label Idon't forget I provide the disk!).

That's all for this month so, until next time 'happy computing' and keep those letters coming
to me Mike Richards G4WNC, 'Bits & Bytes', PO Box 1863, Ringwood, Hants BH24 320.
Internet: mike.richards@dial.pipex.com

END
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DAVID

BUTLER

G4ASR

This month David Butler G4ASR
reviews the summer Sporadic -E

season which affected both the 50
and I44MHz bands.

If you read my column last month you'll
recall that the intensity of Sporadic -E
(Sp -E) openings on the 50MHz band

was very much reduced during the

(KM74)were worked from the UK during
July. However, openings were generally
quite weak to this area of the middle east.

Around 173OUTC the station of

England and Wales (1072,1080,1083)

ON4GG heard KP4E1T(FK681, followed
by V47KV (FK87) and CYOAA IGN03). The

that caught most of the action. Many
stations in the W1, W3, W4, W8, VE1,

first sign of anything being heard in the
UK was when Geoff Brown GJ4ICD

VE2 and VE3 call areas were worked

a packet message from Cyprus and

(lN89) heard CYOAA on 50.102MHz

c.w.

reports that there is quite a lot of
activity on the 50MHz band from the

around 1745UTC.

middle -east. He is QRV with an FT -6908

station V47KV (operated by W6JKV) at

2330UTC, fairly late but at least it was a

181OUTC and KP4EIT at 1845UTC.

were still workable allowing contacts to

Mkll transceiver running 3W into a
vertical dipole and has worked stations
all over Europe, most stations being

Saturday evening! Most of the contacts
were in the Wt, W2, W3, W4 call areas
but Roger Home G4HBA (1080)

be made up to 2000kms away.

located in either G or PA.

GW3JXN (1072), GWOGE1 (1073),

managed to hear W7XU (EN13) peaking

Some of the more interesting
countries included EU1AA and EU1AB

Contacts have also been made with
stations located in Scandinavia, eastern

GW7SMV(1081), GOOFE and G3IBI (both

529 over a path length of some

in 1090).

6700kms.

(K033), DOOM (JN39), OHOJET and

Europe and the ex -Russian republics. In

OHOKCE (JP90), UXOFF (KN45), YL2PG

previous seasons he has easily worked

But there was even better DX (in
my opinion) to be found. Between 1910-

located to the west of the UK in 1080,

(K017), YL3AG (K026), Y0215 (KNO5),

into southern Africa contacting stations
like 707JL, 7C7RM and V51KC. During
July of this year he was pleased to
discover two stations, 584/PAOERA and

1925UTC Keith G4FUF (J001) heard the

1081,1082 and 1083 locator fields, A few

South American stations of YV4AB

stations located in southern England
(1090,1091) also managed to make it

month of June. Unfortunately this state
of affairs also continued into July.
Although the band was open nearly
every day, the openings, both in terms of
intensity and duration, were markedly
down on that normally expected.
However, the usual European countries

Y07VJ (KN14), Z32BU (KN011and
Z32MA {KND2). European activity was

also spiced up by a number of expedition
stations active during the summer
period.
Those stations worked from the UK
included CU7BC/P/CT (IN501, ES111/8

and ES2RJ/8 (K018), ES3/SMOKAK
(K0191, ES50A/6 {K037(, ES9C (K028),

Nicholas 5B4AAI (KM64) sent me

across the pond.

apartment only 15kms from his QTH. The

signals were peaking up to S5 at times.
This selective transatlantic opening
lasted for over two hours, signals fading

Dutch stations, running 100W into a

out around 2005UTC.

occurred the very next day, Sunday July

5B4/PA2HJS operating from an

beam antenna, were having a wonderful
time working DX throughout Europe_

Incidentally, the CYOAA expedition

propagation. The five lucky UK stations

(1083, 1093, 1094) and southern
Scotland.

(K007), YO7VJ/P (KN131, 9A5Y/P and

25W into an 11 -element Yagi and on the

G4BWP, 641G0, GJ41CD and GW4LX0.

9A6V/P (JN73). The Mediterranean area

430MHz band with an Icom IC -471H,

was obviously a very popular location

75W and a vertical dipole. He maintains

managed to work CYOAA the honours

with a number of operators who wished

daily contact with 4X1IF and 4X6UJ to

going to EH1YV, EH7KW, FSJKK and

to combine a holiday with a spot of

exchange information about activity on
the 50 and 144MHz bands.

ON4ANT. Other DX of note worked by

stations of EH4BG/6 (operated by G3SDL

Nicholas and sorry for getting your

from locator JPV119), 1A5/0E5EBO IJN521,

callsign wrong in the August edition.

ID9/1K2GVVH (JM78), IG9/DKOFTG

incorrectly wrote 5B4All instead of
5B4AAI, so apologies to both stations.

ISOAGY/P (JM48), IS0/12ADN (JN40 and

SV5/DI9UOA (KM46).
As usual, there was a smattering of

North & South Openings
In addition to contacts with the middle -

14, between 1130-1500UTC. For a

change this opening very much favoured

to get CYOAA in their log were G3WOS,

Thank you for the information

What was probably the most
intensive opening of the season

to Sable Island was regrettably a washout due to the lack of E -layer

Kenwood TR-9130 transceiver running

JN41), IT9/1K1MDC IJM68) and

Yet again it favoured stations

(FK501 and YV4BJT (FK501. Their s.s.b.

(JN4J(, OH/DK2ZF (KP34), YL1A/A

(JM65), IH9/DKOFTG (JM56 and JM66),

place on July 13 between 2040-

According to the DX Cluster, other
stations to hear V47KV included

Nicholas also mentions that he is
active on the 144MHz band with a

Among the sun -seekers were the

The next transatlantic opening took

Geoff also heard the expedition

HA/PA3GSM (JN971, HBO/PI4TUE

radio.

with virtually all contacts being made on

stations located in the north of England

Other stations located throughout

Only four other European stations

the UK could also make some

transatlantic contacts but these were
very few and far between. According to
the DX Cluster, contacts were mainly

the expedition group included C6ANY,
CO2PL, CT3FT, EH8BPX, KP4EIT and

being made with DX stations located in
the W1, W2, W3, VE1 and VE2 call

V47KV.

areas.

To give you some idea of the
intensity of the opening, the station of

Transatlantic Events

G6YIN (1093) contacted 65 US stations

Two further transatlantic events, both of
them brief, took place on July 2. The

in 70 minutes and that of Neil Carr

first at 173OUTC when G3NVO (1091)

stations in exactly one hour.

GOJHC (1083) managed to work 75 US

heard NSJHV peaking 529 on c.w.

Incidentally the photograph, Fig.1,

African DX in the form of CT3FT (1M13),

east there were also a number of E -layer

EH9IB (1M85), EH8ACW {1L28) and

openings during July to North and South

occurred around 195OUTC with the

Trophy for excellent services as retiring

EH8BPX (1L18). Around 1800UTC on July

America on the 50MHz band. These

stations of VE1PZ (FN85), VE1ZJ (FN85)

25 the station of 5T5BN (IK28) was

multi -hop events, a total of seven from

and VE1 ZZ (FN95) being worked by

Editor of the UK Six Metre Group
magazine Six News from Peter

heard in Jersey and the south coast of
England. The Mauritanian station was

the UK, were recorded on July 1, 2, 11,

operators located on the western side of
England and Wales in locator squares

putting to good use the 50MHz

equipment passed to him by Eric 5T5JC
who went (MT in August 1995,
A few Asian stations notably 4X1IF,
4X6UJ (both in KM72) and 5134/PAOERA
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13,14, 16 and 25.

One of the best openings, in terms
of rare DX, occurred on July 1. It

The second event of the evening

1072,1073,1081,1082 and 1083.

Another evening opening, this time

shows Neil receiving the Harold Rose

Sheppard G4EJP, RSGB President
1996.

The novice station of Steven Issatt
2E10BZ (1093) also made it across

followed a few hours of fairly mundane
propagation to the Mediterranean area,

between 2030-2230UTC, occurred on
July 11. Again it was mainly stations

working VElYX (FN74) around 1200UTC.

Spain and Portugal.

located along the western side of

transceiver running only 2.5W into a 5-

Steven was using an FT -690 Mk11
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element F9FT Tonna Yagi.

Initially Steven called CO and was

answered by a W3 station but contact
was lost. The station of VElYX was
heard for about an hour, Steven

(sysop of the GE17DXC DX Cluster} to

and W4. So, what was the Sp -E season

may rate his results as being very poor
{for instance, G4ASR only working one

really like and was it better or worse
than previous years?

USA station during the entire season!!.
A lot depends on what you are

automatically download all DX Spots for
the 50, 70, 144, 430MHz and Microwave
bands as separate files on a daily basis
and have them sent to me overnight via
packet radio.

DX such as CYO, KIM, VE, VP5, V47, W

Peter Bowyer G4NUSisysop of

receiving a 55 report on s.s.b. over the

the Black Sheep C&DX Group European

looking for and whether you are in the
right place at the right time. Roger

4886km path.

v.h.f. DX Discussion List on the Internet)

reports that his personal views are that

Bob VElYX, who has worked
literally hundreds of UK stations in
previous openings, reports that this was
his first contact with a UK novice
station. Well done Steven!

mentions however that 'better' is a term
so subjective that it's almost no use

the quality and quantity of Sp -E events

clean them up into a standard format.

on the 50MHz band this summer have

Additionally I have been adding to this

without qualification. Various

not been as good as some in previous

system backtracking some 20 years with

correspondents define it in different
ways, more openings, longer openings,

years. He has however noted an
increase in transatlantic openings but

information from other sources, such as
my station propagation log and details

I then word process each file to

more DXCC countries worked, more

suspects that this may be due to an

from specialist magazine columns.

Conditons Good

spots on the DX Cluster, etc.
Peter reckons that you can't

increase in the numbers of dedicated
operators monitoring the band for these

Conditions were equally good in

possibly attempt to make a scientific

types of openings.

I have found this data to be an
invaluable source of information. It
covers not only the UK but large areas of

Scotland as the report from John
Edwards GM7NVA (1085) explains. For
the past three years he has been trying

study based on CISOs alone. The only

without success to make a contact
across the Atlantic on the 50MHz band.

way to do this would be to put everyone
back in the same place they were last
year, with the same amount of free time,

Europe on all frequency bands from

Keeping Records

50MHz through to 24GHz. Using this
data there is no doubt in my opinion that

As a keen OXer arid v.h.f. columnist I

Sp -E propagation within Europe (both at
50 and 144MHz} has been much
suppressed this summer.

At John's DTH any signals have

generally been below the noise level.
This was all to change during the

Traditional single -hop Sp -E
propagation on the 50MHz band has

opening on July 14.

been fairly unstable and of low duration.

At 113OUTC John was tuning the
50MHz band when he heard WA1OUB

On the other hand the incidence of
transatlantic openings, 17 days this

calling CO with a very strong signal. At
first he didn't quite believe it but after

season in the UK, has been very much

checking the beam -heading he returned

a number of reasons why this should be

to the shack to hear the US station still

so.

on the increase. There may however be

Some operators suggest that

calling CO.

observations of the weak,

John gave him a quick call and was

s.s.b. to confirm his first ever

geographically selective events over the
Atlantic path and also to the east of the

transatlantic contact. After the initial

UK) may be some form of E -layer

euphoria had died down (it involved
running around the garden punching the

enhancement rather than the
traditionally accepted Sp -E propagation.

air apparently} he then went on to work

So it's possible that these events are

KB1HY {FN31}, W1GCI{FN42}, VE1PZ

more prevalent at solar minimum.
Secondly, there's now a large number of

very pleased to receive a 58 report on

IFI}185), VE1YX (FN74) and VY2KX (FN86).

dedicated observers on both sides of the

John's equipment for the 50MHz
band consists of an FT -736R, 100W

Atlantic, backed up with DX Cluster,

amplifier and a 5 -element F9FT Tonna

Internet and telephone warning chains.
On the 144MHz band the results

Yagi at 9m above ground.

have been abysmal. In the UK there

A much smaller event was reported
on July 16 when the station of GJ4ICD
(IN89) spotted the VOlZA beacon
{50.039MHz! peaking 599 at 1525UTC.
Very few contacts appeared to have

Fig. 1: Neill Car GOJHC (left) receiving the Harold Rose
Trophy from the 1996 RSGB President Peter Sheppard
G4EJP.

were five openings in May, only two in
June and none in July. On a purely
subjective personal level I can report
that I only managed to work one VC and
one W on the 50MHz band this season
and failed to catch any Sp -E openings on

been made, the only station consistently
logged in the UK being that of WA1OUB
with the same equipment and the same

have been keeping records of Sp -E

The opening finished around

warning systems {DX Clusters, Internet}.

openings (and other propagation modes)

the 144MHz band. And I really do try
very hard! I guess that sums up the

164OUTC although the VOILA beacon

As this is impossible any mention of
'better' or 'worse' can only be someone's
personal feelings.
Roger Home G4HBA remarks that

for a considerable number of years.

season for me.

was heard on occasions through to
1900UTC by a number of stations. An
even briefer event, the last of the month
and possibly of the summer season, was

reporting about conditions on the 50MHz

noted on July 25. At 205OUTC VE9AA

band is problematical due to the very

(FN65) was heard by G3FP0 (1091) but

nature of Sp -E. Propagation via this

nothing else seemed to have been

mode is rarely the same for two stations
situated in the same locator square, let

(FN43).

worked at this time.

alone those separated by some

Since 1988 I have arranged with G4PDQ

Deadlines
That's enough for this time. Next month I'll be continuing the propagation theme
with an analysis of the various E -layer modes encountered on the 50 and
144MHz bands this summer.

If you have any observations on this please forward them to me (by the end

Review Of 1996

hundreds of kilometres.
To put a value on the 'goodness' of

So, that was the end of July. Although

a season's Sp -E openings is extremely

of the month) to Yaw Tree Cottage, Lower Maescoed, Herefordshire HR2
OHP. You can also contact me via packet radio @ GB7MAD. the DX Cluster
BEI7DXC or E -Mail: via davebo@mdllirligw.bt.co.uk Alternatively you

many operators reported that conditions
were poor there were openings to five

difficult. One station may experience

can telephone me on (01873)860679

continents, Europe, Africa, Asia, North
America, South America and some real

what he defines as excellent results {for
example GOJHC working over 70 USA
stations in one opening} and another

END
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TAYLOR

ED

WT3U

-_J

Ed Taylor WT3Ufinds out about the
man who invented, and gave his
name to the Morse Code. He also
looks at US Morse tests, and asks
we're being unnecessarily
demanding In the UK.
Getting permission to go on the air

away. From the UK dial 001 860 594

When you are asked for 'Ml' in item 1,

of the form explains where to send it

in the USA is simple and

0323, a direct line to the appropriate

inexpensive. It you follow the

department. Opening hours are 1300
until 2200, UK time, and a friendly,

this means "middle initial". Obvious
when you know!

American amateurs say that the
FCC can be found at the 'Gettysburg

correct procedures, you can achieve this
with the minimum of bureaucracy.

The costs of a reciprocal licence

informed person will answer questions
about paperwork,

And be careful with dates, which

and explain what's required for Canada
next time.

example, 06-29-95. Note that
a Permit will only be issued

Zrn;r3W-72.1
Or AN ALVEN AMATEUR
.110,1FAskON FOR DOPER
THE ONTO STATtS
TO OPERATL IN
RAO,0 UCENSLE

As soon as you arrive in the US

with a reciprocal licence, you can start

You'll need to do a hit of forward

as that of your nationality.

number on the form not the 800 number,
which is only for use within the USA}.

months, you can phone the FCC at the

Have your photocopy in front of

been living in Britain for a
long time but has

you. Bear in mind that the personnel are
not licensed amateurs, although they are
very helpful

remained a national of
4-

Just speak into your hand-held, in
almost any city, and you are likely to be
they say, 'Have a nice day,' they mean it,
and they all speak English sort off!

copy of your completed form. If you do

not hear anything within about two

trip up someone who has

club meetings, and perhaps wine and
dine you.

copy of your UK licence fall of ill.
By the way, it's sensible to keep a

to you if your licence was
issued by the same country
So, items 3 and 6 on the
form must agree. This can

talking to some of the friendliest people
in the world. They will invite you to their

overwhelmed with hospitality. When

Address'. Use Airmail, and include a

are entered Month -Day -Year, for

are minimal, at most, a few pounds. I
will deal with the USA licensing now

.

another country.

Ready To Operate

You are not entitled to a
ac...111.
"

,...'rzs.:°;-nr7"...11712::...

planning to get your US reciprocal

---

I

Reciprocal permit if you

When you receive your Reciprocal

hold an actual US
licence. This is

Permit, you are ready to operate in the
USA. Your callsign while in America is
made up as follows.

unfortunate, because
the Permit gives you

licence, which is called a 'Permit to
operate in the United States'. You'll

First find out the 'Call Area' of the
state you are transmitting from. See

potentially the same
rights as an Extra class
licensee, but you might

need Form 610A, from the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC},
which is straightforward, comprising
two sides of a single sheet.

have earned a lower
class of US licence.
The process of

You follow the instructions on the
back, and fill in the front. Fig. 1 shows a
reduced version.

operating and soon.
When should you start doing this?
Allow plenty of time, at least three

The Form

months in advance, if you can.

Fig. 1: Use form 610A to
apply for a reciprocal
licence.

'Scene USA, PWJanuary 1996 {Back

copies available for E2.50 by calling
I012021 659930} fora map.
If you're unsure, get a nearby

amateur to tell you, in fact, if most of
the local callsigns you hear have a 3 in
them, for example, you can be pretty
sure you are in Call Area '3'.Your
callsign would then be W3/G00RX,
where GOORX is your calf in the UK.

The FCC aim to get a Permit to you

There is no requirement to keep a

The obvious source for form 610A is the
FCC, and you can call for information.

validity of the Permit is one year, so you

climbing the US licensing ladder could

record of the stations contacted. You

The Radio Society of Great Britain

lose nothing by applying as soon as

be detrimental to your operating

IRSGEll also keep copies.

possible.

possibilities while in the USA.
Item 8 on Form 510A asks for your

don't have to sign 'portable' or 'mobile',
but you must mention your 4TH (nearest
city and state) during every 050.

However, I would recommend

in 60 days, but it could take longer. The

By the way, your country must have

log book, although it's nice to have a

contacting the American Radio Relay

a Reciprocal Licensing agreement with

US mailing address. The FCC may send

League (ARRL). the US national society,

the United States for you to be able to
apply. The ARRI:s covering letter
supplies a list of countries which have
such an agreement, this includes the UK

notices relating to the Permit {if you
have violated the US regulations, for
example), and they need an address at
which you will eventually receive mail

limitations as if you were in the UK.

and most of the rest of Europe.

while in the USA.

follow the US regulations that apply to

Regulatory Info, ARRL. 225 Main
Street, Newington, Connecticut

Little Trouble

America, a hotel address is acceptable.

band plans are different and mostly
legally enforceable, and some bands are

06111, USA. You need to request their

You should have little trouble filling in
your Form 610A when it arrives. But

Don't leave it blank, or you won't get
your Permit.
Normally, items 9 and 10 will be
the same (address to receive the Permit
and home mailing address). Just enter
the information twice.

get detailed information, ask the ARRL

Don't forget to add your signature
and date (with correct format(. The back

144MHz (2m) hand-held, you'll start to

for their supplies. The ARRL keep up-to-

date with the latest version, which
changes periodically. They'll also send
you other valuable information.
The address for the ARRL is

packet on reciprocal licensing, and make

sure you use Air Mail (surface can take

If you don't know anyone in

weeks!). You can also E-mail them on:

don't lose concentration, or your form
might be returned because it's

reginfe@arrl.org

incorrectly completed!

Or for the cost of a short telephone
call, the ARRL will respond straight
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Here are some points which you
should check before you post your form.

Class B licensees are not allowed
to transmit below 30MHz. Otherwise,
you can operate with the same
Of course, you must additionally
an Extra Class licensee. Remember that

unavailable 4m (70MHz), for example. To
mail you the FCC Hole Book, which is

available at a small charge.
Even with equipment as simple as a
contact and meet radio amateurs in the
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area you are visiting. Calling channels

amateurs. He particularly mentions the

US amateurs for his reciprocal operation

vary, so listen to where others are
transmitting and what they're doing.

US prices of rigs, generally lower than in

is not very good. This might be because

the UK.

many American amateurs don't have

There are many repeaters in all

Torn GOGCLI has actually brought

easy access to a QSL bureau.

Colin GM6HGW, was pleasantly

cities and sometimes in remote areas.

back equipment with him from America.

Channel spacing and input/output
frequencies vary from place to place, so

saving money by doing so. He

surprised that a US Reciprocal Permit is

recommends declaring all items on en[iy

issued without charge. This is true of the

More Morse
The piece on Samuel Morse in the July
PW'Scene USA generated plenty of
appreciative mail, thank you.

look out

for other famous Americans to profile in
future, any suggestions?

check locally, and be

US licences as

aware that the 144MHz
band extends up to

well.

Ken GI4CRO pointed out that the
code we use may might better be

The authorities

named after Friedrich Gerke, although he

148MHz.

consider it
beneficial to

has no intention of trying to promote
such a change! He asked Tony Smith to

have a large

send me the following information.
Tony G4FAI is Consultant Editor of
Morsurn Magnificat the splendid
magazine which prints articles about the

You might want to
buy the ARRI:s Repeater
Directory if you're
planning more than just

number of

casual operation. This

people trained
and interested in

book lists over 20000

technical

repeaters, and also
gives the CTCSS {low

subjects, who
might also be

frequency) tone that is

ready to help

commemorated the 200th anniversary of
the birth of Samuel Morse and it

used for access to some

with

contained an article explaining Gerke's

repeaters (a minority).

communications

contribution to telegraphic

Note that it's not
just a simple matter (as

in an emergency.

communications.
To summarise, Gerke was the

in the UK) of checking

great OSOs on

on a small number of repeals;
in the USA, repeaters can be found

Colin had some

Fig. 2: Colin GONLM pictured operating
from Darrel KL7DNIW1's whilst in Vermont.

145MHz from a

history of Morse telegraphy (among
other topics). Their Spring 1991 issue

technical manager of the first European
telegraph. He felt that the American

30th floor hotel
room, and was

code was not satisfactory for German

strict co-ordination of repeater

soon invited to

code.

frequency usage. although it may not

join a Sunday

almost anywhere on 144MHz. There is

communications and devised a simpler
Gerke made dashes all the same

seem that way when you first tune the

to the UK, producing invoices from the

dinner, a birthday party, and a night out

v.h.f. bands.

places where they were bought. He says
that the reasonable allowance for

at a Country and Western club!
Colin always tries to return the

starts. After your first tentative words,
contacts will flow!
You will undoubtedly get invitations

personal goods and the fair attitude of

hospitality he received in the USA. He

customs officers means that the duty
payable is not too bad.

hopes the level of service he
experienced from the FCC is

from your new-found friends to operate
from their shanks. I know from your

reciprocated by the UK.

letters that some of you have had

John GOFSP another regular
visitor to the USA, has bought rigs at
HamFests. He reckons he must have had

trouble completing your tourist 'duties'
because of the hospitality of American

over 1000 QS0s, and made many friends
in North America.

experiences in the USA and sent
photographs. I would like to hear from

amateurs/ Travelling companions who

While travelling by plane. John

anyone who has visited and operated

Continental Morse and was ideally

do not share your radio interests might
be surprised at your sudden social

suggests carrying all equipment as hand

from Canada for the next 'Scene USA.

baggage, being ready to explain yourself

suited for the new medium of wireless.
Most inventions are never finished.

success!

to security personnel. You

As soon as someone comes up with a

If you don't meet enough 'hams' on
the air, you'll find that the packet of

bright idea, someone else improves it.
I'm happy to recognise Gerke's

When you tune in the fun really

I am grateful for the input from
those who wrote about their

length /three dots) and groups of dots
evenly spaced. Many of the American
letter codes were retained.
As the telegraph spread, each State
devised its own variations of Gerke's
approach. This meant translation was
needed, a great inconvenience.
In 1852 the International Telegraph

Union adopted a unified system, which
was eventually used in most of the

world. This new code was called

information provided by the ARRL

might want to be ready to
show your Licence,
Reciprocal Permit and any

contains a roster of US and Canadian

other 'official' material to

contribution to Morse code. Thanks to
Tony for sending me a copy of his

participants in the International Travel

allay suspicion.

excellent article on the subject.

Host Exchange (ITHE). All those on the

Dave GUDE pictured
in Fig. 3, was amused to
find himself described on
official forms as an 'alien'
(a Martian?)] An amateur

list welcome visits from foreign
amateurs and some may even provide
accommodation. You can telephone
These hospitable people beforehand or

while in North America and arrange to

in Daytona Beach offered

get together with them.

his family the use of a

Trips To America

swimming pool and served
very good afternoon tea
(British style).

Many of you have told me about your
trips to America. Everyone seems to
have had a good time, and some have

The only negative

point he can find is that
CISL card response from

made friendships which have lasted
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place on October 26-27 for s.s.h.

and November 23-24 for c.w.
73, and keep your letters

80226, USA, or E-mail me at

through the ITHE. Colin and Darrel have

Leslie Gl4RMA visited Florida
with his 144MHz rig and talked to many

American magazine CO takes

PD Box 261304, Denver, Colorado

I heard from Colin GONLM. who

found Darrel KL7DN/W1 in Vermont

from Darrel's station in Fig. 2.

most popular h.f. contests in the

world, organised by the

coming to me Ed Taylor WT3U,

years.

visited each other's homes and become
good friends. Colin is pictured operating

That's it for now. Don't forget the

Fig. 3: Dave
G8ZRE on the

balcony at the
Days Inn,
Orlando.

102662.2222@c ompusery e.c om.

The deadline for January is the
middle of October.

END
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Leighton Smart GWOLBI welcomes
you to the column based on your hf,

activities. So come on in, read the
reports. pick-up some tips and enjoy
hf. operating!
m writing this month's column in late
July, during what has probably been
the hottest week this year, with
temperatures approaching the 90s.
Phew!

larks again. Ted made c.w. contacts on
7MHz with YV5JOP (Venezuela),
SM5ALIR/CE21Chile), ZB2AV (Gibraltar),
CO3ZD (Cuba) and VK3VJ (Australia), all
at around 0500UTC, using about 70W

However, the down side to all this is
that 'Top Band' (1.8MHz) and '80'
(3.5MHz) have been taking a right
bashing from the usual summer
atmospheric 'crashes and hangs'. These
effects have resulted in a drop in reports
for those bands.
Still, the summer 'static' didn't spoil

Equipped with a G5RV dipole
antenna and around 100W c.w. another
early bird on 7MHz is Carl Mason
GWOVSW from Skewen in West
Glamorgan. Carl reports working AA1JY
(USA) at 0519, OHO/DORNW (Aland
Island) at 0557 and VK7UJ (Hobart,

the 'Annual GW Summer Party -On -The -

Tasmania) at 0803UTC.

Air' which took place on the 13th of July
on 1.949MHz s.s.b. A great time was
had by all, with around nine stations
joining the party, which lasted until
around 00.30 local time! l can't wait till

Output.

it wasn't a DXing holiday
and you also took a camera
along for good measure
Charlie?).

Charlie used a Sony ICF
- SW100 pocket receiver
and a 4m 'clip - on' antenna
to log s.s.b. reception of
BV5GQ (Taiwan) working
FED) in France at 1625. He
also logged 9K2HN (Kuwait)
in contact with GB800SA
celebrating the 800th
anniversary of Stratford Upon -Avon at 1753, GOAHD

The 14MHz Band

calling CD DX with no
replies at 1950, TA5C
(Turkey) working G4SOK,

I've finally managed to set-up a long
wire antenna properly and have been
active again mostly on 1.8MHz s.s.b.
That's where I worked S5OHO in
Slovenia with 30W p.e.p. (yes, a
massive 30 watts!) s.s.b. who gave me a
5/9 report.
did briefly try 3.5MHz when I
worked Rob G3XFD, whose KW 20008
I'm using at the moment. I'm hoping to
find time to get onto 3.5MHz more often
so that I can have a chat with a few of

On to the 14MHz band now, and a letter
has come in from new reporter John
Clavin GOWPA in Leytonstone, London.
John who has built his own rig, is
pleased with his first DRP contacts
which I2CTM (Milan, Italy), LZ1K02
(Bulgaria) arid RK9AWC (Asiatic Russia),
giving John two new continents. All
with just 5. 10W s.s.b. and a dipole
slung out of the window! Glad to see
you're enjoying yourself John, and
welcome to the column!
Next, it's on to our Bristolian
listener, Gordon Foote G7NCR. Using
his Howes DcRx monoband receiver
Gordon lists s.s.b. reception of A61AN
(United Arab Emirates) working EA5SX
in Spain at 1900, 5NOHMA (Nigeria)
working URSGIG in Ukraine at 1632. He

you.

also logged VF12KF (Hong Kong) in

I must admit it's great to be back on
the bands after a relatively brief spell of
inactivity. It makes me wonder how I
managed without a 'wireless' for so

contact with Steve GWOSGL in south
east Wales, VE3ONK (Canada) working
GMOIAA in Fife, Scotland, and lastly
9K2/Y09HP0 (Kuwait) in contact with
Sli1CVV in Greece at around 183OUTC.
Reporting that "14MHz has been the

the 'Annual GW Christmas Party On -The Air' in December!

Active Again

long!

Your Reports
Alas, spare is limited this time around
so
waste no more time and delve
straight into your reports, starting with
3.5 and 7MHz.
I'm beginning this time with
reporter Derek Blunden BRS 171057.
He's been busy been burning the
midnight oil to receive SW SK (Egypt)
and VO1BD (Newfoundland), on 3.5MHz
s.s.b. A brief sojourn onto 7MHz
between Derek's revision periods
produced reception of DL4KBK/P at
around 2000UTC.

Meanwhile, down on the Isle of
Sheppey in Kent, long time reporter Ted
Trowel! G2HKU has been up with the
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best DX band" Don Mclean G3NOF in
Yeovil provides his comment on the
bands. "Best conditions have been after
1600, on the short path to Asia, followed
later by a few African stations".
Don's list includes s.s.b. contacts on
14MHz with T14CF (Costa Rica) at 2214,
JF3NRI/4 (Japan) at 1621, JW8GV
(Svalbard Island) at 0901 and TRBIG
(Gabon) at 2218. He also worked VU2PAI
(India) at 1749, 5H3DC (Tanzania) at
1800, 9G1BL (Ghana) at 1927, and
9N1RHM (Nepal) at 1727UTC, (DSL via
PO Box 10801, Kathmandu, Nepal).
Charlie Blake RS 96034 has been
listening from the Spanish Pyrenees
during June and July, ostensibly while
on a photographic holiday! (Are you sure

and 9N1RHM (Nepal) calling
G3EBH at 1701UTC.

9N1RHW also called CO UK,
but got no replies]
Editorial nom I met
Charlie ar the Woburn Rally
on Sunday 4 August and

heard he's now got his 'A'
licence. Well done Charlie!
(He's also promised to keep on with his
listening and reporting!). Rob G3XFD.

Leighton's busy on HF&
VHF nowadays. His main
HF station is the KW 2000
B in the photograph.

The 18MHz Band

Finally, on 28MHz, new reporter

Ted G2HKU has been quite busy on the
18MHz band, his log showing 70W c.w.
contacts with 905MRC (Zaire) at 1100,
5N3/SP5XAR (Nigeria) at 1500UTC and
2P6CW (Paraguay) at 1900, despite, .as
Ted says "The early good conditions not

Mrs Jo Cruickshank GMOWPII

lasting while I was on the air at least".
Meanwhile, Carl GWOVSW also
used c.w. on the band and hooked up
with YV5A2C/3 (Venezuela) at 2214, and
H (USA) at 1701 amongst others. But

countries via Sporadic 'F' on this band.
Thanks for the report and welcome to
the column, Jul

with SP4LVG (Poland), DL1KSB
(Germany), SM5VOC (Sweden), ON4AST
(Belgium), and a host of other European

the s.s.h. from Don G3NOF seems to
have worked well.
Don's list including contacts with
AP2J23 (Pakistan) at 1750, GMORWU
via short skip (Sporadic 'El HK5LEX
(Colombia) at 2225, KC2JJ/C6A
(Bahamas) at 2227, VP2EYE (Anguilla) at
2202, DSL to N3LKB, and lastly, 9Y4NED
(Trinidad & Tobago Islands) at 2203UTC.

The 21 & 28MHz Bands
Now I'll take a very brief look at the 21
and 28MHz bands. Firstly Ted G2HKU
managed a 21MHz c.w. contact with
0Y1CT (Faroe Islands) at 1500, while
Don G3NOF logged CP6CR (Bolivia) at
2203UTC

uses

a converted Amstrad transceiver for
operating '10 FM'. She lists contacts

Signing -Off
Well that's about all I can squeeze in for
this month folks and it's signing -off time.
Again my grateful thanks to all reporters
for their dedication. Keep up the good
work!

and

iriluil.,aL,u., uy Lite 15th of
each month to: Leighton
Smart GWOLBI,
33 Nant Gwyn,

Trelewis, Mid -Glamorgan
CF46 60B,Wales.
Tel: (01443) 411459

END
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This month Peter Shore reports
changes to the way BBC World
Service operates and has news on
how to listen into programmes in
Russian from Moscow.

Anyone reading the British
newspapers, watching
television or listening to the
radio cannot have failed to notice
the continuing furore over the
changes planned by BBC Director
General John Birt to the way the
World Service operates. As I
reported in last month's column, a
campaign to 'save World Service'
was launched to try and ensure that
the international broadcaster with
the most listeners, 140 million at the
last count, maintains its status as a
separate entity, running its own
news operation and making its own
programmes.
John Bin was summoned to
appear before the Foreign Affairs
Select Committee of the House of
Commons, and was questioned for
almost 90 minutes about the
changes and how they would affect
World Service. He was also asked
when people inside and outside the
organisation learnt of the proposals.
It transpired that Bob Phillis,
John Bin's deputy, was told three
days before the public
announcement, while the Foreign
Office, which pays for World
Service, and WS Managing Director,
Sam Younger, were given 24 hours
notice. One member of the Select
Committee said that John Birt had
"acted like a Tsar", others described
his actions as dictatorial and
arrogant.
As the war of words continued
(with much praise heaped on Bush
House by luminaries as varied as the
Dalai Lama, Sir Edward Heath and
African playwright Ben Okri) the
new Chairman of the Corporation,
Sir Christopher Bland, was
summoned to a meeting with the
Foreign Secretary, Malcolm Rifkind.
Following this, a joint Foreign
Office/BBC working group was
established to look at the plans and
how they would affect Bush House.
It is expected that the group will
report in the autumn.

Change Frequencies
If you expected international
broadcasters to change their
frequencies at the end of last month
you may have been surprised. This

year, a majority of the world's
broadcasters will change to their
winter season operational schedules
on the weekend Britain, and much of
the rest of the world, puts clocks
back to winter time.
Agreement to alter the usual
date was reached by the members
of the High Frequency Co-ordination
Conference (HFCC to avoid having
two schedule changes in a relatively
short period of time.
The HFCC consists of about 30
members, representing the
international broadcasters of most
European countries, plus Canada
arid the USA. Each broadcaster
prepares the schedule it proposes to
operate for each season (you might
describe it as a sort of wish list) and
takes this to the HFCC meeting.
This summer, the HFCC was
hosted by Czech Radio in Prague
towards the end of August. Each
country's schedule is run through a
master computer program which
identifies where potential
interference could occur.
The meeting then hammers out
what changes could be made to
ensure interference -free operation
between members. After a large
amount of to-ing and fro-ing, a final
schedule is prepared.
The High Frequency Coordination Conference has moved on
tremendously from the days of the
Cold War when just a handful of the

major western broadcasters BBC
World Service, Radio Canada
International, Radio Netherlands,
Deutsche Welle, Voice of America
and Radius Free Europe and Liberty)
met to work out their joint schedules.
Today east European broadcasters
are an integral part of the HFCC,
including those from countries that
used to lam' western stations.

country's international
broadcaster by
Presidential decree
last October, has also
been transmitting
Russian -language
programmes. Try
tuning in around 1700

on the old favourite

Radio MoscowNoice
of Russia frequency of
12.035MHz, plus 11.96 and
9.675MHz.

Australia Strike
In Australia, a strike disrupted
Australian Broadcasting Corporation
(ABCI output in mid -July, including
Radio Australia which was off the
air on 17 July. Staff were protesting
against a cut by the Australian
government of around A$65 million
to ABC's budget. It is likely that
Radio Australia will be affected to
some extent.
If you want to listen to Radio
Australia in Europe, try: 0700-1100 on
21.725; 1100-1300 on 15.53; 1100-1800
on 9.615;1430-1800 on 11.66; 14301900 on 6.09 and 1800-2100 on
7.33MHz.

William
also caught
Radio Moldova
International during March
weekdays at 2200 and 2300 on
7.50MHz (now reported to be on
7.52MHz) and wrote to the station at
sir moirita 1,12028 Chisineu,
Moldova. Apparently he sent a
postcard of Morecambe to both
stations, together with his reports.
Radio Minsk replied with two
OSLs and Belarus stamps. Has
anyone else picked up interesting
stations and had good Gas as a
result? Let me know at the PWaffice
in Broadstone.

Satellite Reception

Station Verification
Practical Wireless reader William
Rigby wrote from Morecambe on the
Lancashire coastto report reception
and subsequent verification of two
stations. William picked up Radio
Minsk at 1930 on 7.105MHz at the
end of March and received a USL
from the station in May.

William wrote to Radio Minsk at

Finally this month, news for
everyone interested in satellite
reception who also has access to
the World Wide Web. Astra has
launched a site on the Web which
has details of all current transponder
usage, plus details of all the radio
sub -carriers. Check out
http://www.astra.lu when you next
surf through cyberspace.

vul. Chyrvonaya 4, 220807 Minsk,
Republic of Belarus. The station is
now operating its summer schedule
at the same time on 11.96, 9.875, 7.21
and 7,18MHz.

Programme Confusion
There has been some confusion for
listeners trying to hear programmes
in Russian from Moscow. There used
to be one Russian external service,
run by the All -Russia State TV and
Radio company.
Since early July, the Voice of
Russia, a completely separate
organisation, recognised as the
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That is all for this time round. Until next month,
keep searching the bands for interesting stations
and let me know if you find anything unusual. All
letters to me c/o the PWOffices.

END
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YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAIN D EQUIPMENT FROM REPUTABLE DEALERS
Due so the foss turn -round of popular
secondhand items readers should check on
availability of advertised slack. In other
words...if you spot something you fancy -don't
delay or you could miss ii!

WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835
HF TRANCEIVERS
learn IC- 720A HE transceiver £529
Ism IC- 725 HF transceiver £599
Icons IC- 728 HF transceiver ins FM £749
learn IC- 735 HF transceiver £649
Rom IC- 735 HF transceiver £699
Kenwood TS950SD I -IF 150w transceiver
with NCW. NSSB £1699
Kenwood TS -680S HF transceiver with
6m t Ifhv). 12v £699
MFJ 904040M CW 5w portable
transceiver £129
MFJ 9030 30M CW 5w portable
transceiver £129
Minaho MX -28S IOM QRP handheld
transceiver £179
Trio TS-530SP HF transceiver £399
Trio TS -530S HF transceiver £369
Yaesu FT -101E EI-IF transceiver.
analogue. mains £249
Yaesu FT 101Z HF transceiver mains
powered £299
YINSU FT-101ZD HF trransceiver £349
Yaesu FT -1017.D MK3 HF transceiver
inc. WARC bands £369
Yaesu FT-IO2 HF transceiver £399
Yaesu FT -7676X HP transceiver. auto
ATU. +2m & 6m £1099
Yaesu FT-757GX HF transceiver £499

MOBILE/ BASE STATION
learn IC -260 2m I Ow multimode mobile
£299
learn 1C -25E 2m 25w FM mobile
transceiver £179
Anne° DR -150E 2m 50w FM mobile
£269
Mimeo DR -119E 2m 50w FM mobile
£199
Standard 07900 7 -coos 10 FM mobile
£149
Arden PCS-60110 2m FM mobile £179
Kenwood TM-23IE 2m 45w FM mobile
tranceiver £199
}Leawood TR-7010 2m SSB mobile £99
Trio TM -401 70cins FM I5w mobile
transceiver £199
Yaesu FT-290RII 2m multimode portable
transceiver £399
Yaesu FT -480R 2m multimodelOw
mobile £299
Yaesu FT-225RD 2m base multimode
£249

C

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders for equipment that is illegal to possess. use or which cannot be licensed in the U.K. wilt nor he accepted. While
the polishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers nr buyers having complaints, under the no circumstance will the magazine
accept liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, late delivery or faults in manufacture.

HANDHELDS I PORTABLE
Alinco DJ -16D 2m handheld £149
Alinca DJ -18D 2m handheld £149
Aline° DJ -58D 2m/70ents handheld £299
Alinea DJ -582 2trir7Ocms handheld £329
Aline° DJ -G5 2mlltcros handheld ex
demo £369
AOR TR-720 airband transceiver £199
CTE CT -160D 2m handheldihumbwheel
£99
!corn IC -U16 70cms handheld £99
kern IC-W2E 2m70c1115 handheld E249
Isom IC -3.1 70eins 350mw handheld £99
Kenpro KT -22E 2m handheld [same as
IC2E) £99
Kenwood TH-42E 70ems handheld £199
Kenwood TH-22E 2111 handheld £169
Kenwoud TH-78E 21nI7Ocins handheld
£299
Kenwood TH-2/5E x2 2rn handheld £99
Sealab SL -9000 marine band handheld £99
Yaesu FT -470R 2m/70:ms handheld £239
Yaesu FT -530R x2 2int70cm.s handheld
£299
Vats(' Fr -708R 70cms handheld £129

HAYDON

COMMUNICATIONS

0181-951 5781/2
HAND -HEWS
TH77E Immaculate dual band
handheld boxed. Complete fully
guaranteed £199.00
DJ -580 Immaculate Alnico dual bander
completeibox £249.99
TH-78E Kenwoods most popular ever
dual bander £289.99
FT -53R

Yaesu's flag ship for dual band bandies
(complete). Immaculate £289.99

H. F. TRANSCEIVERS
TS -505 As new £649.95

IC735 VGC £699.95
FT -980 Excellent machine mike 4 book £699.95

IC738 As new condition super
transceiver (unbelievable RX) £1099.95
TS-450SAT As new boxed (with tuner)
£899.95

MOBILES
TM -733 New - hurry only one piece!
£579.95
TM-241E 50W FM mobile boxed as
new £249.95
FT -290R Tried & tested' £269.95
1C -260E 2M all mode £299.95
DR -610E 2/70 as new £529.95

MARTIN

MULTICOMM

2000
01480 406770
HF TRANSCEIVERS
Ken wood TS940SAT mint cond. £995
Ken wood TS850SAT with speaker &
svirripow er miner. in good cond £1095
Ken wood TS-140SAT with voice unit
and tillers £749
Yaesu FT102/F4102 tto new £499
Yaesu FT -ONE with speaker £550

Vats(' FT1011.D1350
Yaesu FT747 with FM lifted £410
Yaesu FT757CK with FP757 as new
£599
Yaesu FT77 with FP700 speakeriPSLI
and FC700 ATU £499

Icom IC761 with auto An, in A
condition £1050

HF RECEIVERS
JRC NRD535 ex demo mint £995
Yaesu FRG7 digital £199
Yaesu FRG7700 £285
Yaesu FRG7700 with memory module
£325
Yaesu FRG100 6 malts old £399
Lowe HF150 with keypad £289
Lowe HF225 with keypad £335
Realistic DX394 ex demo £259
Kellwood R1000 good condition £289

SIW PORTABLES
Sony SW55 ex demo SSB £225
Roberts RCS18 ex demo SSB £169
Roberts RC827 ex demo SSB £149
Roberts R808 as new £65
Grundig YB 400 SSB £95
Sony SW20 very small £40
Panasonic RF820 £40

VHFILIIIF
Yaesu FT290 with mutec mint £245
Yawn FT5100 ex demo unused £349
Kenwood TH26E £175
learn 1C32E dual band £265
learn 1C2PE £195
loam ICW21E dual hand £285

SCANNERS
Kenwood RZI fair condition £145
Signal R532 civil air £149
learn ICR100 as new £429
Team ICR7100 as new £995
Realistic PRO2006 £169
Uniden 200XLT £125
Unitien 22OXLT as new £189
Netset PRO44 £95
AOR 1500EX as new £199
Yupiteru MVT71130 as new £199

LYNCH
0181-566 1120
loom 1C202S VHRISS13/CW transceiver
2m £175

from IC24ET 2rrc7(kin FM
handportable incl Mead/charger £199
team IC2E 2m thuinbwheel handheld
transceiver £99
loom IC2SF, 2111FM handheld transceiver
£125

lean IC2SET 2m synthesised handl
complete with accessciries £159
Icons IC735 HE transceiver with general
coverage ix 3) £695
loom 1C737 Latest HF Iransceiver with
auto ATU ix 2) £995
tram IC775.11SP HF 200W DSP
transceiver with auto ATU and PSU £2500
loom ICR71E Communications receiver
£495
Icon] ICR71E Communications receiver
£595
learn ICR72E General coverage receiver
1495
Kenwood T1122E 144MH.i. handheld
£169
Kenwood TH79E Latest dualbarid
handheld £299
Kenwood TS850SATI0OW HF general
coverage transceiver with ATU Ix 3)
£1295
Kenwood 'FS9406 General coverage HF
mid timode transtriver£11110
Kellwood TS950S HF general coverage
£1395
Yaesu F1101ZD Mk111 HF general
coverage transceiver £450
Yaesu. FT11R Latest 2m pocket
transceiver £195
Yaesu FT209R 2m FM handheld with
FNB3 BATT £75
Yaesu FT221R 2m base station
multimode transceiver suffix -D £299

Yuvsu 172901/2 lm multimode
transceiver (s. 2)049
Yaesu FT29OR Mk! 2111 mulinnode
2.5W transceiver £269

Yaesu FT29OR Mil 2m multi node
2.5W transceiver £349

Yaesu Fl480R lm lOW multimode £379
Yaesu FT690R2 fin transceiver
synthesised 2.5W potable £349
Yuesu FT690R Mkll 6m multimode
2.5W Iransportable £349
Yaesu FT720RVII 20W 2m FM mobile
rig £129
Yaesu FT736M VHF/UHF all -mode
transceiver 2170 £1195
Yaesu FT747GX HF tran,ceivcr fitted
FM hoard £549

FOR YOUR SPECIAL DEALER RATES CALL PAUL ORCHARD ON 01202 659920

GRAHAM

HANKINS

G8EMX

Graham Hankins G8EMX says
there may be some good news for
amateur television on the 430440MHz band.

The recent major threat to Amateur
Television (ATV) has been the
possible loss of 4MHz from the
70cm (430MHz} band, proposed in the
European Radicicommunications Office
Detailed Spectrum Investigation (DSO
document. The UK Radiocommunications
Agency replied to the DSI, opposing
these changes with, it's understood,
other European administrations. The
1996 International Amateur Radio Union
Region 1 Conference may decide to
retain the full 10MHz of the 70cm band,
at least for the time being.
The amateur television operator,
putting out a wide -bandwidth signal, is
particularly aware of the increasing
pressure on the tiny gaps in the radio
spectrum marked as 'for amateur use'. A
portion of the (3cm} 106Hz band will
soon he taken by wireless local loop
telephony, ATV repeaters in the 1.3GHz
band have to avoid aircraft radar, and
now there are some car alarms and
motorway news transmissions around
433MHz.
Even if the full 430-440MHz
amateur allocation is retained for the
immediate future, 'use or lose' remains
the maxim for 70cm ATV. Remember, it's
easy to transmit, arid easy to receive on
any domestic TV, either with an up converter or sometimes direct tuning.

Sevenside Group
Severnsidu ATV Group runs two
repeaEms. GB3ZZ on 1.3GHz and

GB3XG on 106Hz. Members are
applying for permission to enable 'XG to
receive 1.3GHz pictures then re -transmit
them on lOGHz, this experiment will
enable other users of ATV to be seen in
outlying areas to the west of Bristol.
Several engineering projects have
improved the repeater's r.f. signals and it
has performed extremely well since
coming on -air. The Group was featured
in an HTV Wales documentary and
permission was granted for the
broadcast programme to be relayed
through 09322.

Paul Stevenson G$YMM is the
new temporary editor of the Severnside
Group's quarterly newsletter, P5 The
June issue includes the circuit of a very
clever 10GHz frequency counter and an
intriguing piece on 13A plugs and mains
supply standards throughout Europe.

Kiwi Contact
Michael ZL1/113S is my 'kiwi' contact
in Nev,
:,ending ATV news via
the Satgate packet channels. Michael
says: "Hi Graham, the North Shore club
had a demo of 24 Line Narrow Band TV,
from Steve ZL2BKA and Con ZL2AFP.
"The technology was worthy of
Baird. The camera had a synchronous
motor and spinning disc with pinholes
illuminating a photo diode.
The receiver had a bicycle
dynamotor with a toothed wheel and
auxiliary magnets to lock its speed. An
audio amplifier fed a bank of high

Amateur Televison A to Z
Connectors: Keep to BNC or N type for all r.f. connections. Other types eg. PL 259 or Belling -Lee are too lossy at the frequencies we use. or do not have a
constant impedance. This is particularly important on 24cm.

Coaxial Cables: Throw away that domestic TV download! Bost affordable
performance for 24cm is Westflex 103 airspaced. Please use the special N type
plug designed for the thicker central conductor. More expensive, yes, but much
easier to fit and to remove and refit!

intensity green
I.e.d.s the size
and shape of the
picture framer".
The club
members in New Zealand were able to
view the QSL cards and faces through a
black spinning disc with spiral pin holes.
As the bandwidth was only 2.5kHz the
images were transmitted on 40m (7MHz)
with en s.s.b. transceiver.

Your Reports
Some fine -weather long-distance AN is
reported by John Stockley GBMNY:
"Hello Graham. The recent hot summer
has carried some remote 24cm repeater
pictures to my home 0TH in Croydon.
GB3L0 (Lovvestoft)177km at P2 colour
and sound, GB3PV (Cambridge) 95km at
P2 and GB3TN (North Wales} at 171km
at P3 again"

John is secretary of the Home
Counties ATV Group. Their local
repeater, GB3HV lHigh Wycombe} was

worked by Francoirs HEM Paul
G8IXC from Chatham and Gerry
G4GHD from Canvey isle.
Now for a world record AN contact
on 10Gliz, reported by Klaus DL4KCK:
"Hello friends. On May 18 F1JSR and
HB9AFO achieved a 3cm amateur
television exchange across the 592km
between Corse Island and Spain. This is
a new world record on that band and in
this mode". (I have asked Klaus for more
de/ails of this report).
The packet command 'LC AN' List
Category) brings up all sorts of
enquiries, addressed to anyone who
happens to read them. One of these,
from Tony G7OGD in Liverpool, was
seeking assistance with the construction
of the Solent 24cm 1W transmitter kit.
As I have built two of these, I responded
as best I could.
A few days later, Tony replied:
"Graham, thanks for taking the time to
reply to my initial bulletin. I have just
ordered one of the 1W ATV kits from the

Worthing Repeater Group.
Chroma (or Chrominance): The low -bandwidth (approx. IMHz}colour content
of the transmitted picture.
Composite Video: Signal containing encoded high -definition light/dark picture
detail with interleaved chrome.
Well, I am really crawling through this. But it's on to 1:1, E and F next time.

Tony continues: "I'm really looking
forward to having a try at 24cm
(1270MHz} ATV, and have found that I
have a good site for v.h.f./u.h.f., but I
have very little experience of
construction and to be honest I em
dreading having to build the thing. f

Fig, 1: A built ATV 24cm 1W

kit. Anticlockwise starting
at BNC socket - video
modulator, 6MHz sound
sub -carrier, 1.3GHz

oscillator, crystal phase
lock board (optional), two
1.3GHz pre-amps,1W final
amp to N socket.
know of quite a few 23cm (1296MHz}
users who fancy a try at ATV, but the
thought of building the kits, etc. puts
them off".
Well, Tony, I would really like to
help. Perhaps the photo (Fig. 1) on this
page will give you a guide. The
paperwork that comes with the kit
shows much of the microwave
construction, but I recommend using a
small soldering iron and keeping all the
oscillator and rf. amplifier component
leads really short.
A good idea may be to build a
simpler kit (try a 70cm up -converter) to
bolster your confidence. There are plans
to make Focal Point mare practical, so it
is useful to understand the problems
that inexperienced constructors may
have.

Please keep those
packet messages
coming into
GB7SOL.#29.GBR.EU or

letters together with
photographs of you and
your station to me,
Graham Hankins
GREMX, 11 Cottesbrook

Road, Acocks Green,
Birmingham B27 6LE.

END
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Advertisements from traders or for
equipment that is illegal to possess,
use or which cannot be licensed in
the UK, will not be accepted. No

responsibility will be taken for
errors.
You should slate clearly in your
advert whether the equipment is
professionally built, home -brewed
or modified.
The Publishers of Practical
Wireless also wish to point out that
it is the responsibility of the buyer
to ascertain the suitability of goods
offered for purchase.

BARGAIN
sem e
Utttilpiled by lot (i-ahh

Free adverts? Yes it's true! As of now, all adverts will be
FREE of charge, to readers and subscribers.
Now's your chance to send in a photograph of your equipment (a good idea if it's really unusual) to accompany your advert. Please
note that all photos will only be published at our discretion and are non -returnable.
When sending in your advert, please write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS up to a maximum of 30 words, plus state your contact
details. Please use the order form at the bottom of the page.
Adverts are published on a first come, first served basis. All queries to Zoe on (01202) 659910.

All adverts should be sent to: Zoe Crabb, Bargain Basement Free Ads, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

91st Sale

Leamington Spa. Tel; (019261 334974.

Eddystone 750 Receiver: Good condition.

19" high resolution colour display

double conversion superhet general

monitor. meted C-99 I 8N, g w 0 , LI00. Tel:
Oxon (018691244166.

coverage receiver 500kHz to 32MHz. I I 5V
au. version (complete with Transformer)
£75. Also various language courses (eassene
and recordsi Call Rob G3XFD at Ply
Office

144MHz PMR radios, Pye. Europa. £15.
C5000 Handy; f 15. M290FM, £20. All f.m.
Base microphone, £10. Yaesu FT -20.1 handy,

6 channels. £15. Andy, Gwent. Tel: (01633)
420805 between 6-7pm.

Akron 70 foot till over wind-up tower,
£400. TH7DX 7 -element 3 -hand beam,

£300. HAM V rotator with ISO feet control
cable. £200. Tel: Notts 101636i 892059.
Amber 4400A multi purpose audio test set,
£20. Transformer 600-0-600V 630mA,
240V input. £12. Powerful airblower for pair
4CX350's. 240V. L15. Pair of chimneys for
4CX350S. £3. Dave G311V13, Oxon. Tel:
(01865) 372466.

Amiga 1200 computer and PK212MBX
data comms. controller package SOMb hard
drive, external floppy drive, 1084 colour
monitor, H Q tower power supply with quad
CD ROM drive. squirrel SCSI interface,
£700. G3SSQ. QTFIR. Tel: (01727) 051518.
Anaylser Ando AC8211. 0.1-1750MHz.
10.7MHz if. output, loom R7000, 2520120MHz With remote. C -IV interface.
Scanstar professional software (both new),

all cables and discone antenna. £2.100 ono.
Will split. Tim. Backs. Tel: (01494) 677773
days or {01494) 672281 evenings before
9P411

AOMORI and Optoscout reaction tune.
three months old, excellent condition.
genuine mason for sale, bargain at. E585 +
postage o.n.o. Only sold together, includes
manuals, cables, boxes. etc.. both Ali brand
new. Tel: N. Yorkshire 101723) 507273
10run to 7pm. no time wasters please,
thanks.

Eddystone 115.37/2 kr. reveller. 0.131M1111z, am., caw.,
digital.
£325. Hallicrafters 5%100 b.f. receiver, 0.531MHz double conversion, Lf. notch filter,
£120. Hammarland SP600 classic. £175.
Eddystone 7705 0.5-1GHz. as new, £150.
manuals. Tel: Sunningdale (01344)

£100 o.n.o. Complete with instructions and
wiring diagrams. Robin Wright.
Peterborough. Tel: 101733) 66394 evenings.

Kenwood 11-2000 communications receiver

with In fitted by Losses, two years old,

550 decoder. manuals, speaker. A',

excellent condition, based and manual, just
passed RAE so my good friend must nuke
way for new 2m 1144MHz I rig. £350 o.n.o.
Ken Capcwell. Warwick.. Tel:1019281
842881.

Fehlhaber. Tel: 0131-3361086.

Heil desk mka aids liC5 element, f_55.
Alinco D1-180 hand-held plus extras. £125.
Tonna 17 -element 2m 1144MHz) beam, £45.
MuTek 6m 150MHz) teeny:crier 2m

(144MHz) if. TVVF 50C Mk11, £190. Mast
sell, QSY to USA. Paul G7GUC Lincoln.
Tel:(01522)731294.

27869,

Eddystone receivers, 770R 19-165MHz.
£135. 870A 150kHz-24MHz. L80. AR88 '1'
meter. cased Iv. minor fault), £145. WSC 12
tank transceiver, 1.6-10MHz, £95. WS No

NC -8 charger, I2V adapt. case, spkormic.
and batteries. £80. Apricot COM computer
stwate and manuals. very good packet, £20.
All v.g.cio.n.o. lass GOKRL. Suffolk. Tel:
101359)270527 after 6prn.

19 p.s.u., variolnerer. 111k.. headphones and

Datong automatic r.f. speech processor,
model ASP. 00 o.n.o. Hi Mound MK701
Morse key. £35 ono_ MEI CAN. filter. £10
100kHz crystal calibrator, £5.4m 170MHzt
hand-held, f20. ERA RPM audio fiber. C20,
Doug. Norwich. Tel: (01379)677774.

Attache case, sae.

for plans or price
ready -muds. Paul

G4XTA, 3 Knipe
View, Bampton. Penrith. Cumbria CA10
2RF Tel -1019311 713359.

available. Datalab DL901 transient TOOJOICT,

Kenwood TS -140S, ex. condition. £450.

not much info (willing to pay IN ,44)1
circuits andlor manuals!, reasonable offers
(anytime). David, Kent. Tel: 101634)

EN1350L wide -baud linear amplifier.
0.25-105MHz, 50dB gam. f350. HP4815

Bum 251E 144MHz transceiver, f.m., s.s.b.,
c.a. with Icon SM-5 desk mic., boxed with
manuals, ex. condition. Gary. Coventry. Tel:
1012031559702.

vector impedance meter, 0.5-108MHz. £300.
Marconi l'F2CC2B signal generator with
TF217013 digital synchroniser 0,01.88MHz.

Isom 1C-706, as new condition. L925. Tel:
Middlesex 0181-426 1710.

1012710 786621 after 5pm.

100 50141P311 dual 0-304' p.s.u.. E40. John

GAVEL W. Sussex. Tel: 11114)131864222.

learn 1C-706, mint with separator kit, £900.

reinitiate HP200 hand-held radio scanner,
500kHz to 1.3GHt. including charger.
antennas, soft case. original packing. hardly
used, mint condition, £190. No otters. John,
Coventry. Tel: 1012031465320 6-7pm.

doe, etc. Wanted TS -850, 15-070. p/ex, cash

FI790, mint, f223. Both boxed with all

FRG -7700 receiver. plus FRA-7700 active
antenna, lush booed with manuals and
presented in excellent condition, £250. Tel:
Slough 101753) 546012.

1117000 original spec.. no mods,
immaculate with handbook, £150 o.n.o.
Offers for Skipeech power supply I4A, new.
unused. Hodest
3A, Bremi p.s.u
buyer collects or pays carriage. GOHAE,
Southampton. Tel: 01703) 455777 anytime.

r1'-902RM with Dcnsci base mic., spare
p.a. valves, manual, £400. FTV90IR with
2m 1144MHzI and Ion 150MHz) fined,
manual, £200. HF.225, little used, L350.

either way. why.? Dual bander TS -940. Tel:
Lanes (01257) 230168,

Ivan IC901E (boxed). dual -band 2m70cm
(144/430MHz) mobile transceiver with
optional 2m (144MHz) tab. and wide -band
receiver units, £675 o.n.o. Will exchange for
loom IC -275H with cash adjustment either
way. Barry Williams G70FR, Yorkshire.

Icons R71E, good condition. Yaesu FRG 8800. small fault, both together, £7(10 o.n.o.
Tel: Beverley (01413211164412.

Jay Beam VR3 vertical tribander. 10. 15.
20m, manual, boxed, In very good condition.
£40. L. Symons, 14 Maidenwell Road.
Plympton. Plymouth PL7 3RB.

Daiwa automatic antenna tuner, model
CNA1001. £150. loom 736 h.f. transceiver

220747.

plus kom SM-8 mic. loom SP21 speaker.
still 21 months warranty, £1300, all boxed.
Gary, Coventry. Tel: 101X31559702.

WIN* RX. g.c.. kiss handbook. 30 bands,
LI99 to include P&P. Denson a.t.u., 1kW,
£99 to include P&P. Peter. Cleveland. Tel:
101287)634397 9.5 I work QTH 1.

Kenwood TS -940, mint condition. boxed
with manual. c/w filter, £800. Also
Kenwood AT230 at.u., £100 o.n.o. Bob
GWOHOL, Cardiff. TeL (012221843199.

KW Viceroy MIMI TX, 1960, non WARC,
p.s.u.. lovingly restored, dw crystal.
Buyer collects. Ken CAZI.X. Dorset Tel:

KW2000A h.f. ss.b. transceiver, complete
with p.s.u.. mic. and manual with circuit
detail. suit beginner. f 120. Bruce. Plymouth.
Tel:101752) 220040.

Lowe HF-225 with f.m. board and W225
whip anima, boxed and genuine, as new,
£350. Alan, Kent. Tel: (018921535974 after
),pet (home) or ()973) 807455 fwork) 95pin.

narrow band filter, best set Marconi
produced, £75. RME signal amplifier, six
hands, 0.6 to 3IMHz, 9.5in cube, p.s.u.
built-in. Rob. Southampton. Tel: (01703)
552247 or call 290 Priory Road,
Southampton.

KDK2033 2m1144MHz) mobile 5/25W.
used only. base. Vega receiver Selina, eight

MFJ-9420 20m 114MHz IOW ash. TX,

band both working condition, L 120.
Carriage extra. Andy GICQB, Hants. Tel:

new and boxed, £130 o.n.o. RN Electronics
6m 150MHz) linear amp 2.5W in, 25W out,
£25. Terry, Wakefield. Tel:101924i

218362.

1012891584532.

Grundig stereo system Top -Boy MIK with

model 001.5. serial no: 1117. Best offer on
28th day alter publication. Lewis..

auto 60 record player. dark worst.
immaculate condition, 46" x 15" x 30",

823108.

Keinveod 79E, first charger, ]hr full charge,
£50.79E has pack, £20. Alinco dual -band

Racal collection for sale. RA117, RA17
MO receiver, MA79 Kt. exciter, 1v4A350
synthesised VFO (for RAIL, R.A117 and
MA791, ss.b. adapter, all complete. untested
and in good condition, offers invited, Tel:
Yorkshire 0114821 869682.

RCA AR77 communications receiver, £60.
Philips 462-A15 table radio, Bakelite case.
Lar., was and s.w., Ic 1950?I. £50. Murphy
A26G console radio. wood cabinet, 1,w. and
m.w.. hate 1930s?), £50. None working,
buyer collects, Tel: Southumpirm 1017031
449503.

£90. Richard GOXAY. South Glos (014541

working order, never needed any repairs.

Eddystone 183712 digital, as new, £310. Full
manuals, prefer test, collect, both
immaculate. Wanted RA1792 5/510 12,000
or later, your price pant Peter. Glasgou. Tel
0141-649 2.328 anytime

Marconi Atlanta. range 15kHz to
28.5MHz. BFO. separate handspread dial

Jaybeam 44-ele 70cm (430MHz1 antenna.
£25. Buyer collects. Star SG- IOC printer
suitable for Commodore C64 or C128, £35.
Robert GMOCSN, South Lanarkshire. Tel:
(016981286078 after 6prn.

11.4.117 sealed set. MOD valves, ENO.

mic., manuals, spare valves. perfect, £12(1
401258) 455507.

Mizuho a.t.u. RX ant. £20. KW107 eau.,

Droners!n radiogram. circular 1948-52. full
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antennas plus all
cables, inside

Keowood TH42, 70cm t430MHz I handheld, just like new, they don't come much
smaller than this, go on treat yourself,
£180. Tel: Kevin 11)1252) 659910 Mire
hours. E-mail kesinthbrs95787.demon.cauk

383165.

EGA monitor and drive earn games port,
£100 o.v.n.o. Chris 07027., Somerset. Tel:

weekends,

1(11425) 619376.

spares. Tel: 101424) 753949.

Includes computer
KPC96 I 2 INC.
Alinco 2m radio.

Philips P313260 oscilloscope I 20MHz.
dual -beam, delayed timehaw, full manual

high, multi -mode. manual. fist mic.. £200
oast. Gary G7TES. Cumbria. Tel: (017681
881866 (evenings) or (01768) 868144
(daytime).

mint condition. Offers. Tel: New Milton

I8hrs.11247mains.

Ridgway 1014731 644944 or home (013941

Pi400R, excellent condition. I W low, 10W

signal generator. Telequipment dual -beam
oscilloscope. Parnell stabilised p.s.u., all

Packet portable station. NiCad power
Kentwood R-5000 b.f. receiver plus v.h.f
cams
f650. Racal RA1772 15kHz to
30MHz professional receiver, dw handbook,
good condition. £650. Also some Racal

inunaculare condition, manual, charger.
current model RRP, £289, best offer. Tel:

RX, £85. Y110.11 FT -203R hand-held 2m

OD meter NIDLS MUM Advance al.

Apr. May. Sept, Oct. Dec 1955, Dec '56,
Nov '57, June. July, Aug. Sept '58. Jun. Aug
'59. March, Oct, Dec 1963. June 1967, any
condition. TeL Essex 0181-505 6303.

f.m. 2m (144MHz1
transserter with manuals, charger and large
capacity batteries CM -73, only, £100 each,
an.o. Andy. Suffolk. Tel: {01449 t 775395.

AR77 canons receiver, L65. RME69 rare

Bromley 0181-325 0014 evenings or

NRD515 + NVA speaker. + NDI-1 memo
unit and handbook, hoe, cables, photo sent
on request i sae.), £465 o.v.n.o. CATII4ge
extra. Wanted Pats. odds, Jan, Feb. June.
Nov, Dec 1950. Oct 1951, June/July '53.

Kentwood TI142E 70cm 14311MHO handle.

loom IC2GE

Tel: (01274) 880895.

(144MHz t transceiver, £90. Drake TR4-C
h.f. transceiver, a.m.A.s.b.. £150. Tel:

/210 o.n.o. 2m vertical,
£15. Tel: N. Wales 1017451730148.

Harnmarluad SP600 RX (reary!). Tono

HE cubical quad fIglass spreaders metal
spider. £80. Yaesu FT -208R hand-held with

original operators manual, £165. Tel:
Yorkshire (014821869682.

hand-held.

Realistic PRO34 u.h.f/sth.f. scanner.
covers 68.88. 106-136, 136-174. 180-512,
806.960, complete with charger.
instructions,
excellent condition,
£115. Dave Wilkinson. Isle of Wight. Td:
1019331 854766

Realistic PR09200 base scanner.
instructions. box. power unit, good
condition, f65 pthaid. Two Amstrad PC 1610 PCs, moms monitors, kthawd. mouse.
one printer, £70. carriage exua or collecr
from Basingstoke. John, Hants. Telt (01 2561
465126 pm Wends.
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Regulated power supply. 0-15K 10A.
superb twin metering voltiamp, coarse/fine
controls. power switch indicator, dimensions
15in w. 6in h. din d. front carrying handles,
new condition, weight 14tbs, £50. No offers
please. G2FLU, Notts. Tel: 10]6361 813847.

transistor), sae. for full list, may exchange
for Barlow Wadley XCR30 Mk11 or Perdio
Piccadilly/Park Lane radios or Penho Mini
66. L. Borthwick, 42 Eildon Road, Hanick,

Mirage 7(km 100W amp. £1 60. New full
size cubical quad, 14, 21. Fe 28MHz, £150
o.n.o. Mike, Middlesex. Tel. 0181-4210576

der 7pm.

Scorns's Borders TD9 8ES.

Yaesu Ff-747GX with £m. module, h.f.

MI A MTOR COMBO TX/RX Torte

Wireless World magazines, complete from
Jan 1952 to duly 1957 (October) 1954

700011 and ICS ANT -I mono monitor. £120
o.n.o. AEA Pakratt PK232 MBX software

missing. Sensible offers only please. Tel: S.
E. London 0181-299 2185.

Amiga/BBC, £195 ono. BBC computer,
£15. G3SQV, QTHR. Tel: 1015091 814762.

Yaesv FRG -9000 v.h.f/u.h.f. scanning
receiver with h.f. board 1205. II1SX TNC

Scanner hand-held PR034, frequency 68.
960MHz. rim/f.m.. NiCad, batteries,
charger and case, excellent condition, £85.
Adrian, Ludlow. Tel: t 01584 872618.

card, £50. Node case (Rohde three) plus

p.s.u., offers. Compaq mono XT/PC (prefer
collected). £75. Wanted Capco 80140m loop
'delivered?). Please write Keith GOOZK, 10
Basil Street, Stockport SK4 IQL or
messages with luck) on 0161-477 5303.

Seikosho 9.pin dot matrix printer.
excelknt condition, mould, original

n-anseciver. 100W, very goad condition,
boxed with manuals, £425. Gary, West
Midlands. Tel: 11121.705 5387.

Caroline Street, Preston. Lanes PRI 5UY.

Voucted
18 Set, complmed and working with power
pack and manual, or any serviced equipment
of the 18 Set series, also Yaesu
headset and Sinclair Micromatic wrist radio,
GOFtS, QTHR. Tel: (01962) 623614.

A single aldeband adapter for Gnindig
Satellit receiver, model 2100, good price
paid. Doug Edwards, Nevecastlefryne. Tel:

Northants. Tel: 1015361522997,

Anode and healer voltages of valves 80.
53, 56, 58, 267, will refund mailing costs. I.

Vortex 101 V, etc.. manuals, service hooks,
parts. John. Kent. Tel: (01622) 674134.

Yam moo. £650. W9GR DSPI I audio

Cubist, 3 Langdale Crescent. Mantborpe
Fields, Grantham N631 ODE

Retired collector of old radiarnireless

filter. 8160. Microset PC30 p.s.u. £125.

Yana FRG MO receiver, boxed, very good
condition. £430. AKD fin 150MHz)
transceiver. boxed, very good condition, still
under warranty. £180. Jon, Merseyside. Tel:
0151-334 7813.

scanner, £250. Asiatic teardrop mic., £35.
Anton 99 vertical antenna, £30. Tel:
Northants (01536) 522007.

RB20rs Akai cassette player CS -F11

lam moan. manual, mic.. £280. SEk1

manuals and mic., excellent. £6.50 P.O.O. Tel:

f.m./a_m. tuner Akai stereo amp AM -1221
Goodmans CD player, £140. Will split. Alan
G40IN. Essex. Tel: (01277) 624386.

Z match. £30. Ron G4BRF, Cornwall. Tel:

NW London 0181-455 8831 anytime

Silent key sale; Kenwood TS -50. AT50,
BNOS. 20A. p.so., f.850. 2 x Goodman

Spectrum analyser HP855lB/851B, 0I 2.46Hz with workshop manual, £250
o.n.o. One as above, less 2Gliz amps and
mixer for spares, £50. Delivery by mutual

1012451495230.

agreement. Brian, Leicester. Tel: 0116-285
6135 evenings.

Yam FT -200 TR/RX, excellent condition,
external F1-200, C195. No offers. Trio
93.59.DS, perfect condition, £85. Realistic
160, £45, solid state, perfect condition. Tel:

SSM Z match e.t.a.. L35. rrc sw.r. meter.
£20. Signal generator 10kHz, 100kHz,
)MHz intervals, £15. Mike C4CUP, North
Gloucestershire. Tel: 11116041592546.

Nr. Keighley 01153516303.61.

liesu FT -290 Mkl, 2m I144MHz multi:
Stoma 5000.80 channel 2m i 144MHz;
25W f m radio. includes repeater input and
output frequencies, will exchange for 4m
radio. must cover frequencies including
packet. Would prefer AKD or Phillips. Tel;
S. Lorain 0181-644 3459.

rade, well worn but good rig, New high

Veen G8110 miaow and control box, £250.
Kenwoud SP950. £100. KW d.s.p. MC90
mic., £110. Mosley TA33112 beam, £150,

Reel to reel wanted, Revox Ferrograph teak

Ezdeuege
Camera Chinon CE Memotron plus lens
55mm. 135mm, 28mm, 400inm, filters
PL82A, 81A, Y2. I flash gun light meter
2X/3X converter, exchange far AVO valve

0326, £150 Czech RSP, L 150. AR77, £45.
No. 25 RX, £40. Ben.

v.i.Fr-asoe

high a.m. TX, s.s.b.. eas. R Xer 24V 12V,
manual. 30 years old, crystals, B10, MF

anytime.

Wan FT -707 a.m./s.s.bJew.. no CB mods.
all WARC bands plus ern. fdter fitted, mic.,
original box. good rig, £275. Dave G4NVQ,

weekends.

Trio 8305. remote VFO. speaker. mic..
manual, boxed s.a.e., £500. Kenwood 05000 RX. 0-30MHz. fined sh.f. convener,
boxed, manual, v.v.., £600. FT -900. used
for RX only, p.s.u., manual. £950 Tel:
Milton Keynes (019081265546 or Tel:
Northampton (01604)401800.

Yam* F1-707 b.f. TX/RX, £250. FC-707
aerial hating unit, £85 FP -707 power
supply. £85. FV.707 digital v.f.o., £05 or us
complete station. (450. Trio TS -700 2.rn
I 144MHz) multi -mode base transceiver,

Trio 15830, good condition and g.w.o. with
MC30S. will sell for. £495. May pie on h.f.
mobile radio. Matt. Devon. TeL (013921

£150. Pete, Bristol_ Tel: (014541887461 or
887872.

49.1071.

Yam FT -707., £275. Kenwood TR.751E,
1375. Mic MD1 with pre -amp, £40.
Kenwood TR-9500 multi -mode, £250.

I arious domestic radios r valve and

Pagham, W. Sussex P021 4UX. TeL
(01243)268980

Marine band radio telephone valved solid
slate RX. cirl facility telephone handset low

professional, swap military wireless set. Mr
Madge, Cornwall. Tel: (012091832154.
Ness Suunderaft 12 -eh audio mixer.
Samick 12 -string guitar, Washburn hand -

E. Sussex. TeL 1014241420608.

and price. Roy GW4KGD. QTHR. Tel:

Cheap TNC for packet. Tiny 2 or any
make. Also any information on how to
convert a Cannel 934Mlit radio to 23cm
f 1296MHt) or in the microwave frequency,
Also wanted bin (50MHz 1 multi -mode for
new Novice. Td: 1012261742971 after 6pm.

exchange FRG -7, CR100, 107 transceiver
broadcast WK. valved types wanted. Tel: Nt.
Truro 101872) 862291

built semi.acoustic guitar with cast. for
good quality 2.4, 6m gear. sir why:3Tel:
Woking 101483t 750538 evenings.

Sony MHC-1600 midi stereo system, CD.
twin cassette, remote, boxed with manual.
excellent amdition. cost over, £400.
Exchange for general coverage RX with side
band or would consider selling. Vic, Kent.
Tel: (014741352549.

RX unit for MK 123 set or any parts of RX
unit, also power lead or plug, GMQL. 22
Alnwick Road, Newton Hall, Durham Dill
5NL Tel: 0191-3861116.
RX. 1.8-30Miix, powered, prefer all modes.
phones. ak, aged. working, cash sale,

callhook. minaral. delivery if possible, ex
GMGH. Tel: Sunny 0181.979 1956.

Does anyone have a vertical b.f. antenna
that they would donate free to a new 2F0
Novice on the Isle of Wight. Anything
welcome. Thank you. R. W. Moore, Isle of
Wight. Tel: (019831551210.

Sourer oft Tole polyvarican capacitor
266pF + 266pr, type KT026E1M, mow be
exact type to match project (circuit no
longer sock). Stun Green, Midlands. Tel:

Eddystone items. 870A, EB35. ECIO. 890.
930, 688 621 speakers. in fact anything
Eddystone inc. scrap sets for spare parts!
Please try and help. Telephone anytime. P.
Lepino. Surrey. Tel:103741 128170 or
(01372) 454381.

Spy sets wanted by private collector,

Eddystone plinth speaker. also urgently
required for replica Eddystone 'All World
Two' project, six pin coils 6LB 6W OP 601'
plus six pin coil holder. Jim McGowan. 20
Keats Avenue. Rumford. Essex RM3 7AR.

Telefunken Opus studio tuner amplifier
26504X,
s.w., m.w., I.w. or model

Tel: 1017081340304.

Tel: 01265)43793.

HRO type communications receiver, no

Toroid12.0012 1.0-30MHz, 2 mix red
outside diameter 2.0" inside diameter
1.250", thickness 0.550". lack. Cumbria.
Tel: (019461810043.

exuberant offers please. Brian, Croydon.
Tel: 0181-651 5345.

0121-422 3654

AM1011, BP3, Al'), AP4. APS, RSO, RS8.
AR1 1, MK121. MK I 22. also mom recent
Russian sets. good aria paid for the right
items. Bill, London. Tcl: 0181.505 0838
evenings.

5650 or Grundig table radio, model 3365.
Hugh arfcCal lion, No. 8 Strathard Close,
Coleraine, Co Derby, N. Ireland BT51 3ES.

Linguaplione Polish Immune course,
records preferred but 14111., considered

Cantact Rob G3XFD at PW office.

Puma GX29CB aenal
meter, p/supply,
as new. for short wave radio. Tel: Worm
(01386145121.

RTTY'stand alone unit MM112001. 4(X)I,
wh.y.? M. Pennicou. 20 Albion Court.
Burgess Hill. Sussex,

broken set

705454/760300.

T1154/55 mains power supplies h.1/11. £70.
76 set sender. 1I50. TCS RX, £40. GRC-9
b.f. manpack with p.s.u.. etc., £2110. Russian

ono. GYMS. Penrith. Tel: (01768) 868144
daytime or (01768) 881866 night and

higher. Telephone anytime. state dimension

wanted, fol. hoards also for Wee. HRO
coils or complete set wanted. Will buy or
Alex. Will collect. Eric. Lancs. Tel:101754)

Delta One 934, sg.c... swap Ranger 28-30
super star 3900F Belcom LS102 or str,h .y.?
Andy, Ilkeston 0115-9308096.

desk mic.. base station prompts sale, £200

F, 10kV waiting or

Collins 6315-1 any info, scrap

l'aesu FT -2900 MkJJ, NiCads, Spectrum
pre -amp. as new, £400. 'Dam FRO -9600
RX with h.f. converter, £350.
John Moyle GI AWL Olney, Bucks. Tel:
(08361244584 or (01234)241698.

Top of the range AOR 8000 hand-held,
also Opt° Scout, both as new. current price,
£800. Bargain at, £420. Disabled gent
requires rapes Ivideol on how to pass the
RAE cum. Tel: Gips (016841295770

sets, ex -army navy sets also, would

Capacitor 4. 6 or

Kenwood 95050, 1800, Sony SW77. f 190.
If Smith. Tel: (015011733187.

characteristic tester. Faz, 6 Heron Mead,

(144MHz), 1W low power, IOW high
power, excellent condition. fist mic. and

Master computer. tape or disk. Matthew,
Kent. Tel: (018431868940.

0191-262 9689.

KW YG4555., £50. KW 'phone patch, £50.

capacity NiCarts, and mobile mount, £220
Tel: Kevin MI 202) 659910 office hours. Email kevin0thrs95787.demon.conk

1015621743253.

Hardware and software for the BBC

1017581712108.

Yaesu FT -ONE general coverage all mode
transceiver. cos operating and service

1015031272349

Yam FT -HR. case, v.g.e., box, manual,
1160. Sony SW7600, brand new, unused.
£145, bargain! Wanted Yaesu Ff-510 in
good condition. Bob Cr826L Essex. Tel:

Racal receiver ACSS: RA66B panadapter
MA197B preselector unit. also interested in
other Racal add-ons. Clive. Norwich. Tel:
(015081571063

Vadat 11440. new, £650. MEl Versa tuner,
£110. W9DSPII audio filter, £160. Microset
P530. 8123. Astatic 575M-6 power mic,
£35. Antron 99 vertical, £30. All new and
boxed, still under guarantee. RS94569,

MEI de.lux versa tuner. flint MVF 7100

packing. IMMn for sak, Eve got colour one,
£60. Cash only and buyer collects. G3DSV,
QTHR.
((11647)61753.

modified with original handbook/manual.
also info an CT216 sw.r. test set and
CT471C multinnicr. Tel: Middlesex 0181384 9199 evenings.

lrnid,en 200 wanted, new or mint condition,
also spares for same Tel: Peterborough
101733)6100 after 18001mrs.

Manual for solartron dual beam 'scope
and/or mains transference has modules
CX 144 CX1443 CD1400 transformer

Parmeka 301060170 issue 2. Alan Cockerill,
Sunderland. Tel: 0191-567 9733 evenings or
565 8561 daytime.

lathe hi-fi equipment, any condition, will
pay very good price for valve amplifiers.
valves, also books and manuals wanted,
equipment can be collected, also
components and spares. Tel: Birmingham
0121-784 8765.

Mini beam. three element for 10+ 12m,
please no fancy prices, Tom, NOII111111IS. Tel:
031 5361 522007.

WWII Bubble Seeman in case for 2m
144MHz) radio lot packet. Ron Archer. 37

R107 in good to mint condition. must he an -

BIHAR BASEMENT ORDER HRH
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

FOR SALE

U

WANTED

J EXCHANGE

Name

please

Address

write
in

block
capitals

Telephone Number

(301

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT.
Please cniv 'onto in the contact details you v.. sh to be published with
your advert,
me. do

want ',air name & al cress, or just our telephone number?

(12/

Your advert, you decide!
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Whilst

of

prices

goods

shown

in

Classified Ads

advertisements are correct at the time of

To advertise on this page see booking form below.

issues of the magazine.

going to press, readers are advised ro check
both prices and availability of goods with the

advertiser before ordering from non -current

HEATHKIT EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS UK

Computer Software
& Hardware
Radii:plink 96 Propagation simulation software.
Point-to-point radio links. £49.99 SASE leaflet.
G6CP0 (CiTHR) Tel: 01299-822473 (Worts).

.11/fax/SSTV, HamComm, PktMon 9FD/25FD
covered interface, programs, manuals, pictures,
£29.95. Other services, software. SASE for
leaflets. Your Pervisell 'demodulator' modified
Tx/PTT £12.50. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36
Davington Road, Dagenham RM8 2LR.
Tel/fax: 0181-595 0823.

distributor/spares and service centre. Cedar
Electronics, 12 istiourne Way, Broadway Road,
Winchcom be, Cheltenham, Glos GL54 5NS.
Tel: (01242) 602402.

Receivers
B.F.O. KITS Resolves single side -band on almost
any radio, £16.49. H. CORRIGAN, 7 York Street,
Ayr KA8 BAR.

Valves

Holidays

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan

& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157

bunkhouse

Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: (012531302979.

-

camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,
open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho, PwIlheli.
Tel: 01758 740712.

VALVES WANTED for

Shareware
PC ELECTRONIC AND
TECHNICAL PROGRAMS
LOW COST SPECIALIST LIBRARY
GOOD QUALITY PROGRAMS THAT WORK

cash:

KT88,

£48:

PX4,PX25 £50; DA100 £90; EL34, £10: EL37, £9:
CV4004, £5; ECC83 £3. Valves must be

Wanted

Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve the
price. Ask for our free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors by appointment only

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state

Iwe are a very busy Export Warehouse).
Bi[lington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
West Sussex RH14 9E7.
Tel: 101403) 784961. Fax: 1014031 783519.

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOC E AVAILABLE PE10ED AT L2.50
Comes Nnb124.1f4rwcorer roe:cher Alex rower

rn+rr4nx (wrier

Phone/Fax For your catalogue from;

PDSL, Winscombe House, Beacon Road,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 111
Telt 01892 663298 Fax: 01892 667473

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,

Davies (Radio), Tel: 101788) 574774.

AUTUMN CLEARANCE

SALE. Domestic
receivers and equipment. Also used/new spares
and valves. Tel: 01689 898291. Open Fridays and
Saturdays 10am - 4pm. 91 High Street, St Mary

Government surplus wireless equipment and
obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and

audio components and accessories.

valves wanted fo r cas h. Must be unused and boxed.

Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH), 28 Banks Ave.,

CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU.

Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4L.Z.
Tel: 01484 654650.
Fax: 01484 655699.
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

Tel: (01253) 751858
or Fax:1012531302979.

G4TNY is still buying and selling used

for all your valves, tubes,

amateur equipment for fun and profit. I've no
VAT to account for so you can expect lower
prices for buyers and higher offers for sellers!
Buying or selling your gear? Try me, you might

semi -conductors and ICs,

be

TOP PRICES PAID
Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
Surrey CRO 20P.

surprised! G4TNY Radio,
Crescent, Colchester CO2 BUN.
Phone/fax: 01206 575258.

Incoming signals start tape to
automatically record. Micropower battery circuit,
built, boxed, ready to use. £18.50 including
postage.
Information
sheet
on
request.
Livewireless,
25
Helsel!
Road,
Birkdale,
recorder.

Vacancies

For Sale
TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,
HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds available.

SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford,
Essex 1G1 3E15. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

RADIO BOOKS. New and previously enjoyed.

please).

S.A.E. for lists. Old Time Supplies, PO Box 209,
Banbury, Oxon 0X16 7GR.

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM.
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home

FEW SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE/LISTENER
1947 - 1950s. Onward 1950s Radio Constructor,
WNtorld. 1960s Hi-Fi News £2.50. Copy p/paid
enquiries Norfolk. Tel: 01508 489267.

RAE COURSES,
TAUNTON
Somerset College of Arts and Technology. Wellington
Road, Taunton will again he offering the RAE course for the
May 1997 examination. The course will he held on Tuesday
evenings from 5.30prn to 8.30pm commencing September
1996. Course tutor is Peter Upton G7CCV.

For enrolment details, please contact tine Faculty office on
01823366371 or the course tutor on 01823366M ext211.
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FULL-TIME
TRANSMISSION ENGINEER

n-..:!::.
Alice Souncitech. one of the ,
providers, requires a full-time iransinrssion Engineer tc
join our team of quality broadcast service engineers
based in Surrey.

The ideal candidate will be familiar with AM and
FM transmissions including valve and solid state
transmitters, ranging from 20 watt to SOK watt.
The vacancy includes the use of a company vehicle
and salary is negotiable based on experience.
Please apiary in writing to --

Marcus Bekker. Broadcast Systems Manager,

Alice Soundtech Plc, Unit 340,
Hobbs Industrial Estate, Newchapel, Lingfield,
Surrey RH7

study course. For details write or phone THE
RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX400, Tuition
House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 0181-947 2211.

Onslow

TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

Southport, Lancs PR8 3Db. (Mail order only

Educational

41

E-mail me! : dw4tny@aol.com.uk.

Cray, Orpington, Kent.

NEVER MISS A MESSAGE! With the signal
box, plugs from any radio to standard cassette

Pre -1975

wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most

Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:

Miscellaneous
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff

communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of

Samson German El-Keyers Memory and

Closing date 12 OCTOBER 1996

non -memory models, with and without built-in
paddles. Twin -paddle key, £48. SAE for details.

DISCLAIMER

GSBM QTHR. Tel: 01531 820960 (Glos).

Some of the products offered for sale in advertisements in this

ANTENNA LIFTING KITES. Powerful stable
kite. 70" x 58". Bright yellow nylon. Winds 5.
20rnph. Designed for the lob. £80.00 inc P&P.
Sky High Kites, 39 Dalton Crescent, Comber,
N. Ireland BT23 5HE. Tel: 01247 874224.

Internet:- http://www.kitesantenna.com.
E-mail:- Kites@kitesantenna.thegap.com.

magazine may have been obtained from abroad or from
unauthorised sources. Precticel Wireless advises readers
contemplating mail order to enquire whether the products are
suitable fur use in the UK and have full after -sales backup
available.
The publishers of Practical Wireless wish to point ant that it

is the responsibility of readers to ascertain the legality of
otherwise of dams offered for sale try advertisers in this
magazine.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

}"r me XXXXXXXXX%

SERVICE MANUALS

Is your club planning or
holding an event or rally?

lail (01202]

& Technical Books

Available for most equipment, any make, age or model.
Technical Book and Manual Compilations now on CD-ROM.
Return the cottpon for your FREE catalope

MAURITRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (PW)

IY'?

...n.A.A

p-1

?"

TE1.: 01844 351694. FAx: 01844 352554.

1r...ir.7.;

11.

8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon OX9 4QY

Please forward sour latest catalogue for which I enclose 2 x 1st class stamps or
£4.11 for the complete Service Manuals index on PC disc phis catalogue.
NAME

ADDRESS

To find out the special
advertising rates for clubs
. %" v'e

POSTCODE
Photoropi: thi'ra nllnrn 11%0L1 do not wish to cut the magazine

.iilliMacithine
Mar

Sniff out a bargain!

WE SELL FOR LESS

SWING ARM MAGNIFYING LAMP
Ideal for primed circuit work
Ideal for detail and assembly welt
Ideal for model makers/engravers
integral fluorescent Ilghl

Call into any of our 39 superstores nationwide and
pick up your FREE catalogue. For details of your
nearest branch, or to place an order, call our 24hr
telephone Order hotline.

4,4001

only

£39.95
+ vat at 17.5%

Machine Mart Ltd. Dept. HO 211 Lower Parliament Street Nottingham. NG1 1GN

0115 956 5555

To advertise in the classified
section of
PW, fill in
the coupon

X3 Magni/OM:in

X3

at the bottom of
the page.

S.-10

or fax us on 0115 956 2900

In dex to Advertise rs
A H Supplies
Aerial Techniques
AKD
ARC Ltd
Chevet Books
Cirkit Distribution
Colomor Electronics
Cricklewood Electronics
Datong Electronics
Essex Amateur Radio Services
Fairhaven Electronics
Haydon Communications

32
31

32
42

40
31

68
20

42

6/7

Howes, C M
Icom UK
Birkett
Kenwood Electronics UK
Lake Electronics
Langrex Supplies
Lowe Electronics
Maplin Electronics
Martin Lynch & Son
Mauritron Technical Services
Monitoring Times
muTek

20
cover iii
42

PDSL
RAS Notts
RSGB

42
32
40

Short Wave Magazine

67

42

SMC Ltd

2/3

40

SMC-Siskin
Spectrum Communications
Thames Valley Electronics Rally
TheVintage Audio Co
Waters & Stanton
Yaesu UK

5

31

cover iv
34/45
61

8

25

42
32

42
4

cover ii

42

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number lop extra. Semi -display setting £13.90
per single column centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless,
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: 01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
will insert it in the next available issue of PW) for

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we
. insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

142p per word,

12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Telephone No

Box Number 0 70p: lick if appropriate
Category heading:
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Order Form
SUBSCRIPTION RATES

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am -5.00pm Outside these hours your order will be
recorded on an answering machine and at busy periods throughout the day.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS -1 YEAR

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

£25.00 (UK) El £30.00 (Europe 1st class)
CI £32 (Rest of World Airsaver) El £37 (Rest of World Airmail)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE

MAGAZINE -1 YEAR

Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy?

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

£45 (UK) 71 £54 (Europe 1st class) £58 (Rest of World Airsaver)

PAYMENT DETAILS

£67 (Rest of World Airmail)
Please start my subscription with the

Issue.
Name

STAR BUY

Please send me

set(s) of the RAE Manual and How To

Address

Pass The RAE @ £17 Inc. P&P (UK only).
Postcode

BOOKS Please send me the following book(s)

£

Telephone No.

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £
£

£

Or

£

Charge to my Access/Visa Card the sum of

Postal Charges:

$

£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK).
£2 per book or £10 for five books or more (overseas surface).
£2 per binder (overseas surface).

Card No.

Valid from

to

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK MAINLAND ONLY)

£4 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon)

Signature
Telephone No

GRAND TOTAL

Now fill In your name and address ir

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery.
Prices correct at time of going to press.
Please note: all payments must be made In Sterling.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

RECOMMENDED RAE READING
If you're about to embark on a Radio Amateur's Examination course or have
already done so, you will no doubt be looking to buy the recommended reading
material.
Well, this month we're giving you the chance to buy both the Radio
Amateurs Examination Manual and How To Pass The RAE for Just £17
Including P&P (UK only, overseas readers please add £4 to cover
postage. Price only applicable if both books are ordered, otherwise
normal P&P prices apply).
The Radio Amateurs Examination Manual is the standard and popular
aid designed to compliment your RAE course. Topics such as Becoming A
Radio Amateur, Basic Radio Theory, Operating Practices & Procedures and much more
is covered within its 127 pages. Truly a book you can't afford to be without.
How To Pass The RAE is the companion volume to the RAE Manual and offers a practical
approach to preparing for the final exam. It also contains many practice examination papers.

To order please use the form above or telephone Michael or Sheiagh on (01202) 659930 and quote PW10.
62
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ccess

K STORE

B

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:
E-MAIL:

bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

TEL: (01202) 659930 Rolons)
FAX:101202) 659950124 HouRsi

The hooks listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.
They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 62

SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE. 5th Edition. John Breeds. ....
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition. Dr Ralph E Taggaa WEISE1QT
WITH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE. 1996 Edition. Bart Kuperus

LISTENING GUIDES

..76 pages. £15.00
192 pages. 815.50
366 pages. £17.95

A/RBAAD
MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 5th Edition. David j Smith.
MR & MEMO CODE MANUAL Pith Edition, Joe-% Kl ingenfoss.
MRWAVES 96.
MRWAVES EUROPE
CALLSIGV 96
FLIGHT ROLTINGS 19% Compiled by T T. &
Williams.
HIGH IN THE SKI ards Darker & Md.:en:de
INTERNATIONAL MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK David J. Smith.

1.92 para. £8.99

SCANNING

358 pages.
100 pages. 56.95
124 pages. £9.50.
144 pages. 68.50
140 pages. 66.60

.

166 pages. 66-95
192 pages. £9.99

EADERSTANDING ACARS
80 pages. £9.95

cations Addressing and Reporting System. Ed Flynn,

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQuENcy DIRECTORY

2nd Pink

152 pages. i4.11-5

100 pages. 64.00
261 pages. £9.95

New Edition -kb Revision. Peer Rouse
SCANNING SECRETS.

-1(

)"1 pages. 69.95
280 pages. £16.95

.

-2 pages. £.95

THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK. Arm SYYti ihu rne
3rd Edition. A.Hcraft

AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP31I. I. D. Poole.
SCANNER BUSTERS 2. II C.. Folk
SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL. Peter Rouse Gtil DIU).
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES

260 pages. £19.95

WORLDWIDE .11:RONALTICAL HF RADIO HANDBOOK Name R. Ceske

..124 pages. £6.95.

BROADCAST
A GU/DE TO THE WORLD'S RADIO STATIONS BP355. Peter Shore
POP WENT THE PIRATES. Eeith Sates
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1996. Clive Woodyear.

.266 pages .65.95
81 pages. 63.9-5

DATAMODES
GUIDE TO FAX RADIO STATIONS. 15th Edition. Joerg Klingeniuss.
GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS. 11th Edition. Joneg Klingeniuss.

392 pages. 01.01.1

604 pages. 135
Fr Pages. 95
96 pages 614.00

RADIOTELETYPE CODE MANUAL 13t6 Edition. joerg Eli rigenhiss

AMATEUR RADIO

DXTV
DIN FOR BEGINNERS. Sin,tm Hamer.

31 pages £3.95

GUIDE TO DA --TS: kith Kinser & tkatr. Smith.

36 pages. £3.95

25 SIMPLE AMA TELR BAND AERIALS BP125.
25 SIMPLE LVDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136. E. M NNE .
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BeLVD AERIALS BP132. E. M. No11.
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. F... M. Noll..
1. Orr Y.:6641a S. D. Cowan WM.
ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS.
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred N. Caron...
ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301. I. n Poole.

195 pages. £14.50
104 pages. £4.95

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 17th Edition.......

-52 pages. 4195

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited in Jerry Hall KlTD.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four.

1-5 pages. £10.6G

Pico; le

125.00

f

FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY UST
......

:. Geoff Hall

..

......... ........ ..... ....544 pages. £1'.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1996.
,;1
IX SCANNING DIRECTORY
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip C. Mitchell

528 pages. £14.511

WORLD R.4D10 IV HANDBOOK 1996 (50th Anniversary Issue).

608 pages.

-540 pages £18.50

32 pages 56.00
95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W.I. Orr 11'6SAI a s. D. Cowan W2LC

mripilul and eLfri rtI lri P linsle,G3pa& T. Nicholson KA9WRVGWOLNQ.
HE ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). Edgers. hy EMIR David CALQI.

155 pages- .£7.25

pages.
23 p
3223

I

OnWssA1

321 pages. 118.95

pages. £13.50

D. Couaii1V21A.

WIFB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMaw W1FB

AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). Victor Brand G3J NB

i.i,c

123 pages. £7.50

65 Pages. £3.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO 10257. I. D. Puolc
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP3I5.

150 pages. £3.50
122 pages. 64.95.

kr pages. 64.50

1DRO.

°

1146959

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John fiqs G3BDQ
52 pages. 66.30
PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph J. Carr.
43- pages. £25.95
100 pages. £8.95
PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. lohn Heys G36DQ.
RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK w. 1. Orr 96561 & S. D. Cowan W21..'s. ..188 pages. £8 .50
89 Pages. Sl".50
RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK jt,c Tarr.
SIMPLE. LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO -AMATEURS.

BEGINNERS (INC RAE)
..

es

112 pages.

GENERAL

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIoNs.

192 pages. £8.50

BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition, Andrew Yoder.
6.8.50
CUBICAL QUAD A.NTEVNAS 3rd Edition. William Orr 1166,1 and Stuart Cowan W2LX
70 pages. £3.50
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H. C. Wright.
G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILTIARY.
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition
Hank Bi.ii nen. nun. helms & David lardy

63 pages. £1.95
54 pages. i1.75

236 pages. £1250
)04 pages. £15.50
260 pages. £8.50
208 pages. £15.95

MORE OUT OF THIN MR (PWP).

1996 St'PIR FREQUENCY USE

50 pages. 61.-5

'08 pages. £10.00

HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). Les Murton G6XN.

FREQ f T.Ver GUIDES

63 pages. £1.95

THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF .431.1.111:1? RADIO 3rd Edition.
Clas Laster ,r37.PV.

MARINE

ETI BOOK OF ELECTRONICS. Dave Black h.6.1

MARINE SSE OPERATION. J. Michael Gale.

96 pages. £11.95
48 pages. 1." 95

MARINE VHF OPERATION J Michael Gale.
SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E. Richardson.

195 pages 516.50

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES Ken Davies.....95 pages. 15.99
SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION'. s'..

I

96 pages. 69.99

6. l.:1;71erY

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK (BP375)
Ian Poole 03531.
THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMINICATIONS SATELLITES
..102 pages. £3.95

.

AN I sPRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMM I. NICATIONS BP326.

'30 paps £5.95
NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV. Dere,: !szephensua

pages../16.95

....

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds

280 pages. 632

150 pages. 51.95

Ray Petri GOAT. £13.95

.

RAE MANUAL (RSGB). C.E.Ficishow G.511B
RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). G.L.Benbow G31113.

SATELLITE
.1

88 pages..£8.75

Clivc smith ti uF7.li and George Bellboy,. 03118

Eifili Edition.

kiL

3)01 papaggeess.. £1105..9955

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)

12' pages. 0.75
92 pages. £4.99

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB). Code Vet GOAEC.
THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK John Case GW4 HU.
SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.

121 pages. £6.50

Anita Louise McCormiCx LASK

176 pages. 19.95I

.

Gil pages. £5.-.'5

TRAINING FOR TILE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR DIE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)
John Caw G11.411WR.

101 pages. £6.75

WIFE'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL). Doug DeMassW1FB.

155 pages. £8.95

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.
Martin DaYitii 11621: BL

313 pages. £14.50

SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK Colin A. Goellis
A layman's guide. Peter Pearson.........
SATELLITE TEL

120 pages. £18.'5
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-3 pages £1.00

CALLBOOICS
AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK AND INFORMATION DIRECTORY (RSGB)
529 pages. 611.23
1996 Edition.
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To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the Order F
Weather Reports
from Radio Sources

Weather Reports From Radio Sources
Philip C. Mitchell
How to Receive and Understand
Weather Reports from
Around

This A4 size 32 page book is a step-by-step guide
designed to help you understand weather transmissions
with the help of charts and tables. It's written in non -technical terms and shows you how
to tune into weather reports from London to Beijing using the world-wide frequency list,
which gives time, mode and location plus other detailed information.
The author Philip Mitchell is a regular contributor to our sister publication Short Wave
Magazine . He's written several articles on meteorology in a bid to combine his interests
of radio monitoring and weather.
Weather Reports From Radio Sources costs just £6.

The S

Scanner Busters 2

Hacks

D. C. Poole

Overcome
New
Technology
and listen

into what
you want to
hear

Covers the Latest Encryption Systems,
PMR, New Digital Telephones, Pagers
and the Emergency Services

Scanner Busters 2 shows you
how to get the most from your
scanner. It also explains the
workings of p.m.r.. digital
telephone systems, spread
spectrum and pager systems.
This A5 size 1(X) page book
is designed to not only improve
your scanning techniques but
also shows you how to keep up
with the changes in technology.
This book should appeal to new
scanner enthusiasts and veterans
alike and at only £6 is
affordable.

AN', D/

SW -by -seep En

How to set up

4

Includes Como

The RSGB Prefix Guide which was orignated by Geoff Watts BRS3129 is now in its se
re -launched and is described as being the 'Complete Guide to Count
This second edition has been brought right up-to-date as it now includes a DXCC c
can now identify the countries which have changed their names and are therefore diffic
If you are a keen DXer then at £5 the RSGB Prefix Guide is one

To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the Order F
'Pr c IcalIfifireless October

Irm on Page 62 of this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930_
Dave Coombe!, 68UY/

PACKET

Kaden bolt EviDIU

Packet Radio Primer (RSGB)
Dave Coomber G8UYZ & Martyn Croft G8NZU

RADIO

This book, now in its second edition, has been completely
revised and expanded to include new packet developments. It's
described as a light hearted introduction to the world of Packet
Radio aimed at helping the beginner to get involved with the
minmium of fuss.
Chapters included within the 266 pages are: Data
Communication, The Packet Station, PMS Mailboxes and
Servers, Nodes and the Network and Satellite operations to
name a few. Packet Radio Primer also gives practical advice on
connecting up equipment together with sample logs of contacts
and downloaded files from mailboxes and bulletin boards.
Whether you're a beginner in the world of Packet radio or a
seasoned enthusiast the Packet Radio Primer would be a
worthy addition to your book shelf and at only £8.95 is great
value!

PRIMER

The Satellite Hackers Handbook

atellite
ars Handbook
y Colin A. Greitis

rde r

rutwoog +Mu MU ',Norkr, S.otteoret,

Colin A. Grellis
This is a British publication that sets out to take the mystery out of satellite
reception. It shows the reader how to set-up a satellite receiving station
enabling your home satellite set up to receive more than just ASTRA.
The author explains what equipment is needed and how to get all you
require as cheaply as possible. If your interests lie in non -broadcasting
stations such as weather or amateur radio satellites the Satellite Hackers
Handbook shows you how easy it can be to receive weather pictures, as well
as explaining how amateur satellites are used for transmitting over long
distances on v.h.f.
As well as all this information, also contained within its 120 pages is a
list of equipment suppliers, a comprehensive glossary and a short list of
useful addresses. And that's not all, The Satellite Hackers Handbook is
supplied with a free PC disk which contains programmes for receiving and
decoding satellite transmissions.
The Satellite Hackers Handbook costs £18.75.

Recervreg StaPoo Ofl a Budget

ehenstve Frequencies Lists

RSGB Prefix Guide
dited by John Forward G3HTA
nd edition, has been updated and
Identification and Information'.
nversion list. This means that you
It to trace from their orginal QSL
cards.
list that you shouldn't be without.

Compfeie Guide to C

r

!dent qccat Ion an
Wry - Zone 1*

arm on Page 62 of this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.
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RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INTERNATIONAL LISTINGS 1996.
-4th Fr -Eldon

1.D. Pick.

102 pages. £3.50

Over 1400. pages £20.95

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK NORTH AMERICAN LISTINGS 1996
iih Edition

. Oyer 1400 pages. £20.95

ELECTRONICS

RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK INTERNATIONAL & NORTH AMERICAN LISTINGS 1996
CD-ROM. .

£35

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS BP.286
F. A. Wilson.

4-2 pages. .15.95

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287.

COMPUTING

F. A. Wilson

01 pages. £5.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BPI77,
R. A. Penh
7 pages. 42.95
HOW To WAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP27I

AUDIO ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS - BOOK 6 BP111. F A. >a ikon..
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP288P285

309 pages. £3.95

R. A. ?enfold.

166 pages. £3.95

R. A. Tenfold.

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK I - BP32I. R.A. Tenfold....
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322. R.A. Tenfold.
GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop. ..
NEWNES AUDIO AND HI -Fl ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

182 pages. £4.95

106 pages £ 5.95.

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. R_ A_ Ten kaki.

MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (HP402)

..........

86 pages. 43.95
..

.

77 pages. £5.95

NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S Poorr BOOK.---1birddEa Bb:01..
Michael Tooley.

2% pages. 112.95

PCs MADE EASY Second Edition. James.L.Turlev..
THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. J. Shelley.
WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400).

38 pages. £15.95
130 pages. £51/0
175 pages. £5 is

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R. Nelson WA6FQG.
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). Rubin Page Jones G3JWI.

198 pages £4.95.

Vivian Cape)...

710 pages. £12.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKETBOOK Keith Brindles.
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76 R. A. Pe n fold
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOIC Jan Sinclair
TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R_A.Tenfuld. ..............
.....
W/Frs DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Dougng:M.AW W1FB

306 pages. £12.95
89 pages. £2.50
89 pages. £4.95

439 page. £13.95

.

EMC

'14 pages. £4.95

.

104 pages. £2.95
195 pages. £8.540

?50 pages. £9.50
117 pages. £8.95

DATA

HISTORICAL
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited by Hugo Gemshack.
WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB).

260 pages. II 1.85
307 pages. £9.30

ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK plug Deklaw W1FB
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H. Fat ha tier. ....... ..........
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)

. ...........

'Original Publishers General Eleatic'. Re -published hsAAiuique Electronic Supply

pages.19.95.

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE
EQUIVALENTS
6I) pago 42.95.
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE 8P53.

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB)
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART.
QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD.
RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB).
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE

£3.51/

'41 x 520mm £- 511
1080 x 680mm. 15.91
980 s 680mm. 05.95

F. A. Wilson.

249 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316 Owen Bishop.
RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Steve Min icy. 2
5i
-i9pagepagt:S:12'..9955
RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

.£3.50

Norrr.Die & hleige Granherg.

15.011

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 14

135 pages. 81'1.95

£2.95 each

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL (Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America i
Rc.putikslird by Antique Faectronic Supply (Anzonai.
384 pages £10.50

MICROWAVES

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312).
I' A_ Wilson. 134 pages. £3.95
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Various Authors
446 pages. £14.50

(Original Publisher Radio Corporation or America:1. Re -published by Antique
Eleci ionic Supply (A117,0F13.

318 pages. £9.95.

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL).
les Hayward 11-7.01 ict f/irog DeMaw 9'1FB.

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckersley cArrj
ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1996 (ARRL).
THE ATV COMPENDIUM. 'dike Wosiding G6IQM
COMPLETE DX'ER.
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.
keliicrl hr Chades I. Hutchinson and David .Newkirk.

'49 pages. £12.23
1200 pages. £25
104 pages. £3.511

204 pages £8.91
129 pages. £9.59

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB).
Bidtkilph C.SPDS

750 pages. £21.011

SETT/W.' UP AN' AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP301). 1. D. Poole.

.756 pages. 110.541

81 pages.13.95

PROJECTS
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL VIGO. B.B. BALM
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BPI21
A. Tenfold.
MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP 192. R A. ?enfold.
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWL.S BP304. R. A. Terridd
SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276 R.A. ?enfold.
SIMPLE SHORT W4VE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275 R. A. TerdOld.

Ilk'pages. £3.95
66 pages. £250
92 pages. 62.95

92 pages. £395.

80 pages £2.95
88 pages 13.95

PACKET
PRACTICAL GUIDE ID PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK
mike Mansfield C6A0 D NEW EDITION

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dace Comber 081.717. 84 Sums Curls (18NZH

"0 pages. £10.50
'6.6 pages £8.95

PACKET: SPEED, MORE SPEED AND APPLICATIONS (ARRL).

1 63 pages...1.12.95

YOUR GATEWAY TO PACKET RADIO Sian Horzepa Il Al LOU
YOUR PACKET COMPANION Steve Ford 813813.19

178 pages. £8 95

OR PLEASE USE WE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 62.

1'0 pages 85.95

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. J.G. Lee
119 pages. £3.95
LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO - OPERATING A HAM STATION FROM ALMOST
ANYWHERE (ARRL). Jim Keamian KRIS
124 pages £730

QRP
G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited hy Rev. C. Dobbs G3RJV,
QRP CLASSICS (ARRL). Edited ]huh Schetgen.

90, ixigs..1.9.00

"4 pages. £10.10

Win's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). 2nd Edition. Doug De Maw Win.

rages..0 95

TEST EQUIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239. R. AL Tenfold.
102 pages £2.95
HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Barry Russ.
.......................228 pages. 11-.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267.
R. A. Tenfold.

IN pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION I1P249. R. A. Tenfold 102 pages £5.50
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R. A. Tenfold.
96 pages.. £2.95
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. .1, All Case GWiilWR.
126 pages £10.00
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clive Smith CAM]
170 pages £10.95
.

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W.1. Orr OSA]

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHF/UHF FOR RADIO AMATEURS BP281,

66

ORDER NOW ON (01202) 659930

163 pages. 4.50

"As you will have noticed we've taken
the decision to change the 'look' of the
PW Book Store. These two pages now
list all the books we currently hold in
stock, with pages 64 & 65 dedicated to
profiling a selection of books for your
enjoyment.
If you wish to know more about a
book before placing your order don't
hesitate to contact me on (01202) 659930 and I'll be glad to
help you make your selection. Similiarly, if you're a Radio
Dealer and wish to discuss taking a selection of hooks to stock
in your shop then pick-up the 'phone and call me immediately
on (01202) 659930. I'm looking forward to your calls, so get
dialling now!"
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SPECIAL FEATURE
Broadcaster Jim Lee
G4AEH says anyone can

Oa

start up their own
a.m./f. m. station!

REVIEWED
The Alinco DJ -54

430MHz Hand -Held
Transceiverl

BUILD
A Varfometer Tuner!

O
z

FEATURES
Leicester Amateur Radio &

Computer Show Guide
The PW QRP Contest
Results
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SPECIAL

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

YOUR LOCAL DEALERS

Listen to 73kHz
with a
VLF Converter

SURREY

Chris Rees

from Datong Electronics
The

new

Amateur

G3'TUX
The QRP Component Company

Radio

frequency allocation covering

71.6 to 7 4.4kHz is going to
be a challenge to all those
people who enjoy building

Tel: ii)142.R1 (A1771

Mid Glamorgan C.F44 1141.Z.

Fax: tili42280 e61794

Td: 016851 870425

LONDON

AItTIN LYNCL

_

G9 MKS

For all your atnateur radio needs

140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB
Tel

Flax:101485) 8761t14

SinekiSiS

own

the wheel, why not
take a look at Datong's VLF

PO Box 08 Husk:mere Sunr) GU27 .21RT

Unit 5, Enterprixe House, Cwinbach
Industrial Estate, Aberdare.

1 Howes Kits J Jones Keys
Vargania Aerials
Hits n'pieces! 4r, Lists

equipment.
However, if you don't want to
their

MID GLAMORGAN
SANDPIPER
COMMUNICATIONS

0181-566 1120

A full range of transmitting
receiving
antennas available for the amateur

Fax:

0181-566 1207

corium:re. ial market.

reinvent

Converter.

With a frequency coverage of
0 to 5 00kHz the VLF
Converter will not only allow
you to listen to the new
Amateur Band but everything
else that happens at these low
frequencies. The VLF signal is

SCOTLAND

En=

KENT

JAYCEE
ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Wanciside Win, Glen mares, Fife KIT 5DF

Tel: 101921756%2 May or Nighli
Fax No. 011592) 510451

Open; .ItiesFri8.5. Sat
KENROOD. YAESC 811C0'.s1 APPROVED DEALERS

A goad rteek nflIeW and secondhand
equipment always in stack

KANGA PRODUCTS
For QRP kits

SCOTLAND

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND

A variety of kits for RECEIVERS,
TRANSMITTERS & TEST GEAR.

Masts from 25ft 411fi

Adapt,01asi

sem/ sal A3 SAE -fin -afire cnt11. of rxrr Ce lnuIs toe,
Seal kw House. crele Road Earl

101545.) 93824

Folkectene.(1181RI

51a11. %mid. Rel.th...40.rlkln, 'ill!. 111

10111. I mi (1,1?

Telarasi1031th )1Y1t96

1

converted up to 28MHz so
that you can

listen

on

any

Short Wave Receiver. Its high
sensitivity means you only
require a short antenna (thank
goodness).

Built into a diecast aluminium
box
with
two
PL2 5 9
connectors.
The
VLF
Converter fits between the
antenna and the receiver input.
The converter can be supplied

by an internal 9 Volt battery

5 to 16 Volt
The On/Off switch

or an external
supply.
not only

saves

power,

but

switches the antenna directly
to the receiver so that you
don't have to remove the
converter when it is turned off.

AVON/SOMERSET

DORSET

THE SHORTWAVE
SHOP
Noviceic.B./Amateur/SWL Equipment.
Full range secondhand eqUipMelif
flf

18 Fairmile Road, Christchurch.
Dorset B1123 2L,1
Tel/Fax: 01202 490099

DERBYSHIRE

SOUTHAMPTON

SMC Ltd

QSL
COMMUNICATIONS
Nu stock till makes of equipment
for the Amateur and Listener,

Main Dealer for: Yaesu.
Kenwood. [corn AOR
CuNhcraft

Part Exchanae lAelcome

51st House. School Close, Chandlers Ford
Industrial Estate. Fastleigh,
Hampshire 505 3131

Unit Wane Industrial Cerar, Colt,
Work. Weston -super -Mare

Tel: (01703) 255111
Fax: (!11703) 26350.7

Tel/Fax: (1119341 512757

NORTHWEST

ESSEX

AOR. YUPITERU, DRAKE. ICOM.
LOwE...

ARC Ltd.

Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof?

Coastal
Communications

ADAM BF.DE HIGH TECH CENTRE
DERBY ROAD
WIRKSWORTH
DERBYSHIRE DE4 4BG

38 Bridge street, Earlestown.

Poe .1E I. 1111 Et ANIATEUR NANO NE.EDS.

WORLD RilD110 CENTRE
ShortW are, v HP' & UHF receivers from

TEL: {1)1629) 825926
iMUND.4 - FRIDAY 9.30AM 5.00P1I

demand%

Newton leWi I lows,

Merseyside 0.912 9BA

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

19 Cambridge Road
Clacton -on -Sea, Essex C015 31J
0112.51'. 17 1292. Fax: 015.7,5 17155.2 1
..1...

s

,11.-515311; 11vr1

At a cost of 139.95
(inc. VAT & Postage) the
VLF Converter is such good
value for money that it will
probably cost more to build
a unit of the same quality.

DERBYSHIRE

DORSET

Lowe

Electronics
THE HAM RADIO SUPERSTORE

Kenwood. Yam, [corn ecc. arways in stock

For Converters, Filters and

Active Antennas call now
for a Catalogue.

Datong Electronics Ltd

Clayton Wood Close,
West Park, Leeds.

LS16 60E
Tel: 0113-274-4822
Fax: 0113-274-2872

Chesterfield Rd.. Madock, Derbys DE4 5LE
Tel: 01629 580800 Fax: 01629 580020
E-mail: infot2Iowe co.ok orders@lowe.co.uk

LONDON

HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS
F

!ill yOUr ClInigNIT radio equipment.

\I :W. SF.CONDHAND. EX -DEMO
l32 High St,. Edgware. Middx HA8 TEL
Tel: 0181.951578112
Fax: 0181-951 5782
Open II,n-Fn Inc, Sal :005

aisde

fin

i)51?1K:7,

DEVON

BOOKS BOOKS
BOOKS

Reg. Ward & Co. Ltd.

PW PUBLISHING
BOOK SERVICE

I Western Parade,
West Sieet. Axminster,
Demo EX13 5NY

Tel: 01202 659930
Fax: 01202 659950

The S

largest amateur

stockist. Approved dealer for Kenwood,
Yaesu and leorn

Tel: 1111297) 34918
[Closed Ii/9-200 and

C. B.RETAIL
RADIO
SEND LARGE STAMPED ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE FOR INFORMATION
OR £2.99 FOR CATALOGUE

TRADE

11ando

To reach almost
40,000 readers
every month,

ring Lynn on

01202 659920

MANUFACTURERS/IMPORTERS OF
ALL MOONRAKER P RC/DUCT S

war osomnres WEt COME cM741I
1,1001.91AKEP (1114 LlTi, UNIT 12.

CRANF1ELD ROA0 UNITS. CHANFIELD ROAD.
WOBURN SANDS. BUCKS 0017 500

TEL101908)281705FAX1019611281706

and advertise
YOUR company
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ICOM

liC0R8500
the super wi4f_---_7,16 -band
receiver with street -credibility
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If you want to hear everything that's going down on the streets, then the R8500 is for
you. Covering 100kHz-2GHz in all modes the R8500 gives you the chance to be a REAL
nosey -parker! The R8500 includes IF shift, APF, direct RS -232C
computer compatability and will appeal to professionals and serious
listeners who demand top performance - but not top prices.
ICOM... manufacturers of top performing base -stations, mobiles,
handheld transceivers and receivers.
Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.
General Operator: 01227 743000. Sales & Service: 01227 741741.

INTERNET: http://www.lcomuk.coark/

Fax: 01227 741742.

E-MAIL: Icarnsalesigicomuk.co.uk.

Count on us!
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The new Maplin MPS catalogue is the essential
electronic buyers' guide. Featuring everything from
cables, tools and test equipment to capacitors,
switches and optoelectronic components. And now
combining the entire Maplin and MPS product range
under one cover, with volume price breaks, for the
first time ever. With over 2,000 new products to
choose from you won't want to miss our new
catalogue. Reserve your copy now.

-

-amp

I al

t

I

e new
MPS catalogue is bursting with
exciting ideas - from a huge range of electronics
kits, cycle computers and navigation systems, to
personal hi-fi, disco gear and home video editors.
All at our best prices and with discounts for larger
orders. Give your spare time a boost - reserve your
copy of the new Maplin MPS catalogue now.
Who said
combined

.

The new Maplin MPS catalogue is out September 1996,
reserve your copy now
only e3.45 (free post & packing when you reserve your copy by 31 August)

ph.01702
554
161
or visit your local Maplin store.
Also available from September at WH Smith and John Menzies.

MAPLIN ELECTRONICS plc,
PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex 556 131.13

N

11/1APLIN

- 35 locations throughout the UK

Barnsley (Wombwell], Belfast, Birmingham, Bradford. Bnghton. Bristol, Cardiff, Chatham, Coventry
Dudley, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Leicester, Liverpool, London (Edgware), London (Forest Hill),
London (Hammersmith), London (Ilford), Manchester (Cheetham Hill). Manchester (Oxford Road),

Middlesborough. Milton Keynes, Newrastle-Upon-Tyne, Northampton, Nottingham, Portsmouth.
Preston. Reading, Sheffield, Slough. Southampton, Southend, Stockport, Stoke-on-Trent

NlAPLIN MOND° SUPERSTORE now open at 3 Regent Street, LEEDS. Look out for new stores opening in your area soon!

